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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARNDT 
Headquarters I Field Force Vietnam 

APO San Francisco 96350 

AVFA-GC-OT 15 February 1969 

SUBJECT: Operational Report of Headquarters, I FFORCEV. for Quarterly 
Period Ending 31 January 1969 RCS CSFOR-65 (Rl) (U) 

SEE -ISTRIBUT10N 

1. Section I - SIGNIFICANT ORGANIZATION ÜR UNIT ACTIVITIES 

a. (C) General: 

(1) During November and December 1968 and January 1969 United 
States and Free World Military Forces (FWMAF) with 37 maneuver bat- 
talions (19 US and 18 ROK) supported by 24 artillery battalions (16 
US and 8 ROK) and Army Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) with 30 maneuver 
battalions supported by seven artillery battalions continued operations 
in the II Corps Tactical Zone (CTZ). Operations were conducted in the 
west along the Cambodian/Laotiafi/Republic of Vietnam border in Quang 
Due, Dar lac, Pleiku and Kontum Provinces; along the east coast in Binh 
Dinh, Phu Bon, Phu Ion, Khanh Hoa and Ninh Thuan Provinces and in the 
south in Tuyen Due, Urn Dong and Binh Thuan Provinces. The quarter 
started with the Initiation of the Accelerated Pacification Campaign 
(APC) throughout II CTZ which continued through the end of the quarter. 
The APC was initiated to take advantage of the withdrawal of many major 
enemy units to sanctuary in Laos and Cambodia. It was also decided 
to take advantage of the enemy withdrawal to probe his established base 
areas and destroy supplies left behind to make it difficult for him 
to return. At the same time, friendly forces were used as a shield to 
provide momentum to the APC. This was accomplished by providing security 
for the population centers and cooperating to the maximum extent possi- 
ble with Province Chiefs in the pacification program and areas they de- 
sired cleared. Small unit operations, many of patrol size were used 
to saturate wide areas to detect and destroy small enemy unit formations 
as they moved. Constant surveillance of the border was maintained to 
detect movement of NVA forces back into II CTZ and friendly units were 
prepared to react should the NVA attempt to return. 

(2) Friendly losses for the period were 737 KIA and 2668 VIA. 
Enemy losses*were 3506 KIA, 287 captured and 1491 small arms and 101 
crew served weapons captured. Additionally, II CTZ accounted for 634 
Hoi Chanhs. 

(1) General: As the character of the conflict continued to swing 
from conventional major unit engagements toward political, small unit 
and anti-pacification activity by the enemy, intelligence operations 
during the period were adjusted accordingly. Greater emphasis on the 
political war heightened the importance of the Viet Cong Infrastructure 
(VCI). Friendly efforts to counter the enemy's political activity 
necessitated greater and more comprehensive knowledge of the enemy's 
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operations in this area. Within the I FFOHCBV intelligence community, 
the result was the creation or reorganization of agencies in order to 
obtain the requisite knowledge of the enemy, the bombing halt and 
derelopments in Paris, together with the low level of enemy activity, 
accentuated the importance of intelligence operations. Monitoring ene- 
my activity, providing early warning of developing enemy threats and 
forecasting the enemy's intentions were intelligence functions of inte- 
rest not only to local commanders but were critical in the formulation 
of national and international policy. In order to meet important needs, 
intelligence operations were adapted to the demands of this new phase 
of the Vietnam Conflict. 

(2) Enemy Order of Battle, 

(a) Disposition of NVA, VC Main Forces and VC Local Forces is 
shown at Inclosure 1. 

(b) Changes in Order of Battle holdings during the period: 

K Units Accepted: 

2. Units Removed: 

UNIT CLASSIFICATION STRENGTH 

K37 Sapper Bn Confirmed 300 

K33 Arty Bn Confirmed 350 

K34 Arty Bn Confirmed 450 

246 Trans Bn Probable 450 

1-45 I* Bn Possible 200 

74th Arty Bn Possible unk 

K101 Bn 
(To III Corps) 

Probable 300 

3d NVA Div Confirmed 4260 
(To I Corps, except 
18th NVA Regt and 
300th Sapper Bn) 

95C OTA Regt 
(To III Corps) 

Probable 1500 

320th NVA Regt 
(To III Corps) 

Probable 1400 

1st NVA Div Probable 1230 
(To III Corps, ex- 
cept 66th NVA legt) 

2* Changes in Subordination: 

300th Sapper Bn from 3d NVA Div to Binh Dinh 
Province Committee. 

66th NU Regt possible from the 1st NVA Div 
to the B3 Frost. 

J^chsffe, 
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(3) Significant Enemy Tactics and Techniques. Following the battle 
of Due Lap, during the last major eneny offensive in II CTZ in Aug 66, 
there was a gradual change in enemy tactics. Emphasis was placed on small 
unit operations, usually of company size and smaller. The enemy was 
.evasive, usually avoiding contact and totally unwilling to engage major 
size units. The majority of activity consisted of standoff attacks by 
fire and small sapper teams. The most frequent targets were Regional 
Forces/Popular Forces (RF/PF) strong points. This unwillingness co fight 
was due, at least in part, to limited enemy capabilities. Host of the 
large NVA. forces were withdrawn to sanctuary in Cambodia, thus reducing 
the forces immediately available for combat. Concomitant ly, increased 
responsibilities were delegated to Main Force and Local Force units. The 
small unit attacks, previously mentioned, were designed to maintain & 
semblance of military pressure, and at the same time, through the selec- 
tion of appropriate targets, discredit the GVN and make questionable it» 
ability to maintain the security of the populace. Although these tac- 
tics are not new to the conflict in Vietnam, they represent a change from 
preceding quarters. 

(4) Enemy Losses and Strengths. 

(a) Enemy losses during the period: (DOW is 35* of KIA per MACV 
criteria.) 

MONTH    KIA    PQW    PW    MILITARI     SA     CSW 
HOI CHAJffl 

Mov 1096    377 89      55       352    7 

Dec 632    265 84     105       365    29 

Jan 1560    553 114     100      754    65 

(b) Enemy Strengths at the beginning and end of the quarter. 

1 Mov 66 31 Jan 69 

Wtk 18,160 15,195 

Lf/MP                           8,fc65 8,ß60 

Admin                         4,875 5,375 

Ouerrlllm 12,570 15,940 

Infrastructure 16.300 17.600 

T0TA1 60,770 63,170 

The increase in enemy strength during the quarter is attributed primarily 
to better defined reporting criteria, particularly in the guerrilla* 
category. 

(5) Enemy Capabilities, Vulnerabilities and Probable Courses of 
Action. 

(a)   Capabilities. 

K   In Kontum Province, the enemy has th» capability to: 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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a. Cu.i- •*+ standoff attacks or combination standoff/sapper attacks 
against US/Allied installations and Kontum City employing mortars of up 
to 120mm, 75mm RR and rockets of up to 122mm, as well as 100mm/l05mm 
artillery with or without a coordinated ground follow-up attack. 

b. Conduct ground attacks against US/Allied bases, vicinity of Dak 
Seang, Ben Ket and Dak To in up to ^ulti-battalion strength supported by 
RR, mortar, rocket, artillery fire and possibly armor. 

c. Employ battalion size NVA/VC forces to interdict and conduct 
harassing operations along QL 14N, Highway 512 and other major friendly 
lines of communication (LOC's). 

d. Restrict friendly air activity with fire from SA, AW, 12.7mm, 
14.5mm and 37mm anti-aircraft weapons. 

2. In Pleiku Province, the enemy has the capability to: 

a. . Selectively attack Plei Djereng, Plei Me, Plei Mrong, Due Co 
CIDCfcamps or Edap Enang, Thanh An and Le Trung in regimental strength 
supported by mortar, rocket, RR fire, 105mm artillery and possibly some 
armor. 

b. AtUck Pleiku City and US/Allied bases utilising 02mm mortar, RR, 
122mm rocket fire and sapper techniques. 

c. Employ battalion size NVA/VC Forces against friendly convoys and 
installations along QL 19E and QL 14N, supported by 75m RR and 60mm/82nm 
mortar fire; attack LOCs 509» TX 6C, 437« TL 7C ani LTL 7B with company 
sized VC elements using anti-tank grenades, RR and mortar fire. 

d. Conduct standoff attacks against CIDG camps, district headquarters, 
US/A.Tued installations and refugee resettlements areas. 

2. In Darlac Province, the enemy has the capability to: 

a. Attack district headquarters of Buon Ho and Lac Thien and iso- 
lated hamlets in up to battalion size force. 

b. Conduct ambushes and harassing activities along QL 21. 

c. Attack Ban Me Thuot City with multi-battalion forces employing 
75nra"RR, 60/82/12C**mortars ant 122mm rocket fire. 

^. In Quang Due rrovince, attack Due lap in up to multi-battalion 
size force and conduct standoff attacks at Gia Nghia, Bu Prang and Nhon Co. 

£. In Phu Bon Province, the enemy is capable of harassing Cheo Reo 
and district headquarters. 

6. In Binh Dlnh Province, the enesgr has the capability to attack 
the population centers, US/GVN/ftOK installations and units in multi- 
battalion strength, and can restrict movement on QLs 1 and 19 by arploy- 
ing mines or conducting standoff attacks and raids against friendly 
convoys and installations on and along the highways. The enemy is cap- 
able of conducting sapper and terrorist activities against friendly 
installations along the seacoast. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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2« In Phu Ten Province, the enemy is capable of attacking population 
centers and Allied installations in reinforced battalion strength. The 
enemy can conduct standoff attacks and terrorist and sapper activities 
against friendly controlled areas and restrict movement along LOCs. 

8. In Khanh Hoa Province, conduct sapper/swimmer-sapper attacks and 
standoff attacks with 60m mortar and 75BK RR against Allied installations 
in the Cam Ranh Bay and Nha Trang ar**s and conduct company sice attacks 
against lightly populated areas» 

2»    In Binh Thuan and Tuyen Due Provinces, attack local villages 
and Allied outposts in up to two battalion strength «hen augmented by 
LF companies and continue interdiction of QL 1 in Binh Thuan Province. 

10. In Lam Dong and Binh Thuan Provinces attack small Allied out- 
posts and villages in up to battalion strength and interdict QL 11 and 
QL 20. 

11« The enemy is capable of employing chemical «gents, by various 
delivery systems, during any attack» 

12, Withdraw forces to base areas and sanctuaries for replacements, 
rosupply and retraining» 

12* Continue disruption of the GVN nation-building effort» 

lfe» Enter outljing villages without opposition or as a result of 
minor combat action to conduct propaganda lectures, recruit personnel. 
Impress civilians as laborers/porters and to obtain provisions and in- 
formation» 

12» Establish limited political entitles, i.e., liberation councils 
and committees in contested and vc controlled areas» 

16» Receive support from reserves and reinforcements which are located 
In sanctuaries in Cambodia, Laos, the I CTZ and III CTZ border areas» 
Some enemy units which are currently active In I CTZ and III CTZ could be 
expected to enter II CTZ, if the enemy shifts his area of interest to 
n CTZ. Site of r%9%tyB  or reinforcements in sanctuaries cannot be 
determined at this time» 

1?» Employ combinations of the above capabilities» 

(b) Vulnerabilities. 

X,   Enemy LOCs are extended and Insecure with the exception of those 
traversing neutral countries or international waters, which afford some 
degree of security. 

2. The enemy's limited capability to engage In conventional warfare 
for extended periods makes him vulnerable to superior Allied firepower 
in any large-scale offensive, 

J} The numerous means available to friendly forces to conduct reeon- 
naisaanee and observation of trail movement, base areas and fortifications, 
limits the enemy's mobility and activity. 

2» Low morale, In many units, it caused by one or more factor», 
I.e., Allied forepower, sickness and lack of significant victories. Thus 
the enemy is highly susoeptlble to friendly psychological operations. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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j>. Scarcity of feud is causing many hardships for the enemy,  espec- 
ially the interior NVA un: ts. Recent discoveries of numerous rice caches 
and continued efforts by friendly forces in that area will further 
aggravate the situation, 

(c) Probable Courses of Action. 

1_. Highland Provinces» 

a« Conduct limited ground and standoff attacks against isolated 
CIOG camps, RF/PF outposts and selected district headquarters. 

b. Conduct standoff attacks and ground probes of OS fire support 
bases' and Allied installations and standoff and sapper/terrorist attacks 
against Pleiku, Kontum and Ban Me Thuot Cities. 

c. Conduct mining and interdiction operations along LOCs. 

2. Coastal Provinces» 

a. Conduct standoff attacks on Allied outposts and fire support 
bases (without rockets). 

b. Conduct terrorist and harassing activities on the coast gener- 
ally along QL 1. 

c. Conduct mining, ambush and standoff attacks «gainst convoys and 
friendly facilities along <X 192 (without rockets). 

J. Southern Frgvinces» 

a. Conduct Increased military operations in support of political 
expansion activities. 

b. Conduct harassing/standoff attacks on GVN hamlets and outposts 
(without rockets). 

c. Continue Interdiction of QL 14 and QL 20 and increase interdiction 
of QL 1. 

(6) Significant Sources, Agencies and Techniques» 

(a) Changes In Sources. Agencies and Techniques. With the Imple- 
mentation of the BIG MACK Intelligence Collection Program, a new source 
of Intelligence became available, as well as a new collection technique. 
The various reports in the BIG MACK series provide I FFCRCEV and MACV 
with intelligence on the VCI, guerrillas and local force companies and pla- 
toons. The reports originate at district level with the US District Intel- 
ligence Operation» Control Center (DIOCC) liaison officer and make avail- 
able more specific and detailed information than was previously accessible 
to higher headquarters. 

(b) G2 Air» 

1.    During the Quarter,  the G2 Air Section competed a two-dty con- 
ference at the 225th SAC, Phu Hies, for G2, 52 Air officers and advisors 
in II CTZ.    Twenty people, to Include one AKVM and four ROK representatives, 
attended the conference.    The purpose of the conference was to present, 
a thorough briefing on the complete «erlal surveillance and reconnaittanee 
program in II CTZ. to familiarise the representatives with capabilities 
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and limitations of Army and Air Force sensor systems available and to 
correct or recommend solutions to existing problems» These conferences 
will be scheduled in the future as the need arises« 

2, During the quarter, a new program was initiated wherein subordi- 
nate units were encouraged to submit requests for strip targets for 
infrared coverage as opposed to area targets« This relatively new con- 
cept decreased considerably the number of kilometers flown per month 
while it has increased significantly the number of targets completed and 
the number of infrared emissions detected« 

2»   An Army-Air Force st-dy is being conducted to determine the 
feasibility of providing in-flight bonus targets for Air Force photo 
missions« Basically« this system would permit a pilot, who was unable 
to complete a scheduled target, to request another target from his 
headquarters while inflight, if he has sufficient fuel available to at- 
tempt the target« This system, if approved, would provide greater 
flexibility to the air reconnaissance effort and assist in intensifying 
intelligence collection« 

4. Early in the quarter, a test wa3 conducted which employed gun- 
ships and slicks along with a Mohawk infra-red mission« Communications 
were established between the Mohawk, gun ships, slicks and the ground 
sensor terminal. As infra-red emissions were detected in the Mohawk or 
at the ground sensor terminal, the coordinates V9n  immediately relayed 
to the slicks which spotted the target area and called in the gun ships 
to fire on the target« Reports indicated that the coordination was out- 
standing. Presently, the Mohawk is conducting a similar operation in 
the Plel Trap Valley area with a Shadow aircraft. Acceptable results 
have been attained« 

£« In an effort to further increase the responsiveness of the 
reconnaissance and surveillance effort in II CTZ, and infra-red ground 
sensor terminal was provided the 173d Abn Bde. The terminal will be- 
come operational early next quarter at which time the brigade will have 
the capability to receive instantaneous infra-red ground senslngs, enabling 
an immediate response with artillery fire. An infra-red ground a9naor 
terminal is also scheduled for delivery to Task Force South (TFS) in the 
near future« 

6. During the period 1 Nov 68 through 31 J*n 69, a total of 9,051 
Visual Reconnaissance (VR) sorties were flown with an average of 43 air- 
craft. The VR missions resulted in a total of 957 airs tr ikes, 413 artil- 
lery missions and 281 ground actions in II CTZ« There were also 1,124 
photos, 4,091 infra-red and 565 5LAR target areas planned« Results from 
completed missions were furnished to commanders concerned« 

(e) Detachment D, 1st MI Bn (ARS)t 

1.« Daring the period 1 Nov 68 through 31 J*n 69, Detachment D flew 
293 sorties in support of units of the II CTZ, transporting 13,195 pounds 
of cargo. The Detachment interpreted 1,203 targets (407, 221 prints) 
and prepared 1,012 Imagery Interpretation (II) reports which contained 
1,074 items of significance. The reproduction section processed 302,169 
feet of paper to meet the requirements of 688 reproduction requests« 

2« Rand-held photographic missions continued to receive emphasis 
within the detachment's overall operations. It flew three hand-held 
missions resulting In 2076 developed prints. 
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(d) 55th HI Detachment (CORPS): 

X.    For the period 28 Oet 68 through 31 Jan 69, the 55th MI Detach* 
merit, II Section received 832 in-country missions and processed 559. 
In addition, 33 Dorsal Fin and 46 Yankee Teen missions were processed. 
Sixty-seven Special Photo Interpretation Reports «ere submitted which 
included 16 area studies in RVN, five trafficability studies *nd 46 
area studies in Southeastern Laos.   Thirty-three supplementary Photo 
Interpretation Reporte were also submitted covering the Dorsal Fin 
area. 

2.    In addition to reports submitted, the following projects were 
accomplished by the Imagery Interpretation Section: 

a. Completed 50 town and airfield studies for the 64th ftfcr 
Det IT). 

b. Co: iinued six area studies covering approximately 18,870 
square km in RVN. 

c. Constructed six mosaics for requestors. 

d. Furnished the 64U  frgr Det (T) with updated master plates 
covering the II CTZ. 

e. Furnished the G2 Air and FSCJS with three artillery targets. 

f. Interpret«! numerous missions covering the NVA road network and 
border area and provided current information on these areas to the 02 
Air and 64th Ängr Det (T). 

2«   During the quarter, the Interrogation Prisoner of War (IFV) 
Section screened and classified 221 detainees and as a result of these 
interrogations, a total of 21 preliminary interrogation reports and 
interrogation rsports were prepared and distributed.   Captured documents 
were screened aid 36 feet of documents were fowarded to Combined Docu- 
ment exploitation Center (CDJE) for further exploitation.   IFV teams 
translated a total of 263 enemy documente.   Ths Technical Intelligence 
Section process«! end evacuated all captured weapons and material 
through S4 and G4 channels. 

(e) Company * (IIP), 20th Infantry (Abn)t 

1.   During the month of December, £ Co (1ÄP) 20th Inf was brought 
under the centralised control of the company eoemander rather tban having 
platoons placed OFCOi to I FFOHCeV eubordineto commas*.    From U Dee 
to 23 Dec ths company stood down at its mas« at An Khe for reorganisation 
and training.   The reorganisation made the oompany more responsive to 
the operation requirements of the Field Force, while at the earns time 
reeulted in gre*t«r productivity in missions conducted,   morals also 
improved Immeasurably as a direct result of the revised concept. 

2. Curing the reporting period, I Co inserted 15? teams which re- 
eulted in 112 enemy sightinje sod 40 enemy UA (EC), Tiss-thirds of the 
results were experienced during the pest 30 days, or sines ths revised 
concept was placed in effect.   Friendly losses were tms DA and 26 VIA. 

J.   U.S. mobile Training Team (*TT) assistance to ARVM LRF's sad IF 
medium Eaage Petrols OOP's) terminated daring the period.   Both programs 
will be continued at the divisional and PP training centers, respectively, 
until all training rsqulr assets arm completed. 
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(f) The 54th Sngineer Detachment (Terrain): 

±.   During the quarter the detachment completed annotating the 16O7 
series mapsheets for II CTZ for overprinted data and returned the infor- 
mation to U5ARV M&I Branch. 

2.   During the period all of the 142 sheets comprising the 1:50,000 
scale map series coverage of II CTZ, called Tactical Data Overprints 
(TOO), were updated and revised. The new edition consisted of 250,000 
printed sheets which were delivered to units within the areas covered. 
Although the posting of data continues, a new edition is not foreseen 
until after Mffy 1969«    Nevertheless, TDOs may be updated as necessary 
and reprinted upon request to meet special requirements such as the 
commencement of new operations. 

2»   The detachment continued production of Terrain Studies in 
anticipation of future tactical operations. 

(g) Detachment 31» 5th Weather Squadron 

U   The detachment has the mission of supporting I FFORCBV and USARV 
tactical units in II CTZ.    Prior to 8 Dec 68, Detachment 31 also had 
the responsibility of supporting XXIV Corps, the America! Division and 
the 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile).   After that date the detachment 
was reorganised to provide a more mobile capability and to tighten the 
span of control.   The responsibility of weather support for the above 
mentioned units was transferred to other detachments in order to effect 
the objectives of reorganisation. 

2.   Weather support is provided by the 31st Detachment to the fol- 
lowing units and installations: 

a. I FF0RCÄV 

b. 4th Inf Div 

c. Dalat (Cam Iy Airfield) 

d. An Khe 

e. LZ English 

f. Phan Thiet 

£•    5th Special Force» Group (Abn) 

(7)   Deviations from Current Intelligence Doctrine:   The etamy's 
change of tactics in recent months and his increased emphasis on the 
political aspects of the war has necessitated modifications In the normal 
combat intelligence operations functions*   The requirement for political 
intelligence has resulted in the establishment of a political section 
within G2 Operations,   As primary functions of the political section 
are to monitor DIOCC and PIOCC intelligence functions, conduct liaison 
relations with CORDS and Office of Special Assistance (OSA), aid advise 
the G2 on all political trends and developments.   In view of the par- 
ticipation by conventional military units in counter VCI operations, 
the establishment of a political desk was essential.    The creation of 
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a political intelligence capability was a unique development in that 
prior to that time G2 Operations was concerned exclusively with tactical 
combat intelligence. 

(8) Recommendations of New Techniques and Changes in Doctrine and/ 
or Organisation:    None 

(9) Comments and Explanation of Significant Changes in Variance 
with the Previous Report:    None 

(10) Weather: 

(a) Interior:    The northeast monsoon was in full effect during 
November, December and January, resulting in generally fair to partly 
cloudy skies throughout the area with patchy morning fog in the river 
valleys near sunrise.   Heaviest fog occurred in the Northern Highlands. 
Occasionally strong northeast monsoonal surges spilled   across the Anna- 
mite mountain range causing mostly cloudy skies with occasional rain and 
showers lasting for two to four day periods.    Rainfall for the period was 
below the mean by one to two inches.   Three typhoons, Mamie, Nina and Ora 
affected the H Corps weather during the last two weeks of November with 
Mamie producing most of the weather as she entered the 11 Corps coast 
near Phan Rang on 21 Nov.    The other two storms entered land south of 
II Corps.   The typhoons weakened rapidly as they approached the coast- 
lines and entered as tropical storms or depressions with winds of less 
than 60 knots.   The effects of these storms on the interior were cloudy 
skies and intermittant rain with gutty winds to 35 to 45 knots at the 
peak of the stonft.  The effects of the storms lasted for two   to three 
day periods before the weather regime returned to normal. 

(b) Coastal:    Variable weather dominated the period along the coast 
as intermittent northeast monsoonal surges moved through the area: 
However, the abnormal southerly position of the subtropical high pressure 
area during November and December kept rainfall amounts light except 
for the passages of the three tropical storms in late November.    In 
January, stronger northeast surges pushed across the area causing above 
normal rainfalls.   Weather «jong the coast was generally partly cloudy 
to cloudy with occaei' ml light rain and rainshowers during the late 
night and early morning hours with fair to partly cloudy sides during 
the afternoon and evening hours and isolated light showers along the 
coastal ridges.   Occasional strong surges kept cloudy skies and inter- 
mittent rain and showers along the .coast for two to three day periods, 
primarily during the first half of January.   The tropical storms caused 
heavy rain during the last two weeks of November along with strong gusty 
winds and low overcast skies with poor visibilities.   Damage was light 
however due to the rapid weakening of the storms as they drew near the 
coast and passed over a cold tongue of water and lost their energy sources. 
Maximum recorded winds were 55 knots at Hon Tre Island which occurred with 
Mamie on 23 November.   The Annasite mountain range was mostly cloudy with 
scattered afternoon and evening showers and occasional to Intermittent 
night and morning rain, drissle and fog«   The poorest weather conditions 
occurred along the eastern mountain slopes and ridges. 

(c) Affects on operations:    There were a total of 326 TAC sorties 
cancelled due to weather from 1 Nov 68 through 2? Jan 69.    No other 
effects are known. 
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c.    (C)   Operations and Training Activities, 

(1)   Plans:   During the reporting period the II CTZ Combined Cam- 
paign Flan (CCP) for 1969, one contingency plan and three frag orders 
were published.   Three letters of instruction were also published.    The 
quarterly summary of progress toward achievement of CCP goals was sub- 
mitted; the quarterly review of progress was cancelled.   The monthly 
measurement of progress briefings and weekly special operations brief- 
ings continued throughout the period.   Two Senior Commanders' Conferences, 
a Pacification Conference and a Zone Coordinators1 Conference were held. 

(a) Contingency Plans:    OPLAN 101-69 (Steel Cable) was dispatched 
on 18 Jan 69.   Further discussion of this OPLAN 1B precluded by the 
classification of this report. 

(b) FRAG Orders:   During the period the following FRAG Orders were 
published: 

K   FRAG Order 2-69 was published on 15 Jan 69.    This order directed 
a I0*~day 5th Mobile Strike Force (16F)/Command Battalion reconnaissance 
in force operation.    Further discussion of this order is precluded by 
the classification of this report. 

2.   FRAG Order 3-69 was published on 23 Jan 69.    This order directed 
a 15~day three company MSF reconnaissance in force operation SW of Ban 
Me Thuot, Dar lac Province.   Further discussion of this order is pre- 
cluded by the classification of this report. 

£,.   FRAG Order 5-69 was published on 30 Jan 69.    This order directed 
a 15 day three company MSF reconnaissance in force operation in Kontum 
Province.   Further discussion of this order is precluded by the classifi- 
cation of this report. 

(c) LOI:    During the period the following LDI's were published: 

U   LOI 1-69 "** published on 8 Jan 69*    This LOI is the basic 
guidance of CG, I FFORCKV for the conduct of operations within the CTZ. 
It establishes missions and responsibilities for assigned, attached and 
OPCON units and provides the basic concept for operations within the 
CTZ.   The relationship between the I FFORCKV, CORDS and II Corps Ad- 
visory Group staffs are defined.   Support of ARVN, RF and PF training 
and support of civic action and psychological operations in support of 
the pacification program are emphasised. 

2.   LOI 2-69 (Fire Base Concept) was published on 10 Jan 69*    This 
LOI provides guidance to the 4th Inf Div, 173d Abn Bde and TF   South for 
the destruction and/or neutralisation of enemy base areas and selected 
target areas.    Further discussion of this LOI is precluded by the clas- 
sification of this report. 

2..    LOI 4-69 (Military Support of Pacification) was published on 
22 Jan 69.    This LOI outlines procedures for the coordination of military 
support of pacification by units OPCON to I FFORCKV.   OPCON unit commanders, 
ARVN Senior tfvisors (SAs) and Province Senior Advisors (PSAs) are requested 
to attend a monthly meeting held by the province/sector chief and directed 
by CG, II Corps to discuss military support of pacification and military/ 
civic action programs.    PSAs are requested to submit a brief resume of 
the meetings to CG, I FFORCKV.   Frequent coordination is encouraged and 
during operations in support of pacification continuous liaison is 
recommended. 
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(d)    Combined Campaign Plan: 

U    II CTZ CCP for 1969 was signed by the CG, II Corps, DCG, ROKFV-FC 
and CG, I FFORCSV on 29 Nov 68.    This plan provides the overall guidance 
for the prosecution of the war in II CTZ during 1969.    Guidance for the 
conduct of operations, the furtherance of mutual coordination and co- 
operation and support of the pacification program is contained therein. 
Priorities are established for the neutralization or destruction of re- 
cognized enemy base areas.    Priority pacification areas were also identi- 
fied.    The 1969 CCP formally establishes the "Pair Off" concept and carries 
the "One War"/combined operations atmosphere into  1969 as a standard 
method of operations in II CTZ. 

2.    The quarterly summary of progress toward achievement of CCP goals 
was submitted to HACV on 17 Jan 69.    The formal quarterly review of 
progress toward these goals, originally scheduled for 28 Jan 69, was 
cancelled. 

£.    Annex Q (Quarterly Review) to CCP AB 144 was received on 26 Jan 
69.    Annex T (Measurement of Progress) to the II CTZ CCP, the II CTZ annex 
which supports Annex Q, is currently being prepared.    This annex will 
delineate the goals of the II CTZ CCP and outline specific reporting 
requirements for the measurement of progress. 

(2)    (C.)    Summary of Ground Operations:    During the quarter, friendly 
operations throughout II CTZ consisted of small unit operations to saturate 
large areas to detect and destroy enemy units as they moved and attempted 
infiltration and resupply; massing units for preemptive attacks on known 
enemy base areas to destroy LOC'a and bases of supply and deployment of 
forces to support the Accelerated Pacification Campaign.   Many of these 
were combined operations of ARVN, fiOK and US forces.   Throughout the quar- 
ter VC/NVA forces for the most part avoided decisive engagement.    The 
following summary covers the significant activities in the four major 
geographic areas in II CTZ:    (Incl 2) 

(a)   Western Highlands Operations November:    Ground combat was charac- 
terized by intensified allied ex forts to locate and destroy enemy forces 
and base areas.   Maximum effort was devoted towards support of province 
pacification plans to identify and capture the  Viet Cong infrastructure 
and to regain government control over territory and population.    Operations 
were conducted against enemy lines of communications and Infiltration 
routes.    Of particular interest was the Due Co, Plei Djereng border area 
west of Pleiku where the 3d Bde 4th Inf Div conducted extensive operations 
to pre-ompt an enemy buildup in that vicinity.   Operations were also con- 
ducted against the Plei Trap road network to interdict enemy movement and 
to destroy the road and fortifications in that area.    The 2d Bde (-) 4th 
Inf Div was moved from Ban Me Thuot to Kontum on 1$ Nov to support   opera- 
tions in the Plei Trap Valley and to strengthen forces in Kontum Province 
due to increased enemy activity.    Enemy activity during the period consist- 
ed primarily of standoff morta:-, rocket and artillery attacks.    Artillery 
attacks, launched from sanctuary in Cambodia, were directed at US fire bases 
near the border.    Fire support base 19 (YB $39223) in Kontum Province 
received over 450 rounds of mixed 82mm and 122mm mortar, 75m RR   and 
100mm artillery in a ten-day period.    The enemy 4I30 conducted several 
terrorist attacks or. population centers and increased mining activities 
on Ql-19, QL-14 ard Hwy 509.    Towards the end of November the 4th Inf 
Div had completed plans for redeployment of forces in Pleiku and Kontum 
Provinces in preparation for Operation CONG K11X3R which commenced in 
early December. 
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U    US Operations:   On 2 NOT 14 km NW of Plei Me (ZA 023094) elements 
of A*~Trp 7th Armd Sqdn 17th Air Cav engaged an estimated enemy squad >ith 
guns hips and CS.    Elements of D Co 1st Bn 35th Inf reinforced.    Artillery 
and air strikes supported«   Results were: friendly one KIA; enemy nine 
JOA and one SA captured.   On 2 Nov six km SW of Ben Het, FSB #29 (YB $39223) 
received 135 rounds of mixed 122mm mortar. lOOmm and 105mm artillery. 
Artillery and air strikes supported. Results were:    friendly four KIA(US), 
one countermortar radar, two fuel blivets and one 81mm mortar damaged and 
two water trailers destroyed; enemy losses are unknown.   On 4 Nov FSB #£9 
received approximately 100 rounds mixed 82nm mortar, 75mm RR, 105mm artil- 
lery and sporadic SA fire.   Artillery and air strikes supported.   Results 
were:   friendly six WIA (US); enemy losses are unknown«   On 11 Nov FSB #29 
received 125 rounds mixed 75mm RR, 120mm mortar and lOOmv artillery. 
Artillery and air strikes supported.   Results were:    friendly two WIA (US), 
one 106m RR and unknown number SA's destroyed.   On 11 Nov 23 km SW of 
Pleiku, LZ Oasis (ZA 1127) received 40-50 rounds of 82mm mortar and a 
sapper attack.   Results were:    friendly nine WIA (US)   and one £ ton 
truck damaged; enemy six NVA killed and three SA captured.   On 12 Nov 
seven km south of Due Co (IA 834178), A Co 1st Bn 35th Inf repelled an 
attack by an unknown sise enemy force employing 60mm mortar, SA, hand 
grenades and satchel charges.   Spooky and artillery supported.   Results 
were:   two KIA (US), 16 WIA (US), one 3/4 ton truck destroyed and one 
3/4 ton truck damaged; enemy six killed, four SA's arri one CSW captured. 
On 13 Nov A Co 1st Bn 35th Inf received approximately 150   rounds 82mm 
mortar and four rounds 122mm rocket.   Artillery, gunships and air strikes 
supported.   Results were:   friendly three KIA and 20 WIA (US); enemy 
losses are unknown.   On 17 Nov 19 km west of Due Co (IA 656261)« elements 
of C Trp 7th Armd Sqdn 17th Air Cav sighted three flat bottom boats, 
sinking all three.   On 20 Nov Pleiku Airfield (AR 785500) received 
10-12 rounds of 122ms. rockets.   Results were:   friendly 17 WIA (US), 
six buildings and five trucks damaged.   On 30 Nov eight km NW of Due 
Lap (IU 835790), a reinforced squad from B Co 2d Bn 35th Inf ambushed 
an estimated enemy squad.   The enemy reinforced with two platoons. 
Mortar, artillery and gunships supported.   Results were:    friendly two 
KIA and two WIA; enemy seven killed. 

2.   ARVN Operations: On 3 Nov 20 km S8 of Kontum (AR 916692) the 1st 
Bn 42d ARVN Inf Regt made contact with a squad and later an enemy company. 
Results were:   enemy seven killed and one PW captured.   On 13 Nov nine km 
SW of Due Lap (TU 823732), elements of the 2d Bn 45th ARVN Inf Regt found 
15 enemy bodies in graves and estimated An additional 50-60 bodies in graves 
in the area.   Bodies were estimated to be two-three months old*   On 13 Nor 
38 km SB of Boon Blech (BQ 189262), elements of the 1st Bn 45th ARVN Inf 
Regt discovered a base camp consisting of 80 newly constructed bunkers and 
20 old bunkers, 500 kilos of riee and corn and assorted cooking utensil* 
and items of clothing.   On 18 Nov 27 km SB of Kontum (BR 046744)» elements 
of 1st Bn 42d ARVN Inf Regt discovered a large bass camp consisting of a 
200-bed hospital in 16 huts, one of which was equipped with an operating 
room and approximately four kilos of medicine.   On 20 Nov 13 km south of 
Ban lie Thuot (AP 786896)» elements of the 2d Bn 45th ARVN Inf Regt found 
a munitions cache containing 63 rounds B-40 rocket, 53 rounds 82mm mortar 
34 rifle grenades, 78 blocks of explosives and 37 blasting caps.   On 21 Nov 
30 km 31 of Kontum (BR 056786), elements of the let Bn 42d ARVN Inf Regt 
found approximately 200 lbs of medical supplies and 150 graves containing 
150 enemy bodies.   On 21 Mov 14 km south of Ban Me Thuot (AP 786996), 
elements of the 21 Bn 45th ARVN Inf Regt found a cache containing 270 
rounds 60mm mortar, 43 rounds 75mm RR, 78 rounds 82mm mortar and 140 
blocks of TNT. 
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2- CIDG Operations: On 20 Kov vie Pleiku, the Montagnard Training 
Center (AR 795536) received 50 rounds of 82mm mortar. Results were: 
friendly four WIA (three ARVN and one civilian) and three houses damaged. 
On 25 Nov nine km north of Plei Me (ZA 155155), a CSF platoon from Plei 
Me was attacked by an estimated NVA. Company employing SA and mortars. 
Mortars and Spooky supported. Results were: friendly three VIA; enemy 
six killed and two SA captured, 

/f RF/PF Operations: On 27 Nov eight km WNW of Pleiku (ZA 143497), 
the 144th RF Company engaged an estimated two enemy platoons. Artillery 
and gunships supported. Results were: friendly two KIA and two WIA; 
enemy seven killed and one weapon captured. On 26 Nov 34 km south of 
Buon Blech, the hamlet of Buon Tring (EQ 050287) was attacked by an 
estimated three enemy platoons employing SA, AW, hand grenades, satchel 
charges and B-40 rockets. The 52d and 74th PF Platoons and a platoon 
from the 241st RF Company were defending the hamlet. Artillery supported. 
Results were: friendly 12 KIA. (nine PF and three civilians), four WIA* 
(one PF, three civilians), two weapons and two radios lost and one weapon 
and four houses destroyed; enemy one weapon captured. 

£. Other Operations: On 7 Nov 16 km NW of Pleiku (ZA 139579), a. 
Province Reconnaissance Unit team captured 13 enemy. On 21 Nov 15 km 
west of Pleiku (ZA 087451), a PRU team reacting to an agent report cap- 
tured nine members of the VCI. On 25 Nov eight km east of Polei Kleng, 
a group of 10-15 terrorists attacked Plei Krong Village (ZA. 102915). 
The «aemy employed SA, hand grenades and B-40 rocket fire and distributed 
approximately 700 propaganda leaflets in English and Vietnamese dealing 
with anti-US involvement in the war, VC Chieu Hoi Program and VC policy 
toward captured satellite troops. Results were: friendly five KIA (two 
MSF, one PF, two civilians), 17 WIA (one PF, 16 civilians; said one house 
destroyed; enemy unknown. On 26 Nov 18 km ESE of Ban Me Thuot, Buon 
Puk Village (AP 965970 received four rounds 60mm mortar. Results were: 
friendly 12 WIA (civ); enemy unknown. On 28 Nov eight km NW of Pleiku 
(ZA 191558), a PRU team made contact with an estimated 10 NVA. Results 
were: friendly two KIA; enemy four killed, three PWs and four SA's 
captured. 

(b) Western Highlands Operations December: Allied units continued to 
apply pressure against the enemy to prevent infiltration into the high- 
lands. Operations wore directed against enemy base areas, infiltration 
routes and enemy units. In reaction to recent intelligence, Task Force 
Winner was activated to control 1st and 2d Bde 4th Inf Div elements opera- 
ting in conjunction with 24th ARVN STZ units in the Dak Payou Valley 
and north of Hwy <9K. Results of this Operation COHAN GOLD are covered 
in the Western Highlands January summary. Maximum effort continued to 
be exerted in support of the accelerated Pacification Campaign. Over 132 
cordon and search operations were conducted by the 4th Inf Div since the 
campaign began. Numerous caches were discovered during the period con- 
taining Urge quantities of weapons and ammunition and in excess of 106 
tons of rice. Enemy units continued to avoid contact with Allied forces, 
resorting to standoff attacks and terrorist activities against the civilian 
populace. Over 665 rounds of mixed 60 and 82mm mortar, 75mm RI and 122mm 
rockets were directed against allied units and installations during the 
month. 

K US Operations: On 1 Dec 24 km east of Pleiku City (9R 007506) an 
APC from B Trp 2d Sqdn 1st Cav, while on a combined operation with National 
Police from Le Trung District, hit an unknown type mine on QL 19, wounding 
16 personnel (eight US, five district intelligence personnel and ihree 
National Policemen) and causing heavy damage to the APC. On 4 Dec 31 km 
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north of Kontum (AS 794202), a FAß observed enemy activity within a bunker 
complex and directed air strikes on the complex. Results were: enemy est 
ten KBA, 11 secondary explosions, nine bunkers, ten huts and one gun pos- 
ition destroyed* On 10 Dec 25 km east of Dak To (AS 791197), elements of 
B Co 1st Bn 8th Inf found a cache containing ki tons of rice. On 10 Dec 
10 km SB of Kontum (AR 925725), elements of D Trp 1st Sqdn 10th Cav and 
A Co 1st Bn 22d Inf made several contacts with unknown size onemy forces. 
Results were: friendly one VIA; enemy ten killed and one SA captured. On 
23 Dec eight km NE of IZ Oasis (ZA 154369), a 4th Inf Div base camp patrol 
discovered a foxhole complex containing 21,400 rounds of small arms ammu- 
nition (SAA), 77 rounds 60mm mortar and five claymore mines. On 27 Dec 
16 km SW of IZ Schuller (BR 250318), A Trp 7th Air Sqdn 17th Cav received 
SA fire from an unknown number of enemy. Firs was returned and a ground 
sweep made of the area. Results were: enemy three killed, two Ptf's and 
28 detainees. 

2. ARVN Operations: On 6 Dec 25 km east of Dak To (AS 79420%), ele- 
ments of the 2d Bn 42d ARVN Inf Regt found an enemy base camp with 18 
houses. Within the area they discovered: six 60mm mortar rounds, nine 
B-40 rocket rounds, 200 kilos of rice, one partially destroyed 6Qnm mortar, 
one pistol, ten kilos of explosives, 700-800 rounds SAA, several documents 
and miscellaneous items of equipment and clothing. On 7 Dec 25 km east of 
Dak To (AS 799202), elements of the 2d Bn 42d ARVN Regt found three AK47's, 
30 kg INI, three gas masks, 1,300 rounds SAA, three enemy flags and other 
miscellaneous items of equipment. On 9 Dec 2^ km east of Dak To (AS 805193) 
the 2d Bn 42d ARVN Regt located an enemy base camp containing 15 structures, 
60 sandbags of rice, 100 pigs and training records. In the same vicinity 
they found a company sise base camp with 40 four-man structures. On 10 Dec 
25 km ESS of Dak To, elements of the 2d Bn 42d ARVN Regt while conducting 
sweep operations found a cache containing approximately three tons of rice. 

^. CIDG Operations; On 4 Dec 20 km south of Due Lap (IU 906554), 
Buon Blech CSF Co made two separate contacts with an estimated enemy com- 
pany. Results were: enemy nine killed and one SA captured. On U  Dec 
13 km NE of Due Co (IA 959239), a convoy transporting CSF elements with 
their families frcra Due Co was attacked by am unknown sise enemy force 
employing SA, hand grenades and B-40 rockets. Results were: friendly 
five KIA (two CSF and three civilians) and 15 CSF WIA; enemy losses are 
unknown. On 13 Dec eight km west of Dak Pek (YB 882678), CSF elements 
made contact with an estimated 40 enemy. lac air supported. Results were: 
enemy estimated 20 KBA. On 14 Dec 10 km NE of Dak Pek {IB 034772), CSF 
elements engaged an estimated 12 VC. Results were: enemy five killed and 
twe PV's captured. On 17 Dec nine km west of Due Lap (IU 816764), MSP com- 
panies 512 and 513 were attacked by an estimated reinforced enemy platoon 
employing SA, AV and B-AQ rockets. Gun ships supported the contact. Re- 
sults were: friendly nine WIA (eight MSP and one US); enemy ten killed« 
On 19 Dec 11 km WMW of Dak Seang (IB 789423), CSF elements observed 60-70 
NVA. The FAC supporting the contact received heavy ground fire and air 
strikes were employed. Results were: enemy est 20 KBA and one secondary 
explosion. 

4. RF/PF Operations: On 18 Dec seven km west of Camp Enari (ZA 215355), 
PF elements from Thanh An District were attacked by an estimated enemy com- 
anj employing 82mm mortars and B-40 rocket fire. Spooky supported the con- 
tact. Results were: friendly two KIA and eight WIA. On 21 Dec 16 km SE 
of Dak To (ZB 148150), the 64th VT Plat and the 897th RF Co at Kon How Ong 
Hamlet were attacked by an estimated enemy company employing SA, 82mm mor- 
tar and B-AO rockets. Artillery and Spooky supported the contact. Results 
were: friendly seven KIA (two PF and five SF), five civilians wounded, 
six PF missing, five SA lost and ten houses damaged. 
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£. Other Operations tOfln^Dee 38 km SSB of Pleiku City (AR 876096), 
three VC platoons entsred the hamlet of Plei Potao and burned 95 dwellings. 
Before departing, the enemy abducted the hamlet chief, his father and one 
other individual. The caemy platoons then entered the Plei Teng Nang 
Hamlet approximately 1400 meters to the SSE and burned 30 dwellings and 
abducted the hamlet chief and the government information representative. 
0n*19 Dec 18 km NNE of Ban Me Thuot (AQ 942196), Darlac Sector PRU engaged 
an estimated too enemy platoons. Results were: enemy two killed; friendly 
one WIA. A sweep of the area produced six enem^ bodies believed to have 
been killed by gun ships on 18 Dec. On 23 Dec Ban Me Thuot City airfield 
was subjected to an enemy mortar attack. Sight of the 22 rounds of 82mm 
mortar impacted within Ban Ho Sier Hamlet located approximately 500 meters 
ESE of the airfield. Results were: friendly four civilians killed, 26 
civilians wounded and six houses destroyed. 

(c) Western Highlands Operations January; Ground combat in the high- 
lands increased during the month. Allied forces intensified operation 
against enemy units, base areas and lines of communication« Cordon and 
search operations were conducted to identify and capture the VCI and to 
assist the GVN in regaining control of contested hamlets. The major 
activity of significance is Operation BINH TAX 50 which is continuing 
west of Plei Mrong. Details of this operation are found in paragraph 
1. c. (?)(?) 2." ARVN Operate™. 

1. US Operations: The 4th Inf Div terminated Operation COHAN 
GOIDTTF WINNER on 3 Jan. This operation, targeted against the 2d Bn 
95B NVA. Regt, involved a sweep of the Dak Payau Valley area and a search 
and clear operation north of Hwy 19 west of in Khe. US forces included 
the 1st Bde Tac CP with 1st Bn 8th Inf and 3d Bn 12th Inf and the 2d 
Bde Tac CP with the 1st Bn 12th Inf. The 22d and 23d ARVN Banger Bns 
and 3d Bn 47th ARVH Regt also participated. Results were: friendly 
seven VII (six US, one ARVN); enemy 29 KIA, 400 lbs of medical supplies 
and 22 tons of rice captured. Several large base camps and training 
areas were overrun, a* total ef 734 huts, 354 bunkers, 237 fighting po- 
sitions and 242 spider holes were destroyed. In addition, 138 caves 
were destroyed or contaminated. Elements of the 4th Inf Div are parti- 
cipating in Operation BINH TAX 50 west of Plei Mrong (IA 945680). A 
total of seven ARC Light strikes supported this operation. Elements 
of the division conducted 51 cordon and search operations resulting in 
the apprehension of 35 blacklist VCI, 36 Hoi Chanhs and 12 detainees. 
On 22 Jan 17 km west of Plei Mrong, a Medevae helicopter was shot down 
killing four crew membtx* and three patients. The aircraft was clearly 
marked with Red Cross insignia. 

2. ARVN Operations: In Pleiku Province Operation BINH TAX 48/49/50 
continues west of Plei Mrong. This operation is targeted against elements 
of the 24th NVA Regt and 304th IF Bn. Major elements of the 24th NVA 
Regt are apparently trapped in a large base area. The operation began 
on 6 Jan with two battalions of the 42d ARVN Regt and one Ranger Bn. 
Two US battalions under the 3d Bde 4th Inf Div reinforced and a third 
was moved into a blocking position north of the AO. As the month ended 
the enemy lost 432 killed and 78 SA, 31 CSW, 20 tons of aaounition, 
525 tons of foodstuffs and 2.6 tons of medical supplies. 
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The operation is oontlnuing. On 26 Jan, 24 km SE of Due Lap (ZU O65605) 
1st Bn 45th ARVN Regt discovered a battalion size base camp during oper- 
ation TIEN BO 4-69, The camp contained 50 houses, 62 rounds of 81mm 
mortars, 14 rounds of 82mm mortar, 41 B-40 rocket rounds and 1320 lbs of 
rice. On 2 Jan 3d Bn 42d ARVN Regt discovered 20 enemy bodies 11 km SW 
of LZ Oasis, 

3. CUE Operations 1 On 12 Jan elements of the CIDG camp from Mang 
Buk (AS 986420) attacked an estimated two VC platoons south of the camp. 
In the ensuing action 20 enemy were KIA, seven were CIA as were seven SA. 
On 21 Jan the CIDG camp Due Co (YA 856257) received 50 rounds of mixed 
57mm RR and 82mm mortar fire resulting in four WIA and one building des- 
troyed, 

4. RF/PF Operations 1 On 9 Jan 15 km SE of Dak To, Dak Kon Peng 
(ZB 086135) hamlet received a ground attack from an unknown number of 
enemy. The 61st PF platoon defended resulting in three PF KIA, one WIA 
and three SA lost. One civilian was KIA and four were WIA. Enemy losses 
are unknown. On 8 Jan 27 km NW of Kontum, Dak Kang Lop hamlet received 
an attack from an estimated VC company resulting in two PF KIA and three 
PF WIA. One SA and one CSW were lost. Enemy losses are unknown, 

£, Other Operational Enemy terrorists entered four hamlets 25 km 
SE of Pleiku on 15 Jan and kidnapped three hamlet chiefs, two assistant 
chiefs and two other civilians. One other hamlet chief was wounded, On 
27 Jan 12 km NE of Pleiku, Plei Pion hamlet (AR 883483) receivec 32mm 
mortar and B-40 rocket fire resulting in 11 civilians KIA and 30 civilians 
WIA. On 30 Jen 15 km SE of Pleiku, Plei Pham Klah Village (AR 892293) was 
90 percent destroyed by fire. Friendly aircraft observed VC igniting the 
houses. Current action on UFOs was initiated in Nov 68 when the 4th Inf 
Div requested a Restricted Flying Area/Defense Identification Zone in or- 
der to aid in the Identification of unidentified flying objects. In early 
Jan 69, a message was received from CÖMÖSMaCV directing that HAWK acquis- 
ition radars would be furnished by the 6th Bn 56th Arty, to aid in UFO 
deteotion and identification. On or about 25 Jan the following radars were 
received accompanied by operating personnel1 (1) Pulse Acquisition Radart 
(2) Continual Wave Acquisition Radw• and (3) Illumination Radar, These 
were placed in operation the night of 31 Jan with the radar CP located 
at LZ Oasis. The Air Force provided a liaison officer at t*e CP. Pre- 
sently, the Air Force and the 4th Inf Div are gathering data for analysis 1 
the Air Force will not grant engagement clearance while objttcts are in 
the air as positive identification as hostile has yet to be determined. 

(d) Binh Dinh Provlnoe Operations November* There was an increase 
in activity throughout Binh Dinh Province during the month or November In 
comparison with the previous month. Free World Force efforts combined 
with ARVN efforts were devoted principally toward screening the civilian 
population, rice denial and paeifieation of villages and hamlets. Enemy 
activity was characterised by stand off attacks, minor ground attacks and 
harassing action directed against allied installations, units and LOC'a. 
There were 23 separate booby trap incidents throughout the province during 
the month which killed or injured civilians and/or friendly military per- 
sonnel. 

1. US Operations 1 The 173d Ahn Me with two maneuver battalions 
(lstTand 2d Bn (Ahn) 503d Inf) continued Operation DAN SINK 22-6 whleh 
began on 22 August, This operation was conducted in elose coordination 
with the 40th ARVN Regt and the NPFF. It was directed against the XC-U 
Local Force Bn operating from within contested areas mainly in the Bong 
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Son Plain. The 173d Abn B^e cojwnenced operations in the plains area with 
small hunter killer teaas on 5 Nov. These "Hawk Teams" (as they have been 
designated) range in composition from fire team to platoon size depending 
on the mission assigned. Each infantry battalion maintains a company 
equivalent of Hawk Teams operating in assigned AO's with the mission to 
ferret out and destroy VC infrastructure and disrupt enemy lines of 
communication. Throughout the month» the 1st Bn (Abn) 503d Inf conducted 
a similar operation west of Bong Song with D Co 2d Bn Ubn) 503d Inf 
combined with two CICG companies (Vinh Thanh and Ha Tay), This oper- 
ation began on 11 Nov. Both of these operations were targeted against 
the IGvh NVA Regt and thus far have caused the removal or destruction of 
large amounts of food and supply caches in the area. Two major attacks 
were launched against US installations during the month. The first was 
against Camp Radcliff on 12 Nov. Radcliff received 111 rounds of 82mm 
mortar and was attacked by an unknown number of sappers. The attack re- 
sulted in 16 OS WTA, one OS HA, two 105mm howitzers heavily damaged ani 
10 aircraft damaged. On 17 Nov LZ English received 10 rounds of 60m 
and 82mm mortar« Three rounds were direct hits on sleeping quarters, 
wounding 20 US and two ARVN soldiers, 

2, ARVN Operations 1 The 40th and 41st ARVN Regts continued oper- 
ations iii the plains area throughout the month. The 40th ARVN Regt 
operated with the 173d Abn Bde as discussed above. The 41st ARVN Regt 
operations west of Phu My in the Suoi Ca Valley had frequent light 
contact with the enemy. Typical of these contacts was one which occurred 
eight km south of Phu My (BR 8759) on 10 Nov when elements of the 4th 
Bn 41st ARVN Regt ambushed an enemy squad killing five and capturing 
three small arms. Operations of the 41st ARVN Regt were characterized by 
methodical cordon and search of hamlets in an effort to eradicate the VCI, 

J. ROK Operations 1 The Capital R0K Inf Div (CRID) continued opera- 
tions in the plains area west of Qui Nhon and in the Phu Cat Mountains 
north of Qui Nhon, The 3rd Bn 1st KOK Regt Joined Task Force 1st Bn (Abn) 
503d Inf and one battalion of the 41st ARVN Regt in an operation in the 
Suoi Ca Valley on 17 Nov directed against the 18th NVA Regt and the 300th 
Sapper Co. This operation continued into December, The most significant 
ROK contact occurred on 16 Nov when the 8th Company Cav ROK Regt discov- 
ered and attacked a VC base camp located 20 km SM of Phu Cat (BR 8230), 
The results were 21 enemy killed and nine small arms captured, 

4, CIDG Operations 1 CSF units continued operations oriented toward 
gaining control over contested population centers within their camp 
TA0R*s. On 23 Nov a CSF Company from Ha Tay received email arms fire from 
a Tillage 20 km W «t Ha Tay (BR 6193). The CSF unit returned fire and 
advanced on the village. Remits werei enemy 12 killed 1 friendly one 
StflA. 

£, RF/PF Operationst Throughout the province during the month the 
enemy initiated numerous attacks against RF/PF forces. Commencing on 17 
Nov in the vicinity of Phu My, seven villages and hamlets were attacked 
simultaneously. In one »neounter a bridge near the village of Truag 
Thanh (BR 914671) Hefenled ly two PF platoons and an RD team was attacked 
by two VC companies. Results were friendly five KIA, eight WXA| enemy 
24 KIA. 

(e) Binh Dinh Province Operations December1 Binh Dinh Province 
continued as the mont aetive II CTZ Province during the month of Decem- 
ber. ?t— World Force efforts combined with ARVN «ad national Police 
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continued to be directed toward screening civilian population, rice den- 
ial and pacification of Tillages and hamlets» Enemy activity was char- 
acterised by standoff attacks, minor ground attacks and harassing actions 
directed against those allied efforts» There «ere 19 separate incidents 
throughout the province during the month «hen booby trap detonations 
killed or injured civilians and/or allied military personnel» There 
«ere three major incidents of vehicles destroyed or damaged by mines 
«placed on QL 1 and QL 19. There were two major ambushes of allied 
conroys on those two main routes. 

1. US Operationst The 173d Abn Bdo with two maneuver battalions 
(lst~and 2d Bn (Ann) 503d Inf) continued operations in the Suoi Ca 
Valley area and the mountains oast of Vinh Thanh» Operations continued 
in the plains area with HAWK Teams. The 4th Bn (Abn) 503d Inf con- 
tinued a security mission of QL 19. On 11 Deo EHE of Vinh Thanh, the 
command and control holicopter of the 1st Bn (Abn) 503d Inf was brought 
down by ground fire» Hlno US personnel en board wore severely injured 
including the Bn CO. On 18 Doe Camp Radcliff received 15 mortar rounds 
which wounded 11 OS personnel and damaged two vehicles» Simultaneously 
LZ Schuller received approximately 15 rounds» On 22 Deo at 224*5 hours 
the RAR center of the 1st Cav Div at Camp Radcliff received a ground 
attack by an unknown number of sappers» There were 20 US personnel 
wounded in the attack» A 27th Trans fin convoy was ambushed in the An 
Ehe Pass (vio ER 617468) on 19 Doe. There were two US personnel killed 
and three wounded» Bight trucks received heavy damage. 

2. ARVH Operationsi The 40th and 41st ARVH Regt*s continued 
operations in the plains area throughout the month. The 41st ARVH 
Regt operated in the vicinity of Phu Hy with frequent light contacts. 
The 40th ARVH Regt continued cordon and search operations north of 
Bong Son. Operation DAH SUB 22-6 terminated on 12 December» Final 
results werei friendly 38 HA, 106 VIA, three KXA| enemy 125 HA, 
295 Bf and 28 SA captured. 

3. ROE Operations i The Capital ROK Inf Div oentinued operations 
in the plains area west of Qoi Hhon and in the Phu Cat mountains north 
of Qui Hhon. In operatic» JAB ED 17 on 1 Dee, the 3d Bn 1st ROK Regt 
in five contacts in the vicinity of ER 925B killed 19 and captured 
12 enemy and eight smell arms with a loss of only five friendly WIA. 
Enemy personnel wore members of a VC command group onrouto to a confer- 
ence in the Phu My Valley. Among those killed wore the E2B Main Force 
Ba commander and two company commanders ef the 300th Sapper fin. Cap- 
tured wore two company ^ommamdor^ of the E2B fin» In nine contacts on 
2 Dec Hw* of Qui Hhon (vie CR 0431) the 2nd Bn 1st ROI Regt killed 
90 enemy and captured 46 small arms» Friendly losses were two killed 
and three wounded» In ton contacts on 9 Doe elements of the 1st R0I 
Regt in Operation BEE BO 18 killed 27 onemy snd captured throe FW's 
without friendly loss» The next day the same elements killed nine 
more enemy and captured seven FW's» These latter contacts occurred NHE 
of Ojsl Hhon (vie CR 1044), Vfcia very successful operation terminated 
on 16 Dec. Total results were 79 onemy killed, 25 FV, 48 3A and 18 
CSV captured» Friendly losses were four HA and five tflA. 

fe. CIDG Operationst CSF units continued operations in their 
eamp~TA0R*s» On 8 Dec the Ha Tay -SF engaged an unknown number of enemy 
four km HS of Ha Tay. There wore nine enemy killed and six SA captured. 
Friendly losses were throe VIA. 
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£• RF/PF Operations! On 15 Do', three km south of Vinh Tinah, the 
119th PF Plat repelled an attack by an estimated VC plat employing SA 
and AW fire. Results were eight PF KIA and two WIA. On 19 Dec 13 km 
RE of Phu My, the 291st RF Co repelled an attack by an unknown size enemy 
force which employed SA, AW and M-79 fire« The enemy suffered four ETA 
and one SA captured« There was oneRF killed« On the same day, ten km 
NE of Bong Son, the 225th PF Plat repelled an attack by an estimated 
enemy squad resulting In four PF KIA and one PF WIA. On 22 Dec 12 km NW 
of Qui Nhon, the 476th RF Co captured six enemy, one AW, and four SA in 
a care« On 28 Dec 10 km SI of Ptra My,  the 156th RF Co ambushed an enemy 
platoon resulting in eight enemy KIA and two SA captured. One RF was 
wounded. On the same day, 10 km NE of LZ English, the 217th and 449th 
RF Companies engaged an unknown number of VC, killed two and detained 12 
VC suspects« 

f« Binh Dinh Operations Januaryi Activity increased in Binh Dinh 
Prorince during the month« Allied forces found with increasing frequency 
enemy base areas and his supply caches« ROK forces terminated Operation 
BUR KAE 68-5 on 16 Jan with outstanding results. 

(1) US Operations» On 5 Jan 23 km north ef in Khe, elements of the 
4th Bn (Abn) 503d Inf discovered * large hospital complex containing an 
operating room, a *~rd, mess hall and sleeping barracks. Over 30 pounds 
of medical supplies, 20 pounds of document« and miscellaneous equipment 
were also captured in the area. On 10 Jan 40 km east of Kontum, gunships 
from 2d Bn 1st Armd Car engaged 15 VC in two contacts and killed eight« 
On 17 J«n 26 km SW of An DM, elements of 2d Bn (Abn) 503d Inf discovered 
an eramy base oamp containing 16 hats, nine bunkers, four 82mm mortar 
rounds and four 60mm mertar rounds. On 16 Jan 45 km HW of An Khe (BR 
350280), elements ef the 4th Bn (Ann) 503d Inf discovered a cache contain- 
ing 300 pounds of medical supplies during Operation SKTFTRE, On 15 Jan 
a strong point (BR 335*58) maimed ty Co A 1st Bn (Keen) 50th Inf was 
attacked by an estimated VC company. The enemy had eight KIA, one WIA 
and four SA captured. Friendly force» had three KIA and 11 WIA. On 26 
Jan a Hawk Teem from 173d Ann Bde discovered a large ammunition cache on 
the I and II CTZ border (BS 783238). The cache oontained 51,000 rounds 
ef SAA, 31 rounds of 81mm mortar, 48 B-40 roekots, 50 rounds of 60mn mor- 
tar, ?3 rounds ef 57mm RR, erne 82mm mertar and one 57mm KR. 

(2) ARTS Operational On 9 Jan 17 km north of Bong Son (BS 8723.23), 
elements ef 4th Bn 40th AftTN Regt conducted a search and clear operation 
Aich netted six VC suspects. On 26 Jan elements of 3d Bn 40th ARV» Regt 
discovered 3*3 tons ef salt en the I and II CTZ border (BS 828224). 

(3) R0X Operational Elements of the CRID terminated Operation BOH 
KAI tö-5 on 16 Jam* The operation was conducted SW of Phu h> (BR 805575) 
against elements «f the I 210 LF Bn. ROK forees killed 170 enemy as 
opposed to five friendly KXA and 14 WIA. weapons and ammunition captured 
included 24? SA, 25 CSV, 80,74? rounds ef SAA, 387 rounds 60mm mertar, 
353 rounds 82mm mortar, 90 rounds 81mm mortar, 213 rounds 57hm RR, 57 
rounds 75»» ** and 102 B-40 rocket rounds. 

(4) CIDG Operational On 5 J*» 23 km tenth ef An Khe (BR 415205), 
K5F 233 discovered a large enemy stockade complex. The area contained 
hats and leg Irene for 50 individuals. On 3 Jen 22 km south of An Khe, 
KSFispt AVnd am sjsjnfj lam» remmf oenUirinf numerous huts and bunkers and 
over 30 tone of rice. 
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(5) RF/PF Operational On 7 Jan 10 km NW of Qui Nhon (CR 130505), 
elements of the 939th, 114th and 675th RF Companies detained 18 suspects 
while on a search and clear operation. On 31 Jan two km north of Qui 
Nhon (CR 087264), elements of sewr, RF companies with NPFF made contact 
with an unknown number of enemy« airing a sweep, friendly forces found 
seren enemy KIA and captured two 5A, The area had been fired on by ar- 
tillery and tac air on 30 and 31 Jan. On 17 Jan the 136th PF Platoon 
discovered a rice cache 10 km NW of Qai Nhon (CR 004376). On 22 Jan 
three km NE of Bong Son (BR 893967), the 104th RF Company and 226th PF 
Platoon attacked an estimated enemy company. The enemy had five KIA 
and lost one SA while friendly forces had three KIA and four WIA. 

'(6) Other Operations! On 23 Jan nine km south of Phn My (BR 887 
572), an unknown number of enemy threw several hand grenades into Tan 
Xuan market resulting in four civilians KIA and 18 civilians WIA. 

(g) Central Provinces Operations November 1 In Phu Ten and Khanh 
Hoa Provinces the friendly initiated activity was generally characterized 
by small unit contacts resulting from ambush and cordon and search oper- 
ations. There were no significant contacts in Phu Bon Province, Although 
there wore no significant actions initiated by the enemy, friendly cas- 
ualties were inflicted by limited ground attacks, sniper fire, mining 
incidents, boobytraps and four standoff mortar/75mm RR attacks. On sev- 
eral occasions the enemy attacked using hand grenades unsupported by 
small arms fire. On six occasions the enemy effort was directed against 
civilians rather than the military« There were no significant contacts 
Involving US, ARVN, CIDG and RF/PF forces in the Central Provinces during 
the month. 

1,   R0K Operations 1 Three significant operations were conducted by 
R0K forces during the month of November« From 7 to 10 Nor the 1st Bn 
26th R0K Regt conducted Operation WHA RANG 6, 20 km SW of Song Cau. 
Results were 1 enemy 29 KIA and nine SA captured. HAE SAN JIN 5 (13 - 
30 Nov) was conducted 19 km NW of Tuy Hoa by 11 companies of the 26th 
R0K Regt« The most noteworthy engagement of this operation occurred on 
28 Nov when tin enemy sustained 16 KIA, one PW, throe SA captured and one 
CSV captured while friendly forces had no casualties« Total results of 
the operation arei friendly three KIA; enemy 44 KIA, three PW's, 16 
SA and two CSW»s captured. During Operation BAN JEE 20 (21-30 Nov) 23 
km NNW of Ninh Hoa, ten companies of the 29th R0K Regt killed 24 enemy 
and captured one PW and seven SA« Friendly casualties wore two KIA and 
two WIA. 

(h) Central Prorineaa Operations Decemberi In Phn Bon, Phn Ton and 
Khanh Hoa Provinces there were numerous small-unit contacts resulting 
primarily from cordon and search operations and ambushes« In addition 
to two attacks against RF elements on 17 Dec, the enemy was able to inflict 
friendly casualties by booby-traps, mining incidents, sniper fire and 
limited ground attacks« There wore no significant contaots against 
OS or ARVN forces in the Central Provinces. 

1. ROK Operational Two significant operations were conducted by 
R0K forces« From 9 to 24 Doe the 1st Bn 28th ROK Regt conducted a five- 
company operation, BON HA 6, approximately 24 km 3E of Tuy Hoa (vie 
CQ 2725). Results wore1 enemy 14 KIA, six SA and four CSW»s captured, 
SEUNG MA 15 was a seven-day operation conducted by the 2d Eh 30th ROK 
Regt commencing on 17 Doc, 28 km WNW of Cam Rarth Bay (vio BP 7928). 
The most significant day of the operation was 19 Dec when friendly forces 
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:J\  three separate contacts sustained no casualties while enemy losses 
were 26 KIA and three SA captured. The total results of the operation 
were: friendly three KIA and one WIA; enemy 28 KIA, one Ftf, four SA 
and four CSW captured. 

2. CIDG Operations: On 26 Dec a CSF company from A-502 ambushed 
an estimated 15 VC seven km west of Nha Trang (8P 973542)- Results were: 
friendly one WIA; enemy 13 KIA and 14 SA captured. 

2« üLF/FF Operations: Generally RF/PF activities were characterized 
by light contacts made while conducting ambush and reconnaissance opera- 
tions throughout the three provinces. On 17 Dec the 151st RF Company was 
attacked by an unknown size enemy force employing small arms and B-40 
rockets four and a half km NW of Tuy Hoa (CQ 128491)« This attack lasted 
-for 15 minutes and resulted in two RF KIA and ten RF WIA. Enemy casual- 
ties are unknown. Seven and a half km west of Tuy Hoa (CQ 084465) on 17 
Dec, the 133d RF Company received a five-minute attack by an estimated re- 
inforced enemy platoon using small arms, automatic weapons fire, B-40 
rockets and 57mm RR fire. Results were: friendly four RF KIA and 13 WIA; 
enemy unknown. 

(i) Central Provinces Operation» January: ROK forces completed 
BAK JEE 2-5. One significant operation HAE SAN JIN 6, is continuing. RF 
and PF elements discovered a VC district headquarters in Phu Yen Pro- 
vince. Elements of Co D J6th Armored teamed up with RF elements and 
virtually destroyed an enemy company. 

U   US Operation: The 4th Bn (Abn) 503d Inf is participating in 
operation HAE SAN JIN 6 with ROK forces south of Dong Tre. For details 
of the operation see paragraph 2 below. On 31 Jan three km NW of Tuy 
Hoa (CQ 125488), elements of the 133d RF company were attacked by an 
estimated VC company. Three additional KF companies moved into blocking 
positions and Co D 16th Armd reinforced. Results were: friendly one 
KIA, seven V/IKJ enemy 20 KIA, seven SA, two CSW and a few B-40 rockets 
captured. The application of US fire power accounted for the majority 
of the enemy casualties. 

2. ROK Operations: On 2 Jan the CRID initiated Operation HA£ SAN 
JIN Z against elements of the 95th NVA Regiment, 87th LF Battalion and 
local VC. Phase 1 and II were conducted west of Dong Tre (BQ 745695) 
and Phase II continues south of Dong Tre (BQ 965535)» Results to date 
are: friendly two KIA, four '.VIA; enemy 59 KlA, 13 PW nd 22 SA cap- 
tured. The 2d Bn 29th ROK Inf terminated an ei^h+, day operation BAK 
JEL 2-5 conducted 23 km north of Ninh Koa (BF 965034). Results of the 
operation are: friendly three KIH, two V.TIAj enemy 66 KIA, 42 SA and 
three CSW captured. On 12 Jan S'..' of Tuy Hoa elements of the 9th ROK 
Inf Div l:illed eight enemy and captured an 82mm mortar. 

2» RF/PF Operations: On 1 Jan 13 k?i 3E of Dong Tre, RF Companies 
130, 202, 728 and ths 71st PF platoon discovered a VC district head- 
quarters. The area consisted of two muss halls with an 80 man capacity, 
six buildings and a dispensery. Five tons of rice, medical supplies 
and 20 pounds of documents were captured. 

(J) Southern Provinces Operations November: The close of the month 
brought a noticeable increase in activity in the southern provinces of 
Ninh Thuan, Binh Thuan, Lam Dong and Tuyen Uuc while the overall level of 
activity continued t a low level. Platoon site attacks of short duration 
against RF and PF elements constituted the majority of enemy initiated 
contacts. Terrorist attacks directed against civilians increased in 
both number and intensity during the month of November, combining 
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assassinations of local officials with mortar and rocket attacks of entire 
villages, VC tax collection points reported by Vietnamese nationals were 
quickly eliminated by US and RVN forces. Enemy use of bcoby traps and 
mines continued as a threat on both roads and in the field to military 
and civilians alike. There were no significant activities involving CIDG, 
RF and PF elements. 

1. US Operations! Activity against enemy forces was continuous 
and vigorous throughout the month. He was driven from his base camp and 
those camps found were destroyed. On 9 Nov 25 km west of Bao Loc (TT 
788742) C Co 3d Bn (Abn) 503d Inf found a base camp area with a tunnel 
complex. Two tons of rice were found at this location and were destroyed. 
On 5 Nov the battleship New Jersey fir 3d a total of 46 sixteen Inch 
rounds and JOB five inch rounds on suspected enemy locations and known 
tunnel complexes. BDA on 26 Nov shewed no significant results. 

2. AHVN Operations« At Song Mao (BN 282450) 26 Nov the base camp of 
the 44th ARVN Regiment received a mortar and ground attack. The ammunit- 
ion dumps of the 44th ARVN Regiment were the focal point of the attack. 
Casualties and damages 14 KIA (eight ARVN, two RF, two PF, two civ) 38 
WIA (28 ARVN, one US, nine civ) and one 155mm howitzer slightly damaged. 
Ammunition destroyed included 57,000 rds of 7*62 cal, 1,500 rds of 105mm, 
30,000 rds of 30 cal from the 44th ARVN Regt and 700 rds of 155"«» from 
the 39th ARVN Artillery ammo dump. 

3. R0K Operations» On 24 Nov 15 km NNE of Phan Rang (BN 924948) 
1st Co 1st Bn 30th R0K Regt, participating in operation KUN HA 9 «ado 
contact with an unknown number of VC in a cave. Results werei 27 enemy 
KIA, 7 SA captured. 

(k) Southern Provinces Operations December i Ground activity in the 
four southern provinces continued at a low level of intensity for the 
month of December. Enemy initiated incidents were oriented toward RF 
and PF units using minor attacks and harassment tactics. These enemy 
attacks were usually of short duration and seldom threatened to overrun 
the friendly unit's position. Enemy units utilized in these attacks were 
usually limited to platoon size. There were three cases of bridges 
damaged by explosives, two of which were railroad bridges. Mines again 
took their toll of both military and civilian lives. Enemy terrorist 
activity caused the deaths of three hamlet officials in the past month. 

1, US, CIDG, RF/PF and R0K operations resulted in no significant 
contacts in the southern provinces. 

2. ARVN Operations i Twenty km north of Phan Thiet (AN348302) „on 
15 Dec the 2d Bn 44th ARVN Hegt found 2700 kilos of rice. Twenty-five 
"km SE of Bao Loc (ZT 184557) on 19 Dec the 1st Bn 53d ARVN Regt found 
4000 kilos of rice. Twenty km north of Phan Thiet (AN 830270 & 281320) 
two soldiers from the 44th ARVN Reeon Co found a rice cache of 1800 
kilos of rice. Eighteen km NE of Phan Thiet (AN 863312) on 28 Dec the 
2d Bn 44th ARVN Regt found 14,000 kilos of rice. Twenty-two km north 
of Phan Thiet (AN 842318) on 30 Dec the 2d Bn 44th ARVN Regt found two 
rice eaches totaling 1200 kilos. Twenty km north of Phan Thiet (AN 848 
302) on 15 Dae the 2d Bn 44th ARVN'Regt found 2700 kilos of rice. 
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(1) Southern Province Operations January. Task Force South, paired 
off with the 53d and *J4th ARVN Regiments, continued spoiling attacks in 
the southern provinces. The 53d ARVN Regiment gained its third operation- 
al battalion» This added battalion will add immeasurably to the balanced 
combat power required for security in the vicinity of Bao Loc, Di Linh, 
Due Trong and Dalat. Action in the southern provinces showed a distinct 
increase in activity over previous months. 

(1) US Operations» On 3 Jan 40 km NE of Phan Thiet (AM 99^3) 
elements of the 3d Bn (Abn) 506th Inf discovered a cache containing 65 
rounds of 60mm mortar, 15 rounds of 82mm mortar, 22 boxes of AK 4? 
ammunition, one SA, three bangalore torpedoes and 125 pounds of TNT. On 
12 Jan 5 km west of Phan Thiet elements of the 4th Bn 44th ARVN Regt and 
a composite US tank platoon repelled an attack on LZ Sherry (AK 825114) 
killing 18 enemy and capturing one PW, six SA, five B-40 rocket, launchers, 
18 B-40 rocket rounds and 37 satchel charges» On 20 Jan one km north 
of Bao Loc (ZT O5&785) the CP of 3d Bn (Abn) 503d Inf and A Btry 5th Bn 
2?th Arty received 20 rounds of 82mm mortar, B-*i0 rocket and SA fire» 
The attack resulted in two KIA (US) and 25 WIA (21 US and four ARVN). 
Two jeeps were destroyed and a mess hall and motor pool were damaged. 
On 16 Jan 16 km NE of Phan Thiet (AN 948247) elements of the 3d Bn (Abn) 
506th Inf discovered a food cache containing over two tons of rice during 
operation DOUBLE EAGLE IV. On 25 Jan TF South terminated operation 
DOUBLE EAGLE IV resulting in 50 enemy KIA and a large quantity of ammun- 
ition captured. Friendly forces in the operation suffered only one KIA 
and eight WIA. On 25 Jan, Phan Rang Air Base (BN 775865) received an 
unknown number of mortar and rocket fire and a ground probe resulting in 
Ik US WIA, two FlOO's destroyed, 11 FlOO's damaged and three building 
damaged. The enemy had 14 KIA and three PW's, two SA and three CSW 
captured. On 29 Jan 26 km NW of Bao Loc (IA 85191?) 3d Bn (Abn) 503d 
Inf discovered a large enemy base area and training facility. The camp 
contained two large bleacher sites, training aids on claymores, Chicom 
weapons, helicopters and fixed wing air craft. The area also had living 
quarters and an extensive bunker' complex» 

2. R0K Operations» On 9 Jan 2? km NW of Phan Rang (BP 935053) 
elements of the 30th Regiment, 9th R0K Infantry Division killed 13 enemy 
and captured four small arms, 35 hand grenades and I56O kgs of corn. 

I.   RF/PP Operations» On 8 Jan 23 km NE of Phan Thiet (AN 966326) 
784th RF Company made contact with a VC company operating a tax collec- 
tion point. The 700th RF Company reinforced and became engaged» The 
RF units had four KIA and 15 WIA. The 1st Bn 44th ARVN Regt swept area 
the following day and discovered eleven enemy bodies. On 19 Jan five km 
RE of Di Linh (AN 85685D, the 166th RF Company was partially overrun 
by an estimated VC Company» Friendly forces had 12 KIA (ten RF and two 
civilians) and six RF WIA. Enemy losses were unknown. On 16 Jan 22 km 
SE of Dalat (BP 274010) the 25th and 28th PF platoons, one platoon of the 
304th RF Company and one platoon of C Btry 23d ARVN Artillery were 
attacked by an estimated VC company reinforced. The friendly position 
was partially overrun resulting In 11 KIA and 24 WIA. Two radios were 
destroyed and one 105*ai How and one 3/4 ton truck were damaged. Tb* 
enemy force withdrew leaving three dead, one SA and one satchel charge, 
On 17 Jan eight km NW of Phan Thiet (AN 766145) the 953d RF Company 
was attacked by an enemy company resulting in ten KIA an 5 30 «VIA» On 
24 Jan three km NE of Phan Thiet (AN 883122), the 75th and 110th PF plats 
repelled an attack by an estimated VC company. The enemy had 10 KIA, 
one CIA and lost three B-40 rockets, six bangalore torpedoes and two SA. 
The friendly force had three WIA. 
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L,   Other Operations: On 22 Jan eight km NK of Phan Thiet (AN 
855162), RD Team 13 engaged an estimated VC company which had previously 
abducted eleven civilians. The RD element routed the enemy, killing 
three, rescued the civilians and captured three SA. The RD Team had no 
casualties. On 29 Jan the city of Dalat was shelled by 15>20 rounds of 
82mm mortar. Seven civilians were WIA. 

(m) Results for II CTZ for the period 1 Nov 6£ to 31 Jan 69. 

U   Friendly: 

US  ROK   AEVN   BF/PF   C.ISG   OTHER   TOTAL 

KIA 118  51   H6    321    47     54    737 

WIA 723  149   644    731    256    165    2668 

2. See page 2 for enemy casualty figures. 

(n) Results of US operations for the period 1 Nov 68 t» 31 J*n 69. 

FRIBNDU 

WALKER 
DAN SINH 
COCHISE 

DAN THAI» 
MCLAIN 

DAN HOA 
BOLLING 

BINH TAX 
KACARTHUE 

KIA 11 21 15 11 60 

WIA 116 140 84 30 353 

MIA 0 0 0 

BMPg 

0 0 

KIA 75 207 183 31 215 

PW 3 17 13 2 45 

SA 40 50 98 12 115 

csw 12 15 9 2 2 

(o)   Cumulative results for US operations! 

WALKER 
DAN SDffi         HAN THANG 
COCHISB            MCLAIN 

DAN BOA 
BOLLIJP 

BIMB TAX 
MACABTBU1 

KIA 42 144                   69 72 955 

WIA 313 870                576 307 4437 

101 0 0                    0 0 5 
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ENEMY 

WALKiR 
DAN SINK 
COCHISg 

DAN THAN3 
MCLAIN 

DAN HOA 
BOLLING 

BINH TAY 
MACARTHUR 

KIA 272 943 1042 715 5731 

FW 13 75 37 90 301 

SA 72 233 334 237 1383 

csw 31 31 40 21 179 

(3) Organization and Training Activities: 

(a) All unit3 that were assigned or under the operation control 
of this headquarters as of 31 January 1969 aie listed at Incl 3* 

(b) The command relationship of major US, ARVN and FWMAF units 
within II CTZ is at Incl 4. 

(c) The following unit was assigned to I FFORCEV during the period: 
62d Sig Det (Avionics) assigned to I FFCRCBV by USARV GO No. 5705, 
13 Dec 68. 

(d) The following units were reassigned from I FFORCEV during the 
period:    None 

(e) Manpower Authorizations: 

1. Btry S (MG), 41st Arty (AD) was reorganized urder MTOB 44-58G 
PAC 7/68 by USARPAC GO 554, 7 Oct 68. 

2. HHB, 52d Arty Gp was reorganized under MTOE 6-40IS by U3ARPAC 
GO 384, 1 Aug 68. 

2..    54th Inf Det (Radar) was reorganized under MTOE 07-016G, P00168 
by USARPAC GO 739, 15 Ibv 68. 

£•   4th Bn (AW) (SP) oOth Arty was reorganized under MT03 44-85« 
86, and 87G PAC 1/68 by USARPAC GO 554, 7 Oct 68. 

«j>.    272d MP Co (CORPS) was reorganized under MTOE 19-37F, PAC 1/68 
by USARPAC GO 303, 17 Jun 68. 

(f) Research and Development (R&D) Activities:    Requests for 
information on B&D items from USAKV and ACTIV were monitored by this head- 
quarters.    There were no requests for ENSURE. (Expediting Non-standard 
Urgent Requirements for Equipment) items received from assigned, attached 
or OPCON units.    No ENSURE requests were submitted to U^ARV from Hu, 
I FFORCEV. 

(g) Training:   Assigned and attached units, less artillery groups 
and battalions, are inspected semi-annually.    Three units were inspected 
during the past quarter and all were rated satisfactory. 
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(h) Doctrine: The "Tactical Notes" publication initiated in May 
1968 has continued. The overall objective of I FFORCEV Tactical Notes 
is to provide a recurring publication in which new ideas and lessons 
learned regarding operational and intelligence matters are exchanged. 
These tactical notes are attached as inclosures to this ORLL. 

U   Tactical Notes for November 1968, Incl 5« 

2. Tactical Notes for December 1968, Incl 6. 

2« Tactical Notes for January 1969, Incl 7. 

(i) ARVN Improvement Programs: During the past quarter, I FFORCEV 
has emphasized various programs to help make ARVN more effective. It 
has become apparent that these programs have been instrumental in bring* 
ing about an improvement in ARVN within II CTZ. These I FFORCEV pro- 
grams include the following« 

U   Combined Police Patrols« This is a program consisting of com- 
bined police patrols of ARVN, ROK, National Police and US Military 
Policemen or combinations thereof, depending upon the local area require- 
ments« In effecting apprehension, primary responsibility Is vested in 
the combined military police patrol member who is the same nationality 
as the offender. In addition to improving the effectiveness of military 
police and police service, an on-the-job training program is established 
whereby all patrol members benefit from the experience of their counter- 
part« 

2. II Corps Interrogation Center. This program was developed in 
an effort to reduce the time lag between capture of a prisoner and the 
receipt of exploitable information from him by the tactical unit comman- 
der. It was decided to decentralise the interrogation effort and to 
develop a II Corps Interrogation Center (CIC). Construction of the CIC 
began in October 1968 and is scheduled to be completed in February 1969. 
02, II Corps is currently preparing a comprehensive set of operating 
procedures for the center with the assistance of his US advisor. With 
the CIC operating under the command of the ARVN forces, the Vietnamese 
are expected to Improve their interrogation techniques, reporting systems 
a&d dissemination procedures« 

2« DoTsloFmeat of ARVN Long Range Patrol Capability. This program 
was initiated to expand the number of ARVN ISP teams to the authorised 
strength within II Corps. Prior to implementation of this program, only 
enough LRFs wore trained to moot normal attrition with few men available 
for authorised LBP teams« Mobile Training Teams from I FFORCEV long 
range patrol assets assigned to Company B (ZAP) 20th Infantry, 4th 
Infantry Division and the 173d Airborne Brigade provided instructional 
assistance to »elected personnel from the ARVN 22d Division, 2y üvision 
and 24th Special Tactical Zone. Those teams operated as training advisor/ 
instructor on the staff of the senior advisors of the units selected for 
training assistance. The 60-day training program consisted of two weeks 
of intensified long range patrol tactics and techniques followed by 45 
days of operations with integrated US/ARVN patrols. The US Mobile Train- 
ing Teams have completed the formal instruction of three training cycles, 
graduating 421 students. This program is in the process of being trans- 
ferred over to ARVN. Results to date have been most gratifying. 
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/fc. Pair Off Concept. To increase the effectiveness of ABVN and 
insure maximum utilization of II CTZ assets, the "Pair Off" concept 
was formalized in the II CTZ 1969 Ctobined Campaign Plan published 
5 December 1968. This concept calls for the pairing off of units 
from the 173d Abn Bde te units of the 22d Div; TF South with the 23d 
Div Light CP; and the 4th Inf Div with the 23d Div and 24th STZ. The 
most gratifying results of this concept have been increased combined 
operations and the steady improvement of ARVN forces. Probably the 
most important result of the "Pair Off" concept has been increased 
AEVN participation in combat operations. The increased artillery and 
aviation support provided by pairing ARVN and US units appears to have 
inspired ARVN to perform an ever increasing number of operations. The 
continuation of combined operations under the "Pair Off" concept should 
allow for the continued improvement of ARVN. 

£,. Senior Commanders' Conferences. The monthly Senior Commanders' 
Conference wts initiated in Harch 1968 and has become a regularly sched- 
uled event. The commanders meet for the purpose of fostering better 
understanding of problems and insuring the closest cooperation among 
the three national forces within II CTZ. These conferences provide the 
CG, II Corps, DOG, ROKFV-FC, CG, I FFORCEV and selected senior staff 
officers an opportunity to meet at the conference table to discuss 
future ©mbined operations, plans, concepts, problem areas and topics 
of mutual concern. Topics included on the agenda are subjects which 
require command emphasis and discussion atf.the highest level within II 
CTZ. Proposed topics are developed separately by the staffs within each 
of the three headquarters. Following selection and approval by their 
respective commanders, representatives from each headquarters meet to 
exchange topics and draft an agenda. The harmony and coordination ema- 
nating from these conferences have provided a unity of effort at every 
echelon in II CTZ. The "Pair Off concept came about as a result of 
these conferences and has aided imneasurably the effectiveness of ABVN, 

6. Combat Assistance Teams (CAT) Concept. A test was set up to 
determine the feasibility of replacing the division and regiment US 
advisory teams with smaller CATs in order to: 

a. Reduce the advisory effort for ARVN to correspond to increased 
ARVN capabilities to permit US advisory resources to be redispoead. 

b. Determine whether ARVN units are capable of making independent 
use of US combat support. 

c. Increase ARVN leadership and initiative particularly at bat- 
talion level. 

d. Determine whether the CAT can provide adequate assistance in 
coordinating between ARVN, US and PVMAF. The evaluation of the CAT 
concept within the 22d ARVN Infantry Division resulted in the CAT con- 
cept being well received by both ARVN and US advisory personnel. The 
division concerned maintained a high level of operations and there was 
no decrease in the use of US combat support. Leadership in the divi- 
sion did not deteriorate and aggressiveness did not decline. The con- 
clusions of the evaluation of the CAT concept in the 22d Division were: 

(1) That ARVN initiative and self-reliance has increased. 
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(2) That ARVN units can make Independent use of US combat support. 

(3) That the CAT concept is basically sound« 

In the future, other ABVN units will be converted to this successful 
concept. This reduction of the advisory effort for ARVN units within 
II CTZ will allow US advisory resources to be re-allocated. 

2- ARVN Self-Help Dependent Housing. The morale of ARVN is greatly 
affected by the lack of adequate dependent housing. Frequently, ARVN 
troops must travel excessive distances In order to visit or provide 
for their families. In order to supplement the GVN program in II CTZ. 
CG. I FFORCEV directed that OPCON US units asrist their counterpart 
ARVN units with material and technical assistance for a self-help pro- 
gram utilizing the "Pair Off" concept. Since funds are not available, 
the program calls for maximum use of scrap and salvage materials. I- 
addition, the CG directed that an ARVN Dependent Housing Council be 
established. Its purpose is to inform the CG of current plans, activi- 
ties and progress, and is to provide a forum for discussion of ideas. 
problems and solutions pertaining to ARVN dependent housing. This self- 
help program was initiated in Dec 66. All OPCON units are making pro- 
gress in the planning stages and in the case of the 173d Abn Bde. con- 
struction has already begun. Initial results of the self-help program 
have been most encouraging. The program should be in full operation 
by the end of the first quarter CI 69* Its accomplishments will only 
be limited by Imagination, ingenuity and enthusiasm exhibited by par- 
ticipating ARVN and US units. 

8. Associate ARVN/US Engineer Program. Basically, the program is 
being developed along the lines of a "Pair Off" concept in which ARVN 
and US engineer units located in the near vicinity of each other exchange 
visits for the purpose of coordinating construction activities, exchang- 
ing information, fostering mutual respect and rendering assistance in 
project accomplishment and training activities. Although this program 
is in its early stages at this time, there have been significant accom- 
plishments wherein cooperation has resulted in exchange of personnel 
and equipment, thus obtaining greater efficiency and productivity from 
available assets. As the program gains momentum, it is expected to 
be an effective factor to improve the effectiveness of ARVN engineer 
units. Eventually, it is expected that units within the same AO will 
coordinate equipment, material and personnel in order to best utilize 
the total engineer assets to accomplish the tremendous engineer require- 
ments throughout II CTZ. 

U) Chemical. 

(a)   Herbicide operations during this reporting period have included 
both crop and defoliation missions.    Unfavorable weather conditions through- 
out the II CTZ have resulted in the cancellation ot 437 of 823 sorties 
scheduled. 

j_.    The results of US Air Force, UC-123 herbicide missions are as 
follows: 

PROVINCE NO. 0/ SORTIBS TUMB     HECTARES «FOilATP   M/I CROPS DBSTROIEP 

Binh Dinh 31 2,615 8L0 

Binh Thuan 11 0 1,3H 
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PROVINCE NO. OP SORTIES PLONN HECTARES DEFOLIATED K, n CROPS DESTROYED 

DarXac 16 2,205 0 

Khanh Hoa 5 360 24C 

Kontum 168 18,862 720 

Lam Dong 15 0 1,794 

Ninh Thuan 3 0 360 

Phu Bon 7 0 840 

Phu Ten 21 0 2,145 

Pleiku It 960 360 

Quang Due 98 IV56 360 

Tuyen Due _2  0  0 

TOTAL 386 36,158 8,973 

2.   Units in II CTZ «re continuing to use UH-1 and CH-47 helicopters 
and truck based power spray apparatuses to spray Mall areas not conducive 
to spray by UC-123 aircraft.   The results of helicopter spray operationa 
are as follows: 

mgT HECTARES DIFOUATED m PB9J^ DgSWIED 

HQ, I FPORCEV C 0 

ROKFV-PC 265 734 

4th Inf Dir 382 12 

DSA, II Corps 768 0 

173<i Abn Bde (SEP) 513 0 

3d Bn (Abn) 506th Inf 
urn 4 

(b) Riot Control Agents (RCA) are being employed in both offensive 
and defensive operations. On 2 Bor 68 the 4th Inf Div dropped two E158 
CS Canisters fron a UH-1 on a suspected enemy location vicinity ZA0209* 
The drop was followed by gunshlps and resulted In nine VC/NVA. XIA. On 
7 Jan 69, C Co 1st ta (Abn) 503d Inf, 173d Abn Bde (Sep) employed smoke 
and CS grenades inside a> cave vicinity C1008738 to extract a man who had 
entered the cave complex In pursuit of the enemy and was trapped by 
enemy fire. On 9 Bov 68 the 3d Bn (Abn) 506th Inf, 79 South, used 2,400 
lbs of CS-t to contaminate enemy bunkers vicinity BB 082290. 

(c) Personnel detectors (APD and HFD) operating within the II CTZ 
are providing a continual source of reliable information concerning 
locations. In most instances, CS, gunshlps, taC air or artillery fire 
wae employed against the locations of the heavy readings. All readings 
were submitted to the appropriate 02/82 for evaluation. 
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0 32 
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2«    The summary of personnel detector operations in II CTZ is as 
follows: 

UNIT 

ROKFV-FC 

4th Inf Div 

173d Abn Bde (Sep) 

3/506th Abn Inf Bn 

3/503d Abn Inf Bn 

23d ARVN Div Advisory Tm. 

IDC Nha Trang 

2,    Selected personnel from the CAP ROK Inf Div and 9th ROK Inf Div 
received in-flight personnel detector training with 173d Abn Bde (Sep) 
representatives.   They are now supporting combat operations in ROK AOs. 
The 23d ARVN Div continues to be supported by US Advisory personnel 
detector operators.   Tr» 4th Inf Div provides personnel detector support 
to the 24th ARVN STZ while the 173d Abn Bde (Sep) supports the 22d ARVN Div. 

2*   On 21 Nov an AH) mission aircraft from the 4th Inf Div crashed 
while conducting a mission 21 km W of Plei Djereng.    The crew, operator 
and a DA photographer were killed and the aircraft destroyed.    On 1 Dec 
68 the 3d Bn (Abn) 506th Inf employed four SI58 CS Canister Clusters in 
an area vicinity AN755215 where significant readings were noted by the 
APD.    Gunships and artillery were then employed resulting in one large 
secondary explosion. 

(d)   The enemy continued to use Riot Control Agents on a small 
scale during offensive operations.    There were two reported actions 
during which the enemy initiated use of riot control type chemicals. 
On 18 Dec personnel from A&B Co 1st Bn (Mech) 50th Inf at Pump station 
#8 vicinity BR 365454 received a tear agent from an unknown source. 
One person was overcome by the agent.    On 21 Jan 69 Bridge #20 on QL 
19 and the MACV compound vicinity BR 469430 received 16 rounds of 82am 
mortar fire.    Upon inspection of five dud rounds it was found that the 
rounds contained a CS type agent. 

(5)   G3 Air Operations. 

(a) There were a total of 4330 tactical air sorties (3109 preplanned 
sorties and 1221 immediate) averaging 47 sorties per day flown in support 
of operations as indicated below: 

TOTAL       SOiiTlES 
OPBUTIOK SOBTIB DAY RflURKS 

BUM TAX/ 2452 27 20 KBA (Conf), 141 KBA (Bit), 77 
HACARTHUR secondary explosions,   1 ^secondary 

fires, 227 bunkers destroyed, 17 
bunkers damaged, 14 bunkers   uncovered 
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OPBUTION 

BINH TAT/ 
MACARTHUR 
(Continued) 

TOTAL 
SORTIES 

SORTIES 
DAY 

DAN THANG/ 
MACLAIN 

DAN SINH/ 
COCHISK 

9TH ROK DIV 

RB1ARKS 

11 bridges destroyed, five bridges 
damaged, 90 road cuts, 36 structures 
destroyed, two structures damaged» 
two trails uncovered, five AAA po- 
sitions destroyed, 15 AW positions 
destroyed, seven mortar positions 
destroyed, one rocket position 
destroyed, 18 rocket tubes destroyed, 
15 rockets destroyed, one truck 
destroyed and one 40' X 40« forti- 
fication destroyed. 

634 7 Two KBA (Conf), six KBA (Sat), 12 
secondary explosions, 35 secondary 
fires, 277 bunkers destroyed, 66 
bunkers damaged, Id structures 
destroyed and nine structures 
damaged. 

572 6 Six KBA (Ccnf), seven KBA (B»t), 10 
secondary explosions, 12 secondary 
fires, 29 bunkers destroyed, six 
bunkers damaged, 25 structures 
destroyed, three structures damaged 
and two caves uncovered. 

33d 4 Sight KBA (Sit), five secondary 
explosions, 11 secondary fires, 1! 
bunkers destroyed, 19 structures 
destroyed, five structures damaged, 
1C caves destroyed, two caves 
damaged and two caves uncovered. 

284 3 16 KBA (Conf), one KBA (Bit), eight 
secondary explosions, 13 secondary 
fires, one bunker damaged, t4 
structures destroyed, five structures 
damaged, one pack train unit destroyed 
and four boats destroyed. 

(b)   B-52 Support:   There were 324 B-52 sorties flown this quarter in 
support of ground operations as indicated at inelosure 0.   Last quarter, 
there were 630 sorties. 

(6)   Army Aviation Operations 

(a) The major objective in employing the tactical aviation assete 
available to I FPOBCgV remains as previously stated in operational reports: 

1. Provide air mobility to combat elements of FWUF in the II CTZ. 

2. Provide aviation support to the province senior advisors and 
CORD? personnel in II CTZ for CAC and reeupply. 

2«   Support the aerial reornnaisaance and surveillance program. 

(b) Resources available from the 17th CAG are: 

CAP ROK DIV 
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SUPPORT MISSIONS 

GS Southern Coastal, Southern 
Highlands, Task Force South, 
Recondo, 5th SFGA, ARVN and 
9th ROK Div 

GS Northern Highlands, PRAIA EB 
FIRE, 4th Inf Div and ARVN 

2»    Assault Helicopter Assets. 

UNIT 

10th Combat Aviation Battalion 

4dth AHC 

92d AHC 

155th AHC 

192d AHC 

281 st AHC 

52d Combat Aviation Battalion 

57th AHC 

119th AHC 

170th AHC 

189th AHC 

268th Combat Aviation Battalion 

61st AHC 

129th AHC 

134th AHC (-) 

2.   The 335th AHC was placed OPCON to SA IV Corps on 1 Dec 63 and 
is currently located at Bear Cat in III CTZ. 

J.    tfhe 7/17th Air Cav Sqd is assigned to  17th CAG, OPCON to I FFORCEV 
further OPCON to 4th Inf Div and is located at Camp Enari in II CTZ.   B Trp 
7/l7th Cav is further OPCON to TFS and is located at Phan Thiet in II CTZ. 

£.    Heavy Helicopter Assets. 

CüKPANY BATTALION 

335th HHC 268th CAB 

£,   Assault Support Helicopter Assets. 

GS Northern Coastal,  173d Abn 
Bde, CAP ROK Div, ARVN 

COMPANY 

179th ASHC 

243d    ASHC 

180th ASHC 

196th ASHC 

BATTALION 

52d CAB 

10th CAB 

268th CAB 

268th CAB 

SUPPORT MISSION 

GS II CT7 

SUPPORT MISSION 

GS 4th Inf Div 

GS Southern Coastal 

GS Central Coastal 

ttS Northern Coastal 
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6.    Armed Helicopter Company 

COMPANY BATTALION SUPPORT MISSION 

361st Avn Co (Escort) 52d CAB GS II CT2 

2*   The 183d,  185th, 203d and 219th Reconnaissance Airplane Companies 
support the Visual Reconnaissance Program and provide GS throughout II CTZ. 

8,   The 225th Surveillance Airplane Company is employed throughout 
II CTZ in an aerial surveillance role. 

£.   The 18th utility Airplane Company provides GS utility support 
throughout II CTZ and for the XXIV Corps operating in the I CTZ. 

(c)   Major Accomplishments, 

K   Airmobile assets were provided to the following US operations 
during the period indicated. 

OPERATION SUPPORTS) UNIT DURATION 

WALKSR 1st Bn 50th Mech Inf 1 Aug - 3* Jan 

DAN HOA/BOLLING II       47th ARVN Regt i Aug - 31 Jan 

DAN SINH/COCHISK 173d Abn Bde (-) 1 Aug - 3\ Jan 

BINH TAY/MCARTHIR        4th Inf Div 1 Aug - 31 Jan 

24th ARVN STZ 

DAN THANG/MCLAIN TF South/23d ARVN Div       1 Aug - 31 Jan 

3d Bn 506th Abn Inf 

3d Bn 503d   Abn Inf 

44th and 53d ARVN Regt 

BINH TAY 40, 24th STZ/4th Inf Div 1 Aug - 31 Jan 
49 & 50 

2.   ROKA Forces normally were allocated one AHC and two CK-47 air- 
craft per division a daily basis.   Additional support was provided on 
a mission basis to support major tactical operations. 

2«   Airmobile assets were provided to the following special opera- 
tions directed by MACV: 

OPERATION SUPPORTS) UNIT 

PRAIRIS PIRB CCC (Command and Control Center) 

£.   Airmobile assets were provided to the following units or agencies 
on a general support basis: 
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I FFORCEV IDC Nha Trang CORPS - PSYOPS 

21 st Signal Group MAC? Engr 100th Log Cad (ROK) 

18th Sngr Bde 15 Navy Spt FAC MACV 

Cam Ranh Bay Spt Cmd II ALC (ARVN) I FFORCSV Arty 

Qui Nhon Spt Cfll V ALC (ARVN) 

d.    (C)    Logistical Activities 

(1) The primary US logistical effort during the period was devoted 
to operations in BINH TAT/MAC ARTHUR, DAN SINH/COCHISg, DAN HOA/BOLLI«, 
DAN THANG/MCLAIN aid WALKER. 

(2) ACofS, G4 continued to monitor the material and supply posture 
of units assigned, attached and under the operational control (OPCON) 
of this headquarters.   The stock status and scheduled resupply of the 
following forward activities were monitored daily: 

(a) FSA English - In support of operation     DAN SINH/COCHISE. 

(b) FSA Dak To and Ban Me ttmot - In support of BINH TAI/MACARTHUR. 

(c) FSA Phan Thiet and Bao Loc - In support of DAN THANG/MCJ.AIN 

(3) The FSA at Dak To was closed out as of 25 Jan 69 due to the 
transfer of primary responsibility of Northern Kontum Province from 4th 
Inf Div to 24th ARVN STZ. 

(4) Supply:    (a)   The overall supply of troop requirements continues 
to be satisfactory.   There are no shortages of supplies and equipment 
which significantly impair the operational capability of the command. 

(b) Emphasis on the identification and retrograde of excess supplies 
and equipment was Increased during the quarter . Monthly reports on this 
program will be submitted starting in Jan 69. 

(c) The ARVN Modernization Program caused a shortage of i ton trucks 
for US units during the quarter as all receipts of this item were diverted 
to ARVN.   This shortage is expected to continue until Feb 69. 

(d) There are 14 items under ASR control at the end of the quarter, 
an increase of four items over last quarter.   The items under ASR Control 
are: 

DODIC ITEM 

A137 Ctg, 7.62mm, Tr, Ikd 

B534 AOmm, MP 

3568 40mm, HB 

C256 81m», HS 

C445 105mm» HE 

C705 4.2", HS 
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DODIC ITEM 

C706 4.2», HE 

D544 155nm, HE 

D572 175»», HE 

D660 Pro;}, Ö«, HE 

H490 2.75", HE standard warhead 

H534 2.74% HE heavy warhead 

G910 Gren, Hand, Offensive 

L312 Signal, Ilium 

(5) Services: The I FFORCEV GHMI program was initiated in December 
with four inspections completed as of 31 January. Of these, two units 
were rated Satisfactory, one Unsatisfactory and one was scored as a 
courtesy inspection. Initial results indicated definite weaknesses in 
the area of Maintenance Management and Operations. To assist in pre- 
parations for future inspections, the USABV Readiness Assistance Team 
was requested for I FFOKCEV units. The Team spends approximately one 
and one-half days with each company/battery size unit, evaluating all 
aspects of supply and maintenance procedures. One of the four units was 
inspected subsequent to the Assistance Team visit. The unit received 
exceptional scores on its CMMI and gave much of the credit to the Readi- 
ness Assistance Team. 

(6) Transportation: 

(a) Air: 

U   The volume of airlift operations throughout IX CTZ has shown a 
decreasing trend during the current quarter. Air movement of routine 
cargo from Cam Banh Bay Dopot to forward areas has shown a decrease as 
increased emphasis is being placed on highway movement. Qui Khon Depot 
made no routine shipments to forward areas. 

Supply Movements from Depots to Forward Areas: 

Air (S/t) See (S/T) Hwy (S/T) Total (S/T) 

Nov 2,647 2,771 25,066 30,404 

Dec 1,141 3,989 »5,310 20,440 

Jan 
TOTALS 

1.020 
47351 

4.266 
117Ö26 

25.3/ft 
S£724 

30.634 
S1,55d 

2. The decreasing trend in emergency airlift noted during last quar- 
ter has continued during this quarter with only two emergency airlift 
missions (19 sorties) being flown during December and none being flown 
during January. This decreasing trend parallels the decrease in enemy 
activity throughout II CTZ. 
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Emergency Airlift (1968 - 69): 

C-130* C-122* C-7A» PAX S/T Car*o 

Feb-Apr 604 141 0 11,003 7,136 

May-Jul 685 49 0 13,569 7,600 

Aug-Oct 186 72 42 5,011 2,079 

Nov-Jan 54 1 32 3,199 252 

*Sorties 

£.   I FFORCEV-dedicated C7A. aircraft movements remained at a rela- 
tively constant level. 

Dedicated C7A. AirUft (1968-69): 

Sorties PAX S/T Cargo 

Feb-Apr        4,947 38,679                      2,248 

May-Jul        5,765 42,005                      2,725 

lug -Oct       6,321 50,144                      3,255 

Nov-Jan         6,108 45,984                       2,938 

(b) Highway:   The major highways in IX CTZ remained open throughout 
this quarter, with a high volume of convoy traffic noted«   An increase 
of ambush incidents during January on QL 19 near An Khe did not sig- 
nificantly hinder convoy operations.    LTL-7B from Pleiku to Cheo Beo 
(HQ for Phu Bon Province) was opened during the quarter to heavily se- 
cured US and ARVN convoys*   One ARVN convoy went from Phan Rang to Phan 
Thiet by QL-1 on 17 January,   a. US convoy took the same route on 28-29 
January.   Joint US/ARVN convoys are being planned for the next quarter« 
(See first chart in Para (6) (a) for S/T of cargo moved by highway«) 

(c) Water:   The only forward area supplied by water in II CTZ is Phan 
Thiet.   This operation is constantly hindered by shifting sandbars and 
changing tides.   During the last quarter and November of this quarter, there 
was a shortage of LST and LCU type vessels for movement of cargo from 
Cam Ranh Bay to Phan Thiet.   Delays duo to this shortage and poor beach 
conditions resulted in cargo arriving three to 21 days after the estab- 
lished RDD.    During early December the B.D.I* Page initiated a roll-on- 
roll-off shuttle between Cam Ranh Bay and Phan Thiet, significantly de- 
creasing the cargo backlog for Phan Thiet.    (See first chart in Para (6) 
(a) for S/T of cargo moved by water.) 

(d) Rail:   The opening of the railroad to military cargo in much of 
southern coastal II Corps in October led to an expanded rail movement 
capability throughout II CTZ.    The bulk of the tonnage, however, is still 
being shipped from Qui Nhon to northern coastal II Corps areas.    Thirty- 
seven percent of the entire II Corps tonnage during this quarter was 
asnto shipped from Qui Nhon to Phu Cat Air Base. 
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Rail Movements (Nov 6ß - Jan 69): 

From CRB (S/T)                  From QNH (S/T) Total S/T 

Nov                        256                                   4,236 4,492 

Dec                        396                                   2,634 3,030 

Jan J68 1.918 2,086 
TOTAIS 820 8,788 97608 

e.    (C)   Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development (CORDS)« 

(l)   Office of Development Operations. 

(a) Agriculture: 

U The fall planting of TN-8 rice is exceeding early predictions. 
Attempts are being made to move out into insecure areas such as in Binh 
Dinh Province where hamlets of Hoai An and Vinh Thanh were supplied with 
TN-8 seed for the first time, 

2. The regional vaccine bank in Nha Trang was initiated to support 
the high priority national vaccine program, and for the first time in 
the history of Vietnam, vaccines are plentiful. There were over 42,000 
doses distributed throughout II CTZ by the bank in December. 

2» In Binh Dinh Province, plans are in progress to construct 100 
thirty-five metric-ton fishing boats with 100 Jiorse power engines, two 
of which have been completed and are in use. There are also plans to 
build 1000-2000 smaller craft to be constructed as orders are received. 
These will also have engines installed. 

ij.. Protein production increased during December and January as a 
result of the importation of brtp chicks from Singapore. A total of 
12,000 were delivered to Region II in December. Orders were taken for 
23,000 for January. 

(b) Education: 

U   The highlight of education activities for this quarter was the 
successful Helping Teachers Training Course conducted in Nha Trang from 
30 *>ep to 28 Nov 68. This course has already caused multiplying effects. 
Several teacher workshops were conducted utilising graduates of this 
course as workshop instructors. This multiplying effect will increase 
during the Hamlet Teacher Training Workshops to be conducted in each 
province this summer. 

2. Of the 613 Ministry of Revolutionary Development (MORD) pro- 
gramed classrooms to be constructed in 1968, there were 457 completed 
and 156 still under construction, for a completion rate of 74«5£* 
There was 62% of the KORD principals' quarters completed. The majority 
of those under construction will be completed prior to the end of 
February. 
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(c) Public Administration and Urban Development: 

U   Village/hamlet officials training gained momentum during the 
final months of J 96Ö because of the emphasis on the Accelerated Paci- 
fication Campaign (APC). The quota of 3j5O0 trained personnel was 
exceeded by over ADO. The emphasis is shifting from hamlet to village 
level. Binh Thuan Village, Binh Khe District, Binh Dinh Province, was 
selected as a model village for a concentrated effort by GVN officials 
and Public Administration advisors to make into a self-supporting 
governmental agency. 

2. The Cam Ranh Labor Housing Project was officially turned over 
to the GVN for operation on 9 Jan 69. There were 1831 applicants for 
the 1500 units available. On 24 Dec 68 there were 790 purchase appli- 
cations processed and "move-in" day was proclaimed. The official 
opening ceremony has not been arranged as yet. 

(d) Ethnic Minorities Affairs: Progress in Ethnic Minorities 
construction projects increased this quarter, primarily because of the 
efforts of the Ministry for the Development of Ethnic Minorities (MDEM), 
the C0RDS/Ö1A (Ethnic Minority Affairs) advisors and CORDS provincial 
teams. These projects include boarding schools, dormitories, community 
centers and guest houses. Increases in school and boarding attendance 
in the II CTZ EMA facilities were noted, as well as improvement in the 
administration of the food and boarding programs at these EMA facilities. 
Of special significance was the initiation of a USAXD/MDEM audit of all 
1966-1968 MDEM construction projects in II CTZ that were funded through 
American foreign aid channels. The results of this audit will be pub- 
lished at a later date. 

(e) Refugees: The purpose of the Refugees branch of CORDS is to 
assist the civil authorities to improve the handling and use of refugees 
from reception until their return to normal life. 

U The report period was marked by the completion of Phase I to 
the II CTZ Resettlement Campaign Plan. Collected data is now being 
analysed to determine and identify refugee concentrations that can be 
returned to their original domicile. The coming qua;.*ter will realize 
large numbers of refugees being either resettled in place or returned 
to their original village. 

2. Large influxes of mountain tribespeople from insecure traditional 
lands' to the relative security of GVN controlled areas increased the 
refugee rolls by more than 13»000. The largest of these migrations was 
at Buon Ho Cu in Dar lac Province where 10,182 new refugees were assisted 
in re-establishing their lives under the GVN. Other significant resettle- 
ments occurred at Plei Ring D and Plei la Lu in Pleiku Province. Both 
projects were completed within the report period with 735 refugees in 
Plei Ring D and 2,432 refugees in Plei la Lu. 

2* The first intor»on*1 resettlement of refugees occurred during 
the quarter with 1,342 refugees from Quang Ngai Province in I CTZ being 
successfully resettled into Cam Ranh. Consideration is being given to 
transporting 200 more families to the same area during the first Quarter 
1969 • 

4* Binh Dinh Province continued to receive special emphasis on 
the relief and resettlement of refugees. Six mobile oedre teams from the 
Ministry of Health, Social Welfare and Belief, a Qatholie Eelief service 
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team for refug« relief and a new Refugee Service Chief were assigned 
to Binh Dinh in an effort to render relief to the refugees in that Province. 

(f) Youth Affairs:   Weekend work camps, sports programs, and youth 
groups organisation activities increased throughout II CTZ, due to the 
release of funds by the Office of the Directorate General of Youth and 
Sports.    There ar<* mo»than 0,000 youths participating in the Hamlet 
Youth Groups in II CTZ.   Motivation and organization of youth activities 
committees gained momentum in the fall but received a setback when a 
large percentage of the high school teachers were mobilized for military 
training.   With the return of these teachers in January, emphasis was 
placed on this program and it is expected to grow rapidly.   A new or- 
ganization, the Alliance for Freedom, has been formed ana conducts night 
Snglish classes for youths in Mia Trang.    This group initiated a program 
of visiting military hospitals.   Boy scouts continue to show progress 
as security increases, with assistance from military civic action teams. 

(g) Self Help: 

U   The overall progress in the self help program continued in the 
majority of the provinces throughout II CTZ.   The 1968 goal, as projected 
in early 1966, was not attained because of slow progress in some high- 
land provinces partially caused by unfavorable security and GVN release 
of commodities.   The reports indicate excellent progress in the last 
quarter of the year. 

2.    Participation by the populace continued to increase during the 
quarter.    Intensive   training activities by RD Cadre and village/hamlet 
officials provided the emphasis, guidance and determination to success- 
fully complete the projects undertaken by the village councils.   The 
increased donation of labor and materials by the hamlet residents 
progressed during recent months. 

£.    Initial progress on AFC Self Help projects was reported by 
most provinces.    The provinces of Quang Due, Kontum and Phu Bon, plus 
the City of Cam Ranh, did not indicate APC progress.    Binh Thuan 
indicated that three AFC hamlets have project quotas approved. 

(h)   Logistics: 

U   During the reporting period PL-4Ö0 food coamodities were in 
extremely short supply, both in II CTZ and at the national warehouses in 
Saigon.    The method of distribution was changed to cope with shortages. 
Rather than filling complete requisitions, only partial requisitions 
were filled, thereby sharing the commodities with all provinces. 

2.    In order to expedite receipt of PL-4Ä) food commodities into 
II CTZ, deep draft ships have been scheduled to make ports of call in 
Qui Nhon and Kha Trang.   This will eliminate the requirement to have 
commodities transshipped from Saigon by coastal vessel or Junks. 

(i)    Public Hulth: 

1« During the quarter, endemic bubonic plague continued to be a 
medical problem in II CTZ and South Vietnam. The Ministry of Health 
has now begun the second cycle of the National Plague Program.    The 
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first cycle of the National Plague Program was completed in Jan 69. 
Approximately 90% of the projected goals were reached.    Difficulties 
encountered during the first cycle included but were not limited to 
the following: 

a.    Squipment distribution was determined at Saigon level without 
regard to specific problems existing at regional or province level 
resulting in poor utilization of some equipment. 

b#    Supplies were not delivered in time to implement the program on 
the date set by the Ministry of Health.    The supplies were also handled 
outside the normal Vietnamese supply system which left the provincial 
health personnel inadequate information with which to plan their programs 
and formulate time tables. 

c.    Laborers were difficult to hire by the provinces due to the 
current Viet» lines« draft and the inability to compete with the US 
military in salaries*. 

2.    CORDS II CTZ Engineering Division accepted three Impact hospitals 
fromTthe contractors.    These hospitals are located in rhu Bon, Bao Loc 
and Bon Song.    Squipment and supplies are being moved into these hospitals, 

(2)   Office of Territorial Forces 

(a)   Regional Forces/Popular Forces  (RF/PF).    Since 1 Nov 68, many 
significant improvements in the areas of RF/?F training, logistical 
support, increased advisory effort and force structure have occurred. 

J..    An increase in authorization of 53 RF companias and 20 PF 
platoons was effected, bringing the total authorization to 355 RF 
companies and 1203 PF platoons of which 311 companies, and 12C3 FF 
platoons presently are on-hand.    Fifteen RF/PF Croup Headquarters and 
three Intelligence squads were also activated bringing the on-hand status 
up to the authorized 44 Group Headquarters and 54 Intelligence squads. 

2.    The advisory effort for RF/PF within II Corps increased during 
the last three months with the addition of 24 Mobile Advisory Teams 
(MATs).      AU 96 teams are presently deployed to improve the combat 
eriectiveness of the RF/PF leaders and individual soldiers.    Present- 
ly MATs are using all available assets to familiarize RF/PK units 
with the M-16 Rifle. 

2..    Forty-five companies, 27 RF platoons and  166 FT platoons were 
deployed in support of the Accelerated Pacification Campaign (APC). 
The increased security provided by these units played an important role 
in the successful completion of the APC. 

/fc.    IS artillery contact teams art* visiting units in the field to 
determine adequacy of fire support plans, the firing in or surveying 
of defensive concentrations, the training of personnel in adjustment 
of artillery fire, adequacy of communications with fire support elements 
and reaction to requests to fire by liF/W personnel. 

£.   During this period the 4th Inf Div and Task Force South 
both initiated RF/PT leadership   schools   in their respective AOe. 
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These leadership schools, along with the Jungle Leadership School 
conducted by the 173d Aim Bde at An Khe have graduated 118 BF officers 
and 201 BF and PF NCOs.   The 234 and 23d ARVN Divisions on 13 Jan 69 
and 23 Dec 68 respectively started leadership schools within their 
AOs for Company Commanders and Bxecutive Officers of ARVN and RF 
units.   The five week POX qualifies the officers for the Commanders 
Certificate Award.   Fifty-nine officers have graduated fron the 23d 
ARVN Div school.   A LRP school continues operation in Binh Thuan. 
As of 31 Jan 69, 24 personnel have graduated fro« the school.   A 
Medium Range Reconnaissance Patrol Training Course began 2 Dec 68 
for all intelligence platoons and squads in II Corps.   It has trained 
439 personnel. 

6.   An impact issue of 480 M~l6*s was presented to deserving RF 
companies by CG II CTZ during the month of January.   Forty per cent of 
all the RF/PF units are to due to receive their total authorisation 
during Mar-Apr 69« 

(b)   National Police Operations 

U   National Police activity and deployment showed an Increasing 
awareness in all Provinces of the necessity for prompt and thorough im- 
plementation of Director of National Police (DGNP) and Minister of Interior 
Directives.   This implies tighter national control of police and lessening 
of Province Chief's influence which has in the past been responsible for 
diversion of manpower to internal security and static guard positions. 
A national objective of assigning 50% of the National Police during 1969 
to Districts and Hamlets has received maximum attention and more than 
40$ are now so assigned. 

2.    An Increase in traffic accidents and fatalities throughout II 
CTZ has prompted initiation of a major traffic safety program.   This 
entailed traffic education classes conducted at schools, distribution of 
traffic safety literature, increased use of traffic signs, more stringent 
enforcement of traffic laws, extensive use of traffic control devices 
such as mirror boxes and center lines in roads and organisation of Joint 
Mobile Patrols involving US MP»s, National Police and Allied Force HP's 
as tppropropriate.   Substantial reduction in traffic accidents has 
resulted in several provinces where traffic safety programs have been 
fully implemented. 

2,.   Arrests of W/VCI and all other categories of apprehension have 
increased with the dispersion of National Police to Districts and the 
Improved security for Police type operations in the countryside.   Avail- 
ability of military forces for cordon and search operations has been a 
major factor in outstanding successes in Binh Dinh, Binh Thuan and Darlac 
Provinces. 

4#   Resource Control checkpoints in II CTZ appear to have achieved 
the optimum in permit ting the relatively free flow of commercial traffic 
and population while Inhibiting the movement of enemy supplies and personnel, 
contraband and black markst gooda.    Noteworthy confiscations occurred 
in Khanh Moa, Binh Dinh and Cam Eanh City. 

£.   A developing serins police capabiltiy in Binh Dinh, Khanh Moa, 
Cam Ranh and other coastal areas shows promise of increasing Importance 
in the enforcement of customs regulations and collection of export taxes. 
At present, 120 Marine Police are assigned In Binh Dinh, 80 in Khanh Moa 
and 50 In Cam Ranh. 
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6, Rational Police Field Forces (NPFF) were directed to dispense 
forces into platoon site elements to operate at District level In support 
of DIOCCS. Sens 35 Districts now hare a readily available NPFF action 
in. NPFF results in VC/VCI suspect apprehensions have hit record levels 
during this quarter. Total apprehensions including draft evaders, de* 
sorters and common criminals have also been worthy of note. NPFF gained 
1089 now personnel in the directed transfer of all 18-21 year old National 
Police to the Field Forces« As these new personnel are trained and inte- 
grated, it is anticipated that an action arm will be available for each 
district in H CTZ. 

2« The Combined Telocommo Directorate (CTD) has been concerned 
with providing supply and maintenance for all Public Safety Division 
(PSD) radios in II CTZ. The PSD Teleoom Officer has also b«en as- 
signed: monitor ship responsibility for the Village/Hamlet Radio 
System. The Village/HauLet Radio System (VHRS) will ultimately involve 
■ore than **000 radios, however, each Province is now in the process 
of developing total requirements aid CTD will simultaneously Increase 
its maintenance and repair capability as required. 

8. Detention facilities and jails in II CTZ have increased in 
capacity by approximately 1000 spaces during this quarter. Population 
has retained relatively stable, however, new construction and expansion 
of present facilities will continue. Sentenced prisoners with more than 
one year to serve on their sentences are beinc extracted to Nation*! 
Rehabilitation Centers in order to all-rriate crowded conditions. 

(c) Self-Defense Division, Office of Territorial Forces 

1. Due to increasing emphasis on the APC and Peoples Self Defense 
Force (PSDF) by GVN officials, DEPCORDS/l FFORCEV established the Self- 
Defense Forces Divsion on 22 Dec 68, The mission of the new division 
is to be the II CTZ point of contact for all matters requiring staff 
coordination, advisory guidance and assistance pertaining to the PSDF 
program. 

2. PSDF goals for 1968 had already been established in the ^PC 
prior to the establishment of the PSDF Division. These goals were to 
recruit 1?0,000 members, of which 136,000 were to be trained, and 39,12** 
issued weapons. As of 25 -Ian 69 the percentage of these goals attained 
were 88$, ?if and 7# respectively. Despite the fact that this is not 
total success, it does indicate trer*endous achievement» Problems which 
had Impeded progress during the quarter were isolated, analyzed, and 
resolved. 

^, Some of the more significant problems which came to light werei 

a. Conflicting reports submitted by US advisors and their counter- 
parts. This was caused by ambiguous instructions to provinces and dis- 
tricts, and by the advisors and the Vietnamese using different cut-off 
dates for their reports. Both problems have been resolved, 

£, US advisors monitor PSDF only on a part time basis, thus are 
not able to give the program the attention desired by GVN officials. 
The advisability of adding another officer to the Pro* .ice Advisory 
Team, whose sole mission would bo to advise PSDF, her oeen suggested 
to HACCGRDS, Saigon, and Is currently being evaluatod, 

c. The level of proficiency of PSDF members varied considerably 
throughout II CTZ. Initial study determined the cause to be a vague 
POX. The current POX is being analysed to standardise the training 
program throughout II CTZ. 
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(3)    Office of Military Affairs 

(a)   Civic Action« 

1.»    Self »help eivio action projects continue to be strongly em- 
phasised throughout II CTZ,    A good example of this is the current 
"clean-up campaign" underway which was initiated by the Commanding 
General, II CTZ.    In Dai Quay hamlet, Lam Dong Province, during Dec- 
ember, 52 RP/PF houses were completed with the local populace as- 
sisting the  soldiers in erecting the house frames.   At the same 
time, the soldiers provided transportation for the movement of civi- 
lian homes to a new hamlet site.    This was a beneficial project in 
that it demonstrated to the military that they have the support of 
the local populace} and to the local populace that the military ca 
and will assist them in their daily efforts for survival» 

2,   Military Civic Action (MCA)   continues to play an ever-in- 
creasing role in increasing the favorable attitudes of the people 
towards DS/FWMAF.    The most used role of the MCA is to provide 
valuable technical guidance and assistance In obtaining material 
support for a particular project.   ARVN unit« in H CTZ are increas- 
ing their civic action efforts, 

2»   Military units throughout the CT£ continue to use MEDCAPS as 
a major pacification tool.    In Pleiku Province the 2d Bn 1st Car 
Regt initiated a medical training course which has been sanctioned 
by GVN.    Seventeen students graduated in January, receiving provin- 
cial certificates as certified medical aldmen. 

f*.    Present combat casualty Inputs to military hospitals are 
relatively small, enabling the hospitals to increase their medical 
treatment of the local populace.    At present, they are accepting 
larger numbers of civilians and performing operations ranging from 
minor sugary to complicated corrective sugery for people with de- 
formities.    This program   is very well received by the Vietnamese 
and has greatly aided in building rapport between Vietnamese and 
Americans. 

£•    The Pacification Imprest Fund, Assistance In Kind (AH) was 
not used effectively prior to Jun 68.    At that t4me, fund use was in- 
creased by two factors:    Command emphasis and a growing US realization 
of the fund1« capabilities.   At the end of 1968, II CTZ had utlllted 
6^.7* of its total yearly allocation, 72,000,000 $VN.    The principal 
expenditures were for supplies and materials used for public work«, 
education and health.   At present, 1969 expenditures and results are 
running at the same level as the last quarter of 1968,   The other 
programs, e.g., Chleu Hoi, detainees, attack on the VCI, etc, are 
expected to make greater use of the AH fund, but expenditures will 
fluctuate in proportion to the military, political, economical aad 
social efforts in these program areas. 

(b)   Chieu Hoii 

1..    Inducement t    The Chleu Hoi Hatlonwide Rewards Program received 
priority efforts during this period.    The 8th PSI0P5 Bn has produced 
and distributed posters, leaflets, aad handout materials to advertise 
the program.    Despite the fact that the returnee rate for 1968 was only 
36 returnees per week the trend is definitely on the upswing - with 
NOT skewing 1*0. Deo 23*, aad Jam 257,   II Corps reports 13.8*; of the 
total eneisy n*r>tr*?liatiea during the month of December is accredited 
to Chieu Bd.   armed rrepegamtfl Teems (APTs) continued to concentrate 
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their operations in APC target hamlets.    Provinces are using all avail- 
able media - leaflets, posters, face to face contacts to influence the 
returnee rate. 

2»    Reception»    Reception of Hoi Chanh experienced a set-back in 
Khanh Hoa provincein December when ROKA detained five Hoi Chanh for a 
nine day period before releasing them to the Chieu Hoi Service«    The 
returnees claimed they had been beaten.    Liaison was made with ROKA 
which gave written assurance that this type of reception would not 
happen again.    ROKA CG said the word on proper treatment of Hoi Chanh 
would be passed to every member of his command.    Occupancy of the Chieu 
Hoi Centers remained at approximately 15$ of capacity.   Reception, 
processing, and housing of Hoi Chanh is generally satisfactory. 

2»   Activity and Training!    Several provinces had difficulty recruit- 
ing APT members because of the lack of quality of Hoi Chanh from which 
to draw.    To assist in solving this problem, Kontum asked the Ministry 
for permission to recruit from Binh Dinh.    The Ministry authorized re- 
cruiting at any province in order to recruit APTs.    Other efforts to 
improve the APTs include: 

a. A 10 day training program was held in Nha Trang.    One hundred APT 
members attended; emphasis was on PSYOP and Political training. 

b. An APT convention was held in Tuy Hoa province 21-22 Dec for the 
purpose of building morale and issuing awards. 

c. Assignment of two APT advisors. 

d. Distribution of vehicles for APT use in their P3I0P effort.    A 
new authorized strength for APTs was issued by Chieu Hoi Ministry in 
December,    The old authorization was 1^18 cadre, the new 1012.    II Corps 
presently has ?2# of authorized APT strength,    Each 0PC0N unit of IFFV 
is concentrating on the recruiting of Kit Carson Scouts (KCS).    At 
present, II Corps employs 169 KCS,    The Chieu Hoi division is assisting 
in the KCS recruiting effort. 

^.    Tactical and Intelligence Utilization of Hoi Chanh:    Hoi Chanh 
were used on 30 one-time intelligence missions each month.    The more 
significant ones were described below: 

a. In Binh Dinh, Hoi Chanh led military units on iwc operations 
which uncovered two arms caches and killed six VC.    Th* Province Chief 
authorized awards of VN$88,000 and VN$72,000. 

b. In Khanh Hoa, Hoi Chanh assisted in two opeiations.    One resvlted 
in three VC KIA and two V2 W1A; the other in one VC KIA and the capture 
of one AK-^7# two magazines of ammunition and some dcuments. 

0, In Binh Thuan* a NVA KCO rallier, who was a member of a nearly all 
woman company, provided significant int eilig one* about enemy morale and 
concealment areas. 

(c)    PSTOP D.vision; 

1, PSYOP activities continued at a high level during the quarter, 
Material developed was aimed at both friendly and enemy audiences in 
II CTZ,   Three hundred-ninety million leaflets were disseminated in 
support of II CTZ operations.    The 8th PSYOP Bn locally produced 
30,538,980 leaflets while the remainder were acquired from JUSPAO, Ifth 
PSYOP Gp, Saigon, and the 7th PSYOP Gp, Okinawa. 
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2.   Binh Dinh and Darlac Provinces contributed 50 per cent of the 
total Hoi Chanb reported in II CTZ. during the quarter. The most valuable 
asset in the Chieu Hoi inducement effort continues to be the utilization 
of the Armed Propaganda Teams. This is particularly true when the AFT 
is used in conjunction with military operations such as cordon and search« 
It is noted that three provinces (Binh Dinh. Darlac, and Binh Thuan) re- 
ported 5<# of the 3.l»00 APT face to face contacts with VC families re- 
corded in II CTZ. During the month of November, the APT In Darlac 
Province participated in a highly successful cordon and search opera- 
tion in Buon Ho District. Twenty-nine Montagnard Hoi Chanh were report- 
ed as a result of this operation» 

2* Nguyen Tr&i and the Chieu Hoi Ministry's Third Party Awards 
Program received priority effort from P3I0P activities during the report- 
ing period. One hundred-thizjty million leaflets were disseminated in 
support of the Nguyen Trai Campaign. The PSXOP support of the Third 
Party Awards Program reached its peak during the month of December. To 
date, 5i000(000 leaflets were disseminated in support of the program« 
In addition, 900,000 leaflets, handbills^and posters were produced 
locally. The campaign, originally scheduled to terminate on %  Jan, 
has been exteaded indefinitely« Forty per cent of the monthly Hoi 
Chanh figure (257) for January was the direct result of the Third Party 
Awards Program. Additionally, intensive PST0P support has been given 
to the following operationst 

a. Camel Path 

b. Boiling n (OS Military Operation) 

c. Walker (US Military Operation) 

d. MeClain (US Military Operation) 

e. Has Son Gin #5 (R0K Military Operation) 

f. Bae Sen Gin #6 (RCK Military Operation) 

J5« Wang Ma #7 (R0K Military Operation) 

4.    Plans were completed during the reporting period for an expanded 
organisation for PSY0P activities In II CTZ involving all free world 
forces.    The organisation consists of one F3I0P Coordinating Committee 
(II CTZ), a Secretariat,  and two Regional PSY0P Coordinating Centers. 
One is located in Nha Trang and the other at Plelku.    In addition, eaoh 
province has a PSIOP Coordinating Committee and Coordinating Center.   All 
facets of the expanded organisation are scheduled to be operational during 
the next quarter. 

j£.    Two special pro loots. Flying Banner and Skywriting, were begun 
during the period,    Both projects are designed to add to the versatility 
of the inducement effort for Chieu Hoi.    The banner containing the mes- 
sage "Chieu Hoi** has beer completed« 

6«    The construction for the raJlo site at Pleiku has oeen completed 
at the original location«    The reconstructed site has personnel bunkers 
with interconnecting trenehes, three layers of outer perimeter wire and 
perimeter lights.    One RF company is permanently assigned to the site for 
security.    The station Is scheduled to resume broadcasting <tt 50,000 watts 
of power on 15 February« 
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£. The 8th PSYOP Bn has initiated a campaign for rapid P3Y0P 
exploitation of ail significant caches found in II CTZ. PSYÜP media 
is produced within 48 hours and disseminated over appropriate areas. 
The themes depicted by the media are centered around the shortages 
created by the location of the caches, 

8. For examples of leaflets printed during this period see: 

a. Incl 9: Leaflet to follow up tactical airstrikes. 

b. Incl 10: Letter from Province Chief to Lam Dong Province. 

c. Incl U:    Voluntary Informant Program. 

(4) Revolutionary Development Cadre Operations. 

(a) Revolutionary Development (RD): Of a total of 371 RD and 120 
Truong Son RD hamlets planned for construction under the 1968 Pacifica- 
tion Plan, 383 hamlets were completed prior to 31 December with an 
additional 108 hamlets completed by 31 January. One hamlet in Cam 
Ranh is scheduled for completion in early February to complete the 1968 
Pacification Plan. Corps and Provincial Pacification and Development 
Councils worked out the final 1969 Pacification and Development Plans 
which were reviewed and approved by Major General Lu Lan, II Corps 
Commander, and representatives of Ministry of Revolutionary Development, 
Saigon. All RD teams were divided into 30-man groups in late January 
from the original configuration of 59 men. The new groups will move 
into their 1969 villages during the month of February. Working under 
the Village Concept, groups will be assigned to a specific village and 
will move from hamlet to hamlet within the village until the entire area 
has been covered. Adult Literacy courses were conducted in Darlac, Lam 
Dong and Ninh Thuan Provinces. The RD and TSRD cadre are now conducting 
classes in their respective hamlets, not only for illiterate adults, but 
also for children in hamlets where there is no regular teacher assigned. 
For the Montagnards, the RD Education Advisor provided reading primers 
and other materials in the appropriate Montagnard dialects. One-hundred 
ten Montagnard Mobile Instructors were given an intensive three day course 
of instruction at the Pleiku Montagnard Training Center which stressed 
organization of instruction for adult literacy courses, thus providing 
background for instructing TSRD Cadre in their respective provinces. 
Pleiku Montagnard Training Center (PMTC) ceased training new TSRD Cadre 
on 31 December. Training has now been decentralized. The 110 Mobile 
Instructors, divided into five man teams, will conduct future training 
of replacements within the provinces to which they have been assigned. 
Refresher training for entire groups will also be conducted by these 
training teams. RD Youth Groups became very popular in the quarter 
with youth groups organized in Lam Dong, Ninh Thuan, Binh Thuan and 
Cam Ranh. All Funds were used to provide uniforms for the children, 
while other CORDS offices gave assistance through the GVN technical 
ministries to provide animals, seeds and seedlings as well as technical 
instruction. The children engage in hamlet clean-up campaigns, sewing, 
barbering, animal husbandry, vegetable and flower growing and organized 
sports. The parents, as well as the children, have shown a great deal 
of enthusiasm in the youth group program. Joint RD Cadre Division/11 
Corps RD Council inspections continued with every province visited at 
least one« and many visited two or three times. These joint inspections 
proved yery beneficial to both advisors and GVN counterparts. Since 
both parties are together with provincial representatives on the ground, 
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many problems can be discussed and settled immediately. Also of bene- 
fit to the ED Cadre Program were the visits of President Thieu and 
Major General Lu Lan to the provinces of II Corps during the quarter, 
which resulted in more attention being directed toward the Pacification 
and Development program by provincial officials« 

(b) PHOENIX (PHUNG HOANG): The attack against the VCI gained 
exceptional momentum in II Corps during the reporting quarter with re- 
cent operational results qualitatively the best ever obtained. Quanti- 
tative^esults (approximately 950 VCI were neutralized) were the best 
since Second Quarter 1968, and significantly improved over the pre- 
ceding reporting period. Renewed emphasis was placed on improving in- 
telligence collection during the period, especially to support operational 
targeting against key VCI at all echelons» Combined operations with 
G7N PHUNG HOANG elements were continually encouraged. The advice and 
guidance provided by Vietnamese PHUNG HOANG Inspection Teams, especially 
from the regional level, continued to enhance the organizational and 
functional proficiency of Permanent Centers. These inspections were 
responsible for intensifying support of Province and District chiefs 
for the PHUNG HOANG Program, which is mandatory for program success. 
Perhaps the most significant accomplishment during the period was the 
degree of cooperation and coordination which has been generated at all 
levels often where little or none previously existed. This includes 
disparate GVN officials, agencies and military forces. This also in- 
cludes the establishment of a Corps-wide system of Province Intelligence 
Operations Control Centers (PIOCCs) and District Intelligence Operations 
Control Centers (DIOCCs) becoming increasingly capable of supporting 
military and territorial security as well as anti-VCI operations. The 
operational effectiveness of these permanent centers varies throughout 
II CTZ, but continuous advice and guidance from higher echelons, time 
and added experience should solve current deficiencies of the new centers. 

(5) Office of Management Support (OHS)r 

(a) Civilian Personnel: Under a prior agreement called the Memo- 
randum of Understanding, all Local Nationals in II CTZ who had previously 
been under the USAiU/Erabassy personnel and payroll system were processed 
for conversion to USARV Civilian Personnel System and Army Pinance Pay- 
roll System. All Direct-Hire employees were converted on 29 Dec 68. 
Daily-wage employees were processed immediately thereafter. The target 
completion date is 9 Feh 69. 

(b) Military Personnel: On 15 Nov 68, CORDS assumed administrative 
responsibility for MACV advisors in the civil advisory effort throughout 
Region II, Immediate administrative tasks centered on the in-processing 
of new arrivals, arranging air transportation for their shipment to the 
13 sector teams, the establishment of two awards and decorations boards, 
creation of a feeder morning report system, establishment of direct 
communications with MACV %ad Saigon, publications procurement, a Corps- 
level update of the Manpower Authorization Listing and the establishment 
of CORDS first enlisted promotion beard« These tasks were previously 
administered by DSA II CTZ along with DSA's major responsibility for 
the advisory mission to ARVN. Ultimately, an estimated 1575 military 
advisors in civil advisory effort will be served by this new administra- 
tive system. 

(c) Air Operations. 
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]_. ONS/Air Operations had three scheduled passenger couriers ser- 
vicing all provinces within II CTZ Monday through Saturday. 

a. South Courier: Serves Cam Ranh, Phaa Rang, Phan Thiet, Bao Loc, 
Gia Nghia, Ban Me Thuot and Dalat. 

b. Central Courier: Serves Dalat, Ban Me Thuot and Pleiku. 

c. North Courier: Serves Tuy Hoa, Phu Bon, Pleiku, Kontum and 
Qui Nhon. 

d. A new high of 2,518,274 passenger miles were flown. This is 
an increase of approximately 30£ over the last quarter. 

2. CMS/Air Operatiens has one scheduled cargo courier servicing all 
provinces within II CTZ, each Wednesday. In addition, cargo is airlifted 
to provincial consignees based on aircraft and cargo availability. 

(d) Communications: 

K Reorganized the Nha Trang emergency radio nets and increased the 
number of stations by 60£. 

2. Validated radio inventories and established requirements for 
the CORDS advisory teams in the province, district, sub-sector and MATs 
levels. 

2» Changed the teletype machines on the Saigon net from a 60 to a 
100 words per minute capability. 

f. (C) Personnel. 

(1) Roster of Headquarters I FFORCSV key personnel is at Incl 12. 

(2) Personnel strengths of assigned, attached and OPCON units is at 
Incl 13. 

(3) Military Personnel Management: 

(a) Overall personnel strengths of assigned and attached I FFORCSV 
units improved during the reporting period. Shortages continue in MOSC 
13*10, 05B20 and 76Y40. Heavy input in MOSC 13A10 Ute in the quarter 
considerably improved the strength posture« 

(b) The infusion program during this reporting period presented no 
significant problems. 

(c) During the reporting period AG Personnel Management (AGPM) absorbed 
the functions of AOR/ORR reporting for the corcmand. These functions had 
been the responsibility of the Unit Personnel Office (UPO). This transfer 
centralised cemand personnel management functions in one office and 
enables the UPO to concentrate on local personnel management activities. 
Prior to the transfer each office performed some command local personnel 
management functions. 

(d) The centralisation of E8 and E9 promotions at DA resulted in 
AG Personnel Management assuming a more active role ss monitoring agency 
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of command-wide promotion activities. AGPM consolidates requirements 
and requests allocations from USAJtV. Upon receipt ef promotion allo- 
cations, AGPM distributes them on a percentage basis to promotion authori- 
ties and closely monitors the program in regard te total allocations 
utilized by units and redistribution of unused allocations. Promotion 
authorities are responsible for convening selection boards and reporting 
the number of promotion eligibles to AGPH. 

(e) A DEROS Loss Report, an additional strength accounting report, 
was added during this period. This report, prepared by AGPM, furnishes 
U3ARV daily DEROS loss figures for the command and includes a detailed 
breakout of daily DEROS losses in MOSC's 13*, 13B and 13F. This report 
is of considerable aid in maintaining accurate strength figures and pro- 
gramming replacements in critical artillery MOSC's. 

(f) Officer Retention: The CY 1968 Army-wide officer (OBV II) re- 
tention rate was 24.2$. This was announced by DA as insufficient to off- 
set the current imbalance of officer grade strengths, lieutenants (approxi- 
mately 15,000 over) vs captains (approximately 17,000 short). In 
attempting to determine the I FFORCEV contribution to the retention effort, 
a detailed survey was conducted of OBV II officers of all major assigned, 
attached and OPCON units. The survey was completed during this period 
and reflected a projected 1969 I FFORCEV retention rate of 46.4$. Detailed 
results of this survey are contained in. Incl 14* 

(4) Awards and Decorations: During this quarter Awards and Decoration 
Boards were established at CORDS and DSA II Corps to review all recommen- 
dations for awards within their commands. Only valor awards, service and 
achievement awards to EM in grade E9 and awards for general and field 
grade officers are reboarded at I FFORCEV. A new Awards and Decoration 
regulation, I FFORüEV Regulation 672-1, was published on 14 Nov 68 and 
distributed to the units. This publication consolidated I FFORCEV policy 
in regard to initiating and processing recommendations for awards. The 
Awards and Decorations Section processed an average of 276 awards per 
month during the previous quarter. A resume of awards processed is at 
Incl 15. 

(5) Rest and Recuperation: An average of 688 Rest and Recuperation 
(MR) allocations were received each month during the quarter* Because 
of the great number of personnel extending for special leave during the 
holiday season and the arrival of many replacements, there was a shortage 
of personnel eligible to fill allocated spaces. As a result, the overall 
utilization rate decreased. A monthly newsletter will soon be published 
by the R&R Center to provide units with current information on the various 
BAR sites. Rest and Recuperation statistics are at Iacl 16. 

(6) ARVN Interpreters: At the end of this reporting period the total 
authorized strength of ARVN interpreters with US elements In II CTZ was 
849. Detailed status is tj follows: 

UNIT AUTH     ASGD RBKAgJP 

II Corps Adv Gp    «513    **464       «Includes 401 auth for CORDS. 
(Includes CORDS) ««Includes 53 to join o/a 

10 Fob 69 from Jan language 
class. 

HQ I FFORCEV        11 
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UNIT       AUTH       ASGD RBtARKS 

55th MI Det 19 14 

41st CA Go 2 2 

I FFORCEV Arty 39 33 

4th Inf Div *125 124 ♦Includes recent increase of 
three for Engr Bn. Additional 
three pending for Med Bn. 

173d Abn Bde   *40        5*       «Additional one pending for 
Med element. 

Although shortages continue to exist in some areas (i.e, HQ I FFORCEV 
and CORDS - NLD), these shortages have had minimal Impact on mission 
accomplishment. Interpreter strength should improve in the ensuing quarter. 

(7) Civilian Personnel Management: 

(a) Civilian personnel management during the period was generally 
satisfactory in both administration and pay. Coordination was maintained 
throughout the quarter between the area civilian personnel office and all 
levels of command. During the period local national direct hire spaces 
were increased from 276 to 283* 

(b) The 4th Qtr CT 68 allocation of AIK funds, Da^ly Hire Local 
National (DhW),  (4,180,500 $VNJ was expended to within 300,000 $VN of 
the total allocation. I PFORCEV allocation from USARV for 1st Qtr CI 69 
(2,760,000 $VN) has been received and suballocated to the units based on 
requests. I FFORCEV Artillery headquarters was granted a special allot- 
ment of 300,000 $VN for purposes of assisting in the construction of a 
new headquarters. I FFORCEV Regulation 616-3 4td 8 Jan 69 was published. 
AIK funds for DHLN will be sub-allocated by this headquarters to sub- 
ordinate commanders based on funds available, past experience and esta- 
blished priorities. 

(8) Chaplain Activities: 

(a) There were no personnel changes in the Staff Chaplains Section 
during this period. 

(b) II CTZ has 114 US Military Chaplains and 22 ROK Chaplains. 

(c) Religious Services: 

1 • The II Corp«> Tactical Zone is adequately staffed with Protestant 
chaplains and no current problems exist in providing adequate coverage 
for Protestant personnel in the zone. Travel continues to consume a 
vast amount of time in providing cov^ragj for MACV Teams and Special 
Forces Camps. Coverage for theee teams is on an average of once every two 
weeks. 

2. The Catholic program has, with an increase in Catholic Chaplains, 
shown improvement with a corresponding drop in dependence upon civilian 
clergymen. However, in order to provide adequate coverage of Catholic 
personnel assigned to units operating in the II Corps Tactical Zone, a 
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considerable number of civilian clergymen are still employed. Catholic 
coverage for MAGV and Special Forces Camps faces the same problems as 
Protestant Chaplains. 

2* Jewish Area coverage is adequate. Lay leaders continue to be 
used to organize and conduct services for Jewish personnel as well as to 
be responsible for all liaison between the Jewish Chaplain and Jewish 
personnel. All services conducted by Jewish lay leaders are coordinated 
with the Staff Chaplains. The I FFORCEV Jewish Chaplain spends approxi- 
mately 60£ of his time visiting Jewish personnel, counseling local 
leaders and coordinating the Jewish program with senior staff chaplains. 

4,. In the Nha Trang area the following services are conducted: 

a. Sunday: 22 Protestant, 12 Catholic, one Lutheran, two Episcopal, 
one Christian Scisnce and one Latter Day Saints. 

b. Weekday: Friday - Jewish Services; Saturday - Jewish Services; 
Daily - Two masses. Discussion groups are hold in the 8th Field Hospital 
and I FFORCEV Chapel for Protestant personnel. 

(9) Military Police; 

(a) Discipline, Law and Order: 

U   Serious Incident Reporting. The HQ I FFORCEV PM Section has 
published I FPORCKV Regulation 335-6 which reiterates the serious inci- 
dent reporting procedures for all assigned, attached, OPCON units, DSA 
II Corps, the USAAG's and CORDS personnel. One modification was made 
in the regulation, which is not established is USARV Beg 335-6, in that 
parsons becoming aware of a serious Incident or crime are directed to 
report the facts to the local provost marshal or HP station. This will 
insure uniformity of reporting and place the facts in the hands of those 
charged with the investigation. 

2. Distinguished Visitor (DV) Security and Special Events: During 
the reporting period personal security was provided for 13 DV's (DV 
refers to general officers (0-10), admiral or civilian equivalent and 
other persons specifically designated as DV by this or nigher head- 
quarters from US or allied countries) visiting H} I FFORCEV and the Nha 
Trang area. A total of 83 HP's wore utilised in providing security and 
TCP for DV escorts. 

a. I FFORCEV Reg 190-10, Security of Distinguished Visitors, was 
revised by the PM Section and is presently being distributed. 

b. Security and traffic control continue to be provided by the 272d 
HP Co for conferences and special events such as the Zone Coordinators 
and II C1Z Senior Commanders1 Conference and classified briefings. 
Coordination was also made by the PM Section with the Vietnamese, KOK 
and othsr US agencies for a ceremony recently held at the Nha Trang 
Railroad Station. 

2* Installation Security Inspection and Practice Test Exercise: A 
PM representative accompanies an I FFORCEV inspection team on quarterly 
inspections of ten major US installations in II CTZ. Installation 
Security Inspections of nine installations were conducted during the 
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reporting period. The PM portion of the inspection is mainly concerned 
with the identification and control of local national employees. A 
marked improvement was noted in this area, however, the following common 
deficiencies still exist: 

a. A large percentage of the local national employees do not wear 
a valid gate access pass on the front of their outer garment when working 
on installations, as required by para 8f, USARV Reg 190-20. 

b. There are insufficient numbers of female searchers to adequately 
check the large number of female employees which pass through the check- 
points each day. 

c. Searching procedures and methods used in checking local national 
employees and vehicles entering and exiting an installation are inadequate. 

(b) Prisoners of War: To reduce the II CTZ PW Ca^ps• population to 
an acceptable level, 500 PW's have been transferred to Phu Quoc PW Camp 
during the reporting period (300 from Pleiku and 200 fro* Phu ?ai). Phu 
Quoc population increased from 13*147 PW's in  the previous reporting 
period to 15,913 PW's. 

(c) Security of the King Duy Tan Hotel: The 272d HP Co assumed 
the commitment for the security of the King Duy Tan Hotel Compound on 
9 Nov 68. The 218th MP Co still provides a reaction force of approxi- 
mately 12 MP's for the King Duy Tan Hotel during emergencies. 

(10) Safety and Accident Prevention (I FFORCEV assigned and atUched 
units only): 

(a) The I FFORCEV safety program was reviewed for the second quarter 
FY 1969 and statistics are included at Incl 17 and 16. Accidental gun- 
shot wounds and motor vehicle accidents continued to be the largest causes 
of accidents. Command letters were written concerning tide problem and 
improvement should be forthcoming. 

(b) USARV proclaimed Jan 69 as USAKV Safety Month. The CG, I FFORCEV 
declared January and the remaining months of FY 69 as I FFORCEV Safety 
Months. The following actions were taken to insure the success of these 
Safety Months: 

K Command letters were distributed to all units. 

2. A personal message from CG, I FFORCEV was broadcast over the local 
AFVil station to inform the personnel of II CTZ of the necessity for safety 
awareness while in Vietnam. 

2* Each battalion and separate company was required to forward a 
copy of its unit safety SOP to this headquarters. The SOPs were reviewed 
for adequacy and compliance with applicable regulations. 

(c) The USAPV Safety Division hosted a safety conference in Dec 66 
with safety officers from all major cosmvands in attendance. The purpose 
of the conference was to improve the overall safety effort throughout 
Vietnam and to develop plans for the safety month. 
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(d) Authorization was received for a civilian Safety Director for 
I FFORCEV. The Safety Director should arrive in this command the middle 
of Feb 69. Plans are being developed to establish a safety office ad- 
jacent to the Gl Section for use of the Safety Director« 

(11) Medicali 

(a) The general health of the command continues to be good. There 
was a decrease in the injuries as a result of hostile actiom wMch 
corresponded to the general decrease in enemy combat activity. Disease 
rates remained stable with the exception of a substantial decrease in the 
malaria rate in the 173d Abn Bde. 

1.. The 172d Preventive Nedioine Unit continued to assist commanders 
in sanitation discipline and unit-level sanitation to improve the general 
health of the command. 

£ The Preventive Medicine fait also provided outstanding advice 
and assistance to the 173d Abn Bde and other tactioal units in II CTZ 
in establishing and conducting a urinary chloroquine test program. 

(b) The 173d Abn Bde incurred its highest rate of malaria during 
October1 whioh was 515*5 cases/1000/annum. However» through energetio 
oaamand emphasis and the use of a urinary ohloroquine test the malaria 
rate for the brigade was reduced to 170.5 cases/ 1000/anm» for the 
month of Ifov 68. The trend of improvement continued through Deo 68 
when the malaria rate reached a lew of 80.6 eases/lOOO/arjium. 

(c) All physicians that rotated during the period were replaced fay 
incoming personnel. The one physician who was lost due to injury was 
replaced during Jan 68. 

(d) The 6Sth Med Jht  (Helicopter Ambulance) arrived in country on 
28 Nov 68 and was placed under tho cfRvand of the k% Med Gp. The 
detachment is located at Phu Hiep and has six UH1-H fcolicopUr ambu- 
lances which became operational 10 Jan 69. The unit presently has 13 
of its authorised Ik aviators. The fourteenth is expected shortly. 

(e) The 2^th Med Det lost three dust-off helicopters during the 
last week of Dec 68 due to enemy activity. Evacuation effectiveness was 
not adversely effected because of support from the 68th Med Det. The 
three ships whioh were damaged were operational as of 10 Jaa 69. 

(f) US units in the II CTZ were deeply committed to the Accelerated 
Pacification Campaign. Army Medical Service units in the area supported 
the effort to the fullest. A greatly increased number of MBDCAP II 
projects were initiated und new projects and existing projects were 
increasingly better integrated in support of the plans of the GVM 
Ministry of Health. As the nmber of 03 Army patients in US Army Hos- 
pitals decreased with the decrease in oombat casualties the number of 
Vietnamese civilian patients in US facilities was increased. Through 
the mutual efforts of the MACV Surgeon and the Vietnamese Army Surgeon 
General a program was initiated to promote better relationships and 
mutual understanding between OS Army physicians and AHVM physicians. 
The OS Army 8th Field Hospital and the ARVH Kguyen Hue Hospital were 
selected to carry out the pilot project in the II CTZ. 
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g.    (C)    Artillery, 

(1) Intelligence. Hostile artillery activity during Ncv 68 was con- 
centrated in the three northern Provinces of Kontum, Pleiku and Binh 
Dinh. Significant enemy artillery activity included employment of iOjnm 
artillery for the first time on targets in the Ben Het area of Kontum 
Province. He also employed the 100mm gun on targets in the Due Co 
area of Pleiku Province. The enemy artillery capability increased sig- 
nificantly during November with the categorization of two enemy artillery 
battalions as "confirmed" and one enemy artillery battalion as "possible* 
in OB holdings within II CTZ. Enemy artillery expenditures and attacks 
during the month of December decreased when compared to November, as 
evidenced by an enemy artillery expenditure of 81 rounds per day during 
Nov 68 and ^5 rounds per day during Dec 68. An increase in enemy artil- 
lery attacks and expenditures was noted during Jan 69 as evidenced by 
his daily expenditure of $1  rounds per day. The enemy attack on Phan 
Rang Air Base on 26 Jan 69 is noteworthy in that CMEC identified the 
rounds as 107mm rocket. Hilf of the enemy initiated attacks during 
November, December and January oceured in the Western Highlands. It 
is estimated that k& of the enemy's artillery capability is located 
in this area. In addition to the 105m and 100mm artillery employed 
during November and the 107mm rocket in January» the enemy artillery 
weapons employed during this period included mortars, 122mm rockets 
and recoilless rifles. 

(2) Operations. 

(a) During the reporting period, artillery units wich X FF0RC3V 
continued support of ARVN, ROK, OS, RF/PF and 0SSF/CIDG forces in II 
CTZ. The artillery organisation remained unchanged from that reported 
on 31 Oct 68. Continuing operations included BINH TAT/MAC ARTHUR, DAN 
SINH/C0CHISB, DAN HOA/BOLLDG, DAN THANG/NC LAIN and WALKE*. ARVN and 
ROK forces were supported in the CRID A0 and 9th ROK INF DIV A0. 

(b) The I FFORCEV Arty organisation remained as reported on 31 
Oct 68 with two group headquarters, each with four attached battalions} 
three separate battalion*\    three separate batteries and ten detachments. 
The Mst Arty Gp supported operations basically in the DAN SINH/COCHISE, 
WALKER and CRID AO and the 52d Arty Gp in the BINH TAT MaCARTHUR AO. 
The 5th fin 27th Arty (105T) with Btry B 6th Bn 84th Arty (I55T) and 
Btry C 5th Bn 22d Arty (6/175 5P) continued support in DAN THANG/MC LAIN 
AO. The 6th fin 32d Arty (8/175 SP) with Btry C 6th Bn 84th Arty (155T) 
continued support in DAN HOA/BOLLING, CRID and 9th ROK Inf Dlv AO. 
The 4th Bet  (AW)(SP) 60th Arty with two attached batteries and HUB 8th 
Eh 26th Arty (TAB) with ten attached countermortar radar detachments con- 
tinued support throughout the II CTZ. 

(c) On 10 Nov 68, the Darlac Province Combined Fire Support Coordi- 
nation Canter (CFSCC) began operations as the second combined fire 
support coordination center in II CTZ. The first CFSCC was established 
in Binh Thuan Province in mid-Aug 68. The Darlac CFSCC is collocated 
with the 23d ARVN Div TOC and consists of an operations section, targeting 
section and liaiton officers. Communications were established with all 
fire support organisations and elearance agencies in the Ban Me Thuot 
City area. The CFSCC reduced by at least five minutes the time required 
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for granting clearances to artillery, gunships and Tac Air« A similar 
organization began operations in Kontum Province on 14 Jan 69* Prior 
to the establishment of CFSCC in these areas two major problems were 
encountered. 

U    It was difficult to integrate the fire power of allied nations 
capable of firing in. a giv area* This frequently necessitated selec- 
tion of a less suitable weapon for attacking a particular target or 
the loss of a lucrative target while attempting to coordinate the 
required fire support« 

2,    The obtaining of political or military clearances often re- 
quired an excessive amount of time while an FSCC, working through a 
liaison officer, attempted to obtain clearances from the political head- 
quarters and several military headquarters* 

(d) The CFSCC alleviates these problems by collocating in one inte- 
grated facility, representatives from every fire support organisation 
and clearance agency operating in a given area* The advantages are 
that the maneuver elements receive quiok responses to calls for fir« 
because the final authorities for selecting the best available weapon 
to attack the target and for obtaining political and military clearance 
are located within the single facility. 

(3)  Are Support Coordination Element (FSCE). 

(a) An average of two ships daily wer« on station in II CTZ coastal 
waters during the reporting period to provide naval gunfire support for 
the 173d Abn Bde, CRID, 9th ROK Inf Div and Task Force South. The USS 
New Jersey supported operations of the 9th ROK Inf Div and Task Force 
South during 5 - 7 Nov 68 and returned 26 - 28 Dec 68 to again sup- 
port the 9th ROK Inf Div. The following is the total expenditures for 
naval gunfire support during the periods 

MISSIONS EXPENDITURE (ROUNDS) 

370 17.075 

(b) An average of 1953 Immediate Reaotion/hangfire targets were 
developed each month as compared to the monthly average of 1985 t*r 
the previous reporting period* Of significance is the faot that the 
number of monthly targets varied between 1239 for November and 2684 for 
January. Several artillery hip-shoots/raids were oonduoted including 
one in which a total of 935 rounds of 175«« vere expended. 

(0) A study to determine appropriate ammunition expenditures on 
acquired targets was oompleted and guidance was furnished to all major 
commands and artillery headquarters in II CTZ. 

(d) USARV established a Joint Air Operations Group (JAOG) with 
the purpose of dealing with ourrent problems and developing an improved 
structure within the Aviation Artillery naming System (AAVB). Changes 
in the structure and procedures of the AAVB are anticipated* 

(e) FSCE issued an average of nine ARC Light suppressions of 175«* 
firing each day of the reporting period. Commanders were requested to 
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report informally on the effects of these suppressions on their units* 
missions. The response indicated that the suppressions had not signif- 
icantly affected artillery firing. 

(f) Plans were made during January for a phased takeover by the ar- 
tillery FSCE of those ARC Light functions performed by G3 Air» I FFORCEV. 
The tikeover will be effected 5 Feb 69. The elimination of this dual 
interest should prove to be more efficient administratively in addition 
to recognising that the primary responsibility for such action belongs 
with a FSCE. 

(*f) US Artillery Assistance and Support to RVNAF. 

(a) The three assistance programs, USSF/CIDG, Associate Battery 
and RF/PF and RD continued during the reporting period. Improvement 
continues to be realized in the proficiency of CIDG artillerymen manning 
103m howitzers in 10 of the 22 ÜSSF/CIDG camps in the II CTZ. More 
effective coordination between ARVN and OS artillery units in mutual 
support and increased proficiency in ARVN artillery battery operations 
and maintenance procedures was noted. 

(b) In Nov 68, it was determined that approximately 97$ of the 
RF/PF units in the II CTZ are located within the rang« capabilities of 
allied artillery. The increase in coverage was a result of the artillery 
deployment to provide artillery support along the major lines of commun- 
ications in II CTZ. Forward observer training for RF/PF continued to 
receive emphasis during the period. CG, II Corps (ARVN) directed that 
forward observer training schools be established by ARVN Artillery 
units in each province. US Artillery units assist in the training as 
requested by ARVN. 

(c) In coordination with CORDS-RF/PF, I FFORCEV Arty developed a 
requirement for US Advisors to submit a report on the status of RF/PF 
capabilities to obtain artillery support. A series of questions per- 
taining to forward observers assigned, communications available and 
the artillery support provided were distributed to the Advisors through 
CORDS channels« Responses are pending at this time* A study of these 

questionaires will isolate problem areas and provide data on which to 
base corrective action to improve the fire support for RF/PF. 

(5) Artillery Seminar1 The Tnird Allied Artillery Seminar was 
hosted by H, I FFORCEV Arty on 29 Jan 69. Senior commanders and selec- 
ted staff officers of ARVN, ROK and US Artillery organizations attended 
the one day conference» Included on the agenda vie re seven topics, pre- 
sented and discussed by the allied artillerymen, as well as a calibra- 
tion demonstration employing the Radar Chronograph, M36« The Seminars 
continue to provide significant results in coordination and understand- 
ing among the allied artillerymen in the II CTZ. 

(6) Ammunition Expenditure Analysis. The analysis of ammunition 
expenditures by OS Artillery in the II CTZ continued to provide an 
effective management tool for commanders in obtaining better utilisation 
of their respective artillery support. During the six month period, Aug 
68 - Jan 69» 20 percent of the expenditures were in the confirmed tar- 
get category and 35 percent in the acquired target category. Eleven 
percent of the expenditures were in the Interdiction category. The 
expenditure analysis emphasized target acquisition and analysis, thereby 
improving the fire support provided by US Artillery units. 
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(7) Artillewr Safety. The activities of the Artillery Safety 
Section, established in Oct 68, included publication of an Artillery 
Accident/Incident Investigating Officer's Checklist for uniform pre** 
paration of investigation reportst   publication of nine lessons learned 
from analysis of artillery accidents1 and publication of tvo letters 
regarding specifio precautions required in the clearance of fires in 
the II CTZ. It was noted that approximately 20 percent of the acci- 
dents are attributed to clearance errors. The lessons learned publica- 
tions were distributed to the artillery organisations in the I, II and 
III Corps Tactical Zones of RVH. 

(8) Artillery Organisation, II CTZ. 

(a) Non-divisional 

I Field Force Vietnam Artillery 

5th Battalion, 27th Artillery (105am, T) 
6th Battalion, 32d Artillery (175/8 inch, SP) 
4th Battalion, 60th Artillery (AWSP) 

Battery B, 29th Artillery (SLT) 
Battery B, Mat Artillery (MG) 

Headquarters Battery, 8th Battalion, 26th Artillery (TAB) 
77th Field Artillery Detachment (Radar) 
257th Field Artillery Detachment (Radar) 
241st Field Artillery Detachment (Radar) 
242d Field Artillery Detachment (Radar) 
243d Field Artillery Detachnent (Radar) 
2' *th Field Artillery Detachment (Radar) 
253d Field Artillery Detachment (Radar) 
254th Field Artillery Detachment (Radar) 
255th Field Artillery Detachment (Radar) 
256th Field Artillery Detachment (Radar) 

4iat Artillery Group 

7th Battalion, 13th Artillery (105«, T) 
2d Battalion, 17th Artillery (l05m*/l55-, T) 
7th Battalion, 15th Artillery (I75m*/S inch, SP) 
6th Battalion, 84th Artillery (155m, T) 

52d Artillery Group 

fi 
u Battalion, 6th Artillery (105mm. T) 
ith Battalion, 14th Artillery (175/8 inch, SP) 

5th Battalion, 22d Artillery (l75mm/8 inch, SP) 
1st Battalion, 92d Artillery (155mi* T) 

(b)   Divisional, Brigade and Separate Battalion 

4th Infantry Division Artillery 

Zd Battalion, 9th Artillery (lO^ma, T) 
5th Battalion, 16th ArUllery (lS}m/B Inch, SP) 
6th Battalion, 29th ArUllery (105mm, T) 
4th Battalion, 42d Artillery (10>I, T) 
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l?3d Airborne Brigade (Separate) 

3d Battalion, 319th Artillery (JO^nm, T) 

3d BattaU* n, 506th Infantry. 101st Airborne Division 

Battery D, 2d Battalion, 320th Artillery (105mm, T) 

(9)   Artillery Strengths    The following table reflect« artillery 
tube strength by oaliber for ARVR, ROE, US and OSSF/CIDG Artillery units 
in II CTZ at the end of the reporting period.   The deployment of the 63d 
ARVH Arty Bn increased the number of 105am hovitsers by 16 orer the re- 
porting period ending 31 Oet 68« 

lOfrsi ÜÄ £. 
OS OIVISIOBAL 84 18 4 
ROE DI7ISI0HAL 106 36 0 
US FORCE ARTILLBRI 72 40 22 
ARVH ARTILLERI 116 42 0 
SPECIAL FORCES (CUB) 

TOTAL * 4 i 
GRAED TOTAL    597 

1ZM 
0 
0 

26 
0 

i 
(10)   AmmunlUon Statistics for 03 Artillery with I FFORCSY during 

the reporting period« 

(a)   Expenditures by Target Category! 

BOVSttBSR TARGET 
CATTOK 

C0K7IRKBD 
ACQUIRED 
COUNTERBATTERX 
PREPARATKW 
IHTERDICTIDH 
SPECIAL PURPOSE 
OTHER 

TOTAL 136,698/23.023 

(b)   Expenditures by Caliban 

27,030/1,005 
47,931/9.259 

5,912/421 
20,357/1,184 
13,526/7,841 
19,2^2/3,032 

DECEMBER 
R0ÜHD8/MXSSI0M3 

25,307/1,051 
53.333/9,555 
3,190/351 

16,844/810 
21,896/10,673 
20,356/2,702 

NOVEMBER 105M 
155 

61a 

Sub Total 

DECEMBER 

Sub Total 

JAIDAEY 

173 

10*- 
155s* 

8 la 
17*mi 

M BHBM 
«5,315 
23,835 
14,292 
13.256 

tJEW 
86,041 
26,557 
12,895 
18.109 

W5J5 

lOJmi 

8tn 
175« 

Sub Total 
GRAID TOTAL     466,294 

115.661 

KS 
18.609 

LSLTOTAi 

1$ 

TOT 

Too? 

JANUARY 
ROOBPS/MISSIOHS 

29,634/1,286 
72,832/t3,046 
2,968/183 

16,170/841 
35,367/13.511 
24,965/3,156 

dJMfev 

RDS/TUBE/DAT 

18 
14 
18 
16 
Vh 
16 
15 
15 

ft 

24 
21 
16 

ft 

•Prorated Average CONFIDENT IAL 
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b.    (C)   Signal Operationst     The continuing upgrade of communi- 
cations within the II CTZ was the major concern of the Signal Section 
during the past quarter* 

(1) The 54th Sig Bn continued to provide communications support 
to units within the II CTZ.   Radioteletype command Bet AIPIR was ex- 
panded to include a new station at Di Linh.    Multi-channel VHF radic 
systems were installed from An Khe to 12 English and to the 4th 3n 
(Am) 503d Inf Miami Beach to Vung Chua Mountain, *ui Ba to the FSB 
of the 4th Bn (Abo) 5°3d Inf and from Hong Kong Mountain to a /SB of 
the 4th Inf Div.   Support continued for TF Spoiler, TF Bright and the 
?~?  *kigr Bn.    Installation of two new tropo systems, AN/TRC-97B» 
fro» «ra Tre Island to Hong Kong Mountain at An Khe and to Dragon Moun- 
tain near °leiku «ei completed and test circuits established on them. 
*M radio supj*. - ***3 furnished to the GRID LNO for his coordination 
with US and R01 u^ts. 

(2) A combined table team composed of members of the 54th Sig fin 
nd the '4^th Sig Bn us formed to maintain the cable within the Nha 

'<&ng area.    A PA .-; .Aem was permanently installed In bldg #5, Grand 
*">tel Compouvl, «•■■■'. the AN/TIQ-13, a 50 position Simultaneous Language 
^«wrpretatl«!      .{tea, was received for use during combined conferences. 

<  )   ?>J>J MARS station was moved from the roof of the Grand Hotel to 
.   ' wi^xon at Camp McDermott,    The AÜTOSBVÜO0H installation at the 
Gvand Hotel was completed and is awaiting activation of the Nha Trang 
switchboard.    A 100 word-par-minute Mode V A0T0DIN circuit was installed 
between the I FFORCEV Comcenter and the Nha Trang Automatic Switchii« 
Canter to provide an access into the worldwide AOTODIM Digital Network. 

(4)    The Signal Section continued in its resolution of frequency 
Interference, SOI compromise emd dlmUWmitlon and security problems. 
Special projects this quarter were UD ROCHT aal BLOB FURS »essagos, 
54th Sig Bn Hi Inspection, Telephone Circuit Quality Control Program, 
Village/Hamlet Radio System, Buddy System Program, Typhoon Telephone 
Directory and the Communications Data Analysis Program. 

i.    (C)    Ej9g*neer; 

(1) During the period of this report the engineer section devoted 
considerable effort to planning of engineer aotlvities in II CTZ, co- 
ordinated and monitored 18th Engr Bde unite in combat support of units 
QPCON to I FFORCSV and monitored activities of engineer units organic 
to the 4th Inf Div and 173d Ahn Bde. Periodic up-date briefings on 
engineer activities in II CTZ were given to CG, I FFORCSV. Close con- 
tact with engineer units and projects was maintained by frequent field 
trips conducted by members of the semtion. Staff projects during this 
period include» 

(a) "IP Program II1-6, I FFORCSV Highway Improvement Program (Engr/ 
G-3)t Completed. 

{h) ::i?  j'ro^ran 1-1-5, I FFURCHf Airfield Improvement and Mainten- 
ance Program («mgr/G-4)i Although this program is complete, the require- 
ment for continued review and periodic revision continues. 
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(c) A study of tactical bridge requirements in II CTZ for FT 1970 
«as initiated within this reporting period and is 60$ complete as of 3* 
Jan 69* Some of the objectives of the study are the development of tac- 
tical bridge contingency plans and the refinement of bridge reporting 
and accountability procedures. The study is scheduled for completion 
during the next quarter« 

(d) A study is in progress directed towards generating recommenda- 
tions for the improvement of ARVN fingr units and will continue into the 
next reporting period, 

(e) Planning and coordination directed tewards the improvement of 
MACV advisor facilities was conducted during this report period and 
planning and construction continues to be monitored by this section. 

(f) A joint project between this section and the 64th fingr Dot (T) 
was initiated to accumulate and catalogue ground and aerial photo- 
graphs of all bridges on main LOC's in II CTZ and is 50% complete as of 
31 Jan 69. 

(2) Support of Tactical Operations. 

(a) BINH TAT/MACARTHURi The 937th fingr Gp was in general support 
in Kontum and Pleiku Provinces while the 35th fingr Gp extended general 
support in Darlac Province and the northern portion of Quang-IXic Pro- 
vince included uithln this A0. Significant operational support mijsions 
included1 

U    Kontum Province» Daily minesweep of Route 512 and QL-14, con- 
struction of a TOC for the lit Bn 92d Arty, clearing of a minefield near 
Tan Canh, erection of a control tower at Dak To II Airfield, building 
of five guard towers and the revetment of the 57th ARC maintenance han- 
gar, the construction of a road around the parking ramp at Dak To II 
and the continuous penepriaing of Dak To II daring the dry Mason. A 
dental bunker for the 4th Hed Dn at Dak To waa alio completed by the 
299th Sngr Bn (Cbt).. C Co 299th fingr Bn (Cbt) extracted 23*067 cubic 
yards of sand from pits vie Kontum for use in Pleiku and Kontum. 

2. Pleiku Province 1 The 20th fingr Bn (Cbt) conducted daily mine- 
sweeps of QL-14 from Kontum to Pleiku, QL-19 W and QL-19 B to Han« Giang 
Pan, built aeven track revetments at Blackhawk FB, repaired four dam- 
aged gun pads at Plei Djereng and completed the helicopter rearming 
points at Camp Holloway. The 815th fingr Bn(Const) revet-ed the power 
plant for the Log Depot, completed a commo bunker for the 43rd Sig Co 
and finished reveting the 504th KP Bn Dog Co Kennels in Pleiku. This 
unit al»o initiated the revetment cf the 71st Svao Bosp on 15 Dec 68 
and continues on this project scheduled for completion o/a 20 Jun 69* 
The Pay War Radio station bunker (Tellowbird) was completed by the 
20th fingr En (Cbt) on 25 Dec 68. 

3» Darlac and northern Quang-Due Province! The 70th fingr Bh (Cbt), 
stationed in Ban Me Thuot (Off), maintained toe LSA at MT (S) and 
expanded the ASP by three cells. Dust luppreiilon operations were eon- 
ducted continuously during the dry season. An underground medical bun- 
ker located at Ban Me Thuot City airfield was initiated on 27 Jan 69. 

(b) WALKER» The 20th fingr Bh (Cbt) constructed 17 helicopter 
revetment! for 0 Troop 2d Bn lit Air C*v at An Khe/Colf Couree, cleared 
approximately 16 acres around the ASP at Camp Radcliff and cieaminul 
repair of tbe tmxiwey at An Khe Airfield with a scheduled completion 
daU of 28 Feb 69. 
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(o)   DAN SINH/COCHISEt   The 19th Engr Bn (Cbt) provided engineer 
general support, primarily to the 173d Ahn Bde in the form of engineer 
equipment en an as needed basis for the construction of helicopter pads 
and aviation projects.    Daily minesweeps were conducted over 41 «6 km of 
QL-1 from Bong Song into I CTZ vie of Mo Due,    Pour gun pads were repair- 
ed at LZ Pony   for the 7th Bn 15th Arty, removed 825 CY of fill from a 
RR bem near LZ   Lowboy and cleared 6550 square yards CSY )in the same 
location to reduce the danger of ambushes.    The majority of engineer 
effort expended by the 19th Engr Bn (Cbt)  within this AO was concentra- 
ted 0*1 L0C*s and airfield construction. 

(d)   DAH HOA/BOLLDDi    The 84th Engr Bn (Const), based in fei Nhon, 
and the 577th Engr Bn (Cmst), stationed at Phu Hiep, provided engineer 
general support within this AO.   The 84th Engr Bn (Const) hauled sand 
and rock to LZ Schuler for the placement of a concrete turning pad in 
support of the 173d Abn Bde«   Limited engineer effort was devoted to 
the construction of tactical security and operations facilities in the 
battalion area and at separately located company sites.   The majority of 
engineer effort ef this battalion was devoted to numerous and extensive 
base development projects.    One company concentrated on pioneer road 
building on portions of QL-1 between Phu Tai and Tuy An.   The 577th Engr 
Bn (Const) constructed drainage structures and artillery gun pads at 
Cung Song fire support base and installed four separate dry-span 
bridges in support of combat operations along LTL-7B, 

(o)   DAH TRAB/JCLAINt    Engineer support was provided by the 116th 
Engr Bn (Cbt) stationed at Bao Loo and the 589th Engr Bn (Const) based 
at Phan Rang.    Daring this reporting period boms were constructed for 
the relocation of the ARVN ASP near Phan Thlet.    Operational support 
consisting of protective boms, access roads, drainage structures and 
shallow walls was provided at fire bases Sandy and Sherry.   Considerable 
effort was devoted to the maintenance of LTL-8B and minesweeps accomplished 
as required.    An area was eloarod at Di Llnh to provide for relocation 
of the 53d ARVfl Rogt Hq,   Roads and drainage structures were built at the 
LSA in Bao Lee and the fire base occupied by the 3d Bn (Ate) 503d Inf. 
Numerous interdictions ef QL-20 wer« bypassed or repaired and a new 
fire support base was begun at Tan My in early January with beneficial 
occupancy expected In early February, 

(f)   During the period the 18th Engr bde reported 226 enemy incidents 
involving engineer unit* in II CTZ.   The 35th Engr Gp reported seven K2A9s 
and 28 WlA's during this reporting period.   The breakout of incidents by 
type is aa foil owe 1 

Mine Incidents 127 

Sniper Activity 33 

Mortar Attack 13 

Blown Culverts/Bridges 21 

Ambushes 25 

Sapper Attack 1 

Captured TC 5 

Cnlen Hoi 
TOTAL dr 
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(3)   Airfield upgrading and/or Repair 

(a) An Khe (BR*f78V*7) 1    One platoon of the 20th   Sngr Bn (Cbt) 
commenced the repair of the KÖA1 taxlways in early January.    The work 
consists of removing the MÖA1, excavating the old subgrade and enplacing 
and compacting new subgrade and H8al,   The SDC for «hie prefect is 28 

f Peb 69. 

(b) Ban He Thuot Saat (AQf368020)i   Construction of a taxiway for 
FiC aircraft began on 17 Jan 69 end the widening of a temporary taxi- 
way for Air Force aircraft use during repair of the runway by Vietnamese 
contractors- began 29 Jen 69. 

(e) Bao Loc (2T065792)i   This airfield was closed to all but C-7*f 
aircraft on 2 Nor 68 and repairs initiated utilising soil cement to re- 
place portions of the subgrade lallch had failed was followed by applica- 
tion of an asphalt seal coat and replacement of M341 matting.    The air- 
field was reopened to C-123 aircraft on 13 Dec 68. 

(d)   Ben Bet (XB&72252)s   The 299th Sngr En Cbt) completed expedient 
repairs on the runway In Dec 68 by injecting grout under the M8A1 matting 
at points with failing subgrade and replacement or welding of damaged 
matting. 

(•)   Boon Ba Tang (BQi00030)t   Dee to excessive cross-winds at this 
airfield an 80° reorientation was required to permit safe use by FAC 
aircraft.    The project was undertaken on 23 Nor 68 and completed 20 
Dee 68. 

(f) Cheo Reo (BQ2338l8)i   Elements of the 20th Sngr Bn (Cbt) moved 
on site in Je* 69 to commence major repairs of the north runway.    However, 
difficulties In securing * contract for crushed rock and a request from 
the Vietnamese Director of Alrbsses that airfields accepting Air Vietnam 
traffic not be closed prior to 10 Mar 69 resulted in the diversion of 
engineer effort to improving KACV advisor facilities. 

(g) Dak Seang (0895*06) 1   Major repairs on this airfield com- 
menced in the previous reporting period but had to be terminated due 
to the onset of the monsoon followed by extensive damage from er.emy 
attack.    During this report period repairs were reinitiated and com- 
pleUd bringing it back up to Type 1, C-7A operational status. 

(h)    Dak To II ■ 3012216) 1    The 29*th Sngr Bn (Cbt) placed pete- 
prime continuously throughout the dry season for dust suppression and 
improved the road and drainage network surrounding the airfield. 

(i)    Dalet/Com ly (FP185220)i   Inspection of 22 Dee 68 revealed slope 
failure in the «■banJceent en the west end of the runway and failure of 
the asphalt surface in the touehdom area of the runway.    Repairs are 
currently in progress and will be completed within the next quarter. 

(j)   Due Co (YB6t»3255)i    During the first week of Jan 69, 5th SKA 
requested assistance in peneprimlng an area for use by Air Force air- 
era ft engaged in classified operations.    Work was started on 29 Jen 69« 

(k)   Due Lap II (YU906752)«   Maintenance efforts begun in last quar- 
ter eontinued throughout this report period,    fy 17 Dec 68 ;-epain were 
sufficiently completed to permit operation of C-7A traffic and respon- 
sibility for routine maintenance was resumed by the using Special Forces 
unit. 
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(1)   English (BS879005)»   Major upgrading of this airfield by the 
19th Engr Bn (Cbt) continued throughout this report period.    The south- 
ern 1600 feet section of the runway was payed with three inches of asphalt 
concrete and is operational for C-7A aircraft.   Upgrading of the northern 
1800 feet consisting of excavation of the old basecourse and replacement 
with a compacted laterite and crushed rock basecourse is in progress« 
The SDC is 15 Apr 69. 

(a)   Lac Thien (AP975736)t   The extension of the current runway was 
started 29 Dec 68 to pemit the safe operation of FAC aircraft.   The ex- 
tension consists of a sod runway with a concrete transion from the sod 
to the existing PSP surface, 

(n)   Fhan Thiet (AH801068)1   Permanent repair consisting of shaping, 
compaction and placement of a soil cement subgrad* and K8A1 surface was 
accomplished between 10 Dee 68 and 1? Jan 69* 

(*0   Land Clearing Operational   The 35th Land Clearing Platoon cleared 
5889 acres between 1 Nor 68 and 31 J*n 69 in the following areast 

(a) Route 506. 

(b) LTL-6B Ticinity m&VAk to 2R895W and BR900164 to EB900178. 

(e)    QL-14 from AQ923682 to AQ92337& and BQ0173^ to BQD09525. 

(5) Route Upgrading in II CTZi 

(a) During this reporting period 39*22 km of LOC wore pared to 
MAC? standard, 

(b) Route upgrading in the 35th Engr Gp AO was aa follows 1 

i.    QL-l (between Tuy Hoa and Tung Ro) - the 577th Engr Bn (Const) 
completed 17.6 km of paring.   The EX* for this section is Apr 69« 

2.    QL-1 (lien River to Ba Ngol ) - the 87th Engr En (Const) eon- 
tinned to place the base com~e on this section until their deaotiratioa 
in Jan 69.   Raymond, Morrison and trade**-« (RaT) has assumed responsibility 
for construction and pawing. 

2«    QL-1 (Sip Ja Sung to Hinh Hoa) - The 864th Engr Bn (Const) main- 
tained this segment.   M baa started construction and paring of this 
portion and hawe an TX, of Ang 69, 

*.    QL-llt    The 589th Engr fin (Const) has betn doing earthwork 
between Phan Rang and Song Pha and maintaining ttw remainder of QL-11 
to the west.   The start of placement of base course work is scheduled 
early in Fob 69, 

(o)   LOC upgrading within the 937th Engr Gp AO was as follows 1 

\.    QL-l (Pha Tal to Tuy An) - Tt» 84th Ehgr Bn (Cbt) will centime 
to accomplish pioneer road work until RÄ base eoureo and oaring oper- 
ations oommenoe o/a Jun 69. 

2.     «X-19B (Pleiku to Kang Oiang Pass) - The 815th Zngr Bn (Const) 
maintained this section and placed a doable-lane bituminous surface.   As 
of 31 Jam 69, 60* of this sepsent was pared. 

2.    QL-1 (1 Ctt border to IX English) - The 19 Engr En (Cbt) 
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commenced paving operations on this section early in Jan 69 and should 
complete paving prior to the end of the next quarter« 

4. QL-14 (Pleiku to Tan Canh) - The 299th Engr Bn (Cbt) continued 
earthwork frcm Tan Canh to Kontum while the 20th Engr Bn (Cbt) and ele- 
ments of the 815th Engr Bn (Const) started paving operations from the 
asphalt plant, approximately seve* km south of Kontum, paving northward. 
As of 3 Jan 69 paving had reached the city limits of Kontum, 

5. Route 512 (Dak To II to Ben Het) - One company of the 299th Engr 
Bn (Cbt) maintained and improved this route by earth-work and Improvement 
of drainage structures and continued construction of permanent bridges 
512-1 and 512-3»    upgrading was temporarily suspended in the later part 
of Jan 69 due to redeployment of the 1st Bde 4th Inf Div which necessita- 
ted the relocation of the 299th 3ngr Bn (Cbt) from their former base 
camp near Tan Canh to the evacuated fire base at Dak To II. 

(d)    During this period maintenance was performed on 642 meters of 
culvert and 67 bridges.    Eleven tactical bridges were installed and 
1412,2 meters of new culvert constructed, 

(6)   Miscellaneous Engineer Activities 

(a) MACV "Get Well" Program t   During the period of this report 58 
sites were selected for construction .    Sixteen of these were proposed for 
let to civilian construction while the remainder are to be accomplished by 
troop labor,    As of ji Jan 69, the 18th Engr Bde completed required con- 
struction at Dong Xuan, Hieu Xuong and Son Hoa and Phu Ten Province and 
commenced work on five more sites, 

(b) The 864th Engr Bn (Const) repaired two Eiffel bridges on a 
small side-road west of Nha Trang leading to a new RF/PF outpost, 

(c) Construction of a sea wall by the Installation Defense Center 
TOC across from I FFORCEV Headquarters was started by the 864th Engr Bn 
(Const) and is scheduled to be completed in Feb 69* 

(d) Berms were constructed t^r several villages along LTL-8B 
by the 116th Engr Bn (Cbt) as part of the Strategic Hamlet Program, 

(e) The 589th Engr Bn (Const) rebuilt two ammunition revetments 
at the Phan Rang LST off-loading beach after they had been destroyed by 
a tropical storm, 

(f) During this report period the following engineer unit changes 
were effected1 

1. The 87th Engr Bn (Const) was deactivated effective 31 Jam 69. 

2. The 643d Pipeline Co was redeployed to III CTZ. 

Jan 
3, The 497th Port Const Co was redeployed to III CTZ effective 31 
69* 

4, The 35th Land Clearing Pit was augmented and redesignated the 
538th Land Clearing Co, 

£. The 687th Land Clearing Co was activated on 1 Jan 69 and sch- 
eduled for deployment early in Feb 69* 
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J.    (ü) Information Office. 

(1) Representatives of the Information Office provided publicity 
coverage for numerous awards and promotion ceremonies as well as fer 
special events during this period, including1 

(a) II CTZ Senior Commanders' Conference - 5 Nov 68« 

(b) Presentation of the Legion of Merit to LTC Mennona by LTG 
-Peers - 20 Nov 68, 

(c) The signing of the II CTZ Combined Campaign Plan by LTG Peers, 
General Irc, and General Lu Lan - 29 Nov 68« 

(d) Presentation of the Legion of Merit to COL Rood by LTG Peers - 
30 Nov 68, 

(e) Presentation of the Legion of Merit to LTC Carmichael by LTG 
Peers - 10 Dec 68. 

(f) Assumption of Command, 173d Abn Bde (Sep), by BG John W, 
Barnes - 15 Dec 6Q. 

Cg)   Presentation of the Legion of Merit to LTC AarestAd   by LTG 
Peers - 29   Dec 68, 

(h)   Presentation of the Valorous Unit Citation to the 272d MP Co 
by LTG Peers - 30 Dec 68, 

(2) Photographic coverage was provided for numerous distinguished 
visitors, includingt 

(a) Mr. J. Giffert, under Secretary of the Army - 16 Nov 68. 

(b) General Harold K. Woolnough, CG, CQNARC - 28 Dec 68, 

(e)   Admiral John S. MoCaln, Jr., CINCPAC - 26 Dee 68, 

(d) The Honorable Glllespie V, Montgomery (D-Miss) member 05 House 
of Representatives - 23 Dee 68, 

(e) m Jourgeon Neil, CG, Uttb Mod We - 6 Jan 69. 

(f) BG Winant Sidle, 10, MACV - 19 Jan 69. 

(g) LTG Albert 0. Comer, DK5PER - 2k Jan 69* 

(3) The following media representatives «ere granted an interview 
with the CG and/or G2/G3 briefing during the period covered by the report* 

(a) Robert Christopher» Senior Editor In Charge of International 
Affairs, Newsweek, and Joel Blocker, Saigon Bureau Chief, Newsweek - 
9 Nov 68, 

(b) Mr. Joe Alsop, Washington Post - 24 N<w 68, 

(e)   Mr. L. James Binder, Editor, Army Magaslme - 8 Dee 68, 

(fc)   Command Information Initial Briefings for personnel newly 
assigned to I PKBCS? were conducted twice monthly. 
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(5) On 24 Dec 68, LTC Robert D. Reed assumed the duties of Infor- 
mation Officer, I FFORCEV, replacing LTC Paul A. Teehan. 

(6) The 5th Public Information Detachment, under the supervision of 
the 10, I FFORCEV,published and distributed the "Morning News" on a dally 
basis, and a bi-weekly summation of news in II CTZ, the "WRAP-UP", The 
5th PID also produced a weekly, 15 minute radio program, the "Feature 
Page". The I FFORCEV magazine, the "TTPHOON", was published in November, 
December and January, 

(7) The 11th Public Information Detachment continued to provide trans- 
portation, escort, billets and other support to correspondents and visiting 
information personnel, handling 461 during the period covered» MAJ C.R, 
Claypoole, CO, 11th PID, departed for CONUS on 24 Nov 66. MAJ Charles W. 
Whitney assumed command of the 11th PID on 30 Nov 68 and 1LT Roy C. 
Russell III was assigned on 30 Nov 68 and assumed the duty of assistant 
CORDS 10, 

k, (U) Inspeotor General Activities» 

(1) COL Albert F, Wilson, Jr. arrived on 3 December 1968 and 
assumed the duties of Inspector General, this headquarters, 

(2) During the period, 22 complaints and 41 requests for assis- 
tance were received, three of the complaints were justified, However, 
none indicated evidence of trends, irregularities or problems detri- 
mental to the efficiency or reputation of the command, 

(3) Command inspections of the following units were conducted on 
the dates indieatedi 

Unit Date 

Cam Ranh Prov Adv Tm 3 Nov 68 

297th Trans Co 8 Nov 68 

Phu Ten Prov Adv Tm 10 Nov 68 

1st Bn 92d Arty 16 Nov 68 

HHC, I FFORCEV 22 Nov 66 

7th Bn 15th Arty 25 Nov 68 

5th Bn 22d Arty 9 Dec 68 

7th Bn 13th Arty 16 Dec 68 

3d Bn 6th Arty 6 Jan 69 

6th Bn 14th Arty 20 Jan 69 

54th Si« Bn 24 Jan 69 

209th Sig Det 24 Jan 69 

6th Bn 84th Arty 27 Jan 69 
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(a) All units were rated satisfactory with the except ion of the 5th 
Bn 22d Arty«   Unsatisfactory areas found in this unit were scheduled 
for reinspection by the 52d Arty Gp. 

(b) Command inspections of province advisory teams were postponed, 
upon the completion of inspection of the Phu Yen Province Advisory Team, 
until the conclusion of the Accelerated Paeifioation Program on 31 Jan 69. 

(it)   The Inspector General accompanied Colonel Ho» II Corps 
Inspector General, during his inspection of the 5th AL£ and subor- 
dinate units in the Nha Trang area on 12-13 Dec 68. 

(5) A staff visit was made on 28 Dec 68 to Inspector General, 
II Corps Advisory Group, for purpose of orientation and liaison. 

(6) Memorandum, subjectt    Rights of Military Personnel to Present 
Complaints was published and distributed on 1 Jan 69 to all assigned 
and attached units,    A simlliar memorandum was published for the 
benefit of CORDS personnel on 9 Jan 69. 

(7) During the period, one investigation was conducted by the 
Inspector General« 

1.    (U)    Staff Judge Advocate Activities t 

(1) There were two trials by general courts-martial convened by 
the Commanding General, I Field Force Vietnam, during the quarter 
compare-* to six cases the previous quarter.   Two hundred sixty-five 
courts-martial and 13'+ summary courts-martial records of trial were 
reviewed for legal sufficiency.    This reflects an increase of I1«) 
special and 75 summary courts-nartial over the previous quarter. 
The continued increase of court-martial records is due to the I Field 
Force assuming jurisdiction over several USARV troop units effective 
1 Oct 68, 

(2) Twenty-eight claims of Army personnel for loss of, or damage to, 
personal property incident to service were adjudicated and paid, compared 
to 40 the previous quarter*   The claims totaling $^3^1«79 were approved 
for payment in the total amount of $3063*00. 

(3) Twenty-eight claims of Vietnamese nationals for personal injury 
or property damage were processed by this office, 

(It)   The Legal assistance office provided advice and assistance 
on Civil matters to 575 individuals during the quarter compared to 676 
the previous quarter. 

m.    (U)   Cwamand Analysis and Programs   Activities 

(1)    Organisationi 

(a)   The office of the 3peeial Assistant to the Chief of Staff for 
Command Analysis and Programs (Si/CAP) was organised in Sop 68.   Its 
basis purpose Is to help improve management ef T FFORCEV resources 
to   increase their effectiveness on the battlefield.   This purpose is 
accomplished byi 
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U   Assisting the I FFORCEV staff and deputy operating agencies in 
applying advanced management techniques to management information analy- 
sis in their functional fields. 

2. Supervising the collection, recording, summarization, reporting, 
review and use of statistical information for command analysis. 

2» Insuring that adequate information flows from all relevant 
scirces in a timely manner, and that intelligent analyses are made of 
this information as a basis for objectively and comprehensively apprais- 
ing the operations of the command. 

£_. Applying computer systems analysis and programming effort as 
available and as required in the development and control of mission- 
oriented management systems for command decision making. 

£• Recommending the establishment or elimination of management 
improvement programs. 

6. Conducting in-house studies as directed by »he Commanding 
General or the Chief of Staff to improve the management of I FFORCEV 
resources. 

2» Reviewing studies as directed by the Chief of Staff to insure 
objectivity ef conclusions and adequacy of recommend*.tions. 

8. Monitoring the management systems analysis and development effort 
within the I FFORCEV staff and deputy operating agencies. 

(b) The SA/CAP directs the HQ I FFORCEV command analysis effort and 
is the principal advisor to the Chief of Staff and Commanding General on 
all matters concerning command analysis and programs for management effort« 
He is assisted by a Command Analyst, a Senior Systems Development Officer, 
a Systems Development Officer, an Enlisted Systems Analyst and a clerk. 

(2) CAP was assigned responsibility for the CG's Multi-Improvement 
Plan (MIP), a management tool of the highest interest to the CO. The 
Plan was reforraated and staff efforts wero redirected, resulting in a 
plan that provides the CG with key information on the various projects 
in II CTZ. The Plan enables the CG to provide direction, assure progress 
and insure continuity of programs in the many areas of command analysis 
and resource manapemynt. 

(3) After coordination with 03 on the concept and prelininary systems 
design, CAP developed the fully automated I FFOHCLV Tactical Air Sx »nd- 
itures Analysis System. PERT techniques were used in planning and control- 
ling the system design. The system became operational on 1 Dec 68 as 
scheduled. 

(4) In a coordinated effort, CORDS, G3 and CAP developed the initial 
Accelerated Pacification Campaign Plan for II CTZ. 

(5) Systems analysis support was provided to the 1?th Combat Aviation 
Group on their design of an automated Aviation Assets Utilisation Analysis 
System. 
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(6) CAP devised a simple method of extracting key data en the 
Accelerated Pacification Campaign Plan from the Hamlet Evacuation System. 
Data is displayed on a timely basis for three levels of management - CG, 
DEPCOBDS and PSA. 

(7) CAP provided the systems analysis for Phase XX of an ABC Light 
Study undertaken by G3. Phase XX was a trade-off analysis among ABC 
light strikes, tactical air and field artillery using the Battle for 
Due Lap as a scenario. 

(8) CAP made an extensive study about the command and staff relation- 
ships among X FFORJEV, COEDS and USA XX Corps. A 17 Dec Command and 
Staff Relationships letter was prepared defining roles and explaining the 
interfaces Among the staffs and operating agencies involved. (Incl 20) 

(9) CAP provided computer operator support and computer programmer! 
to maintain the Tactical Air Expenditures Analysis System. 

(10) Assistance was provided to G3 in devising a system te make the 
X FPORCEV HQ OKLL Quarterly Report more meaningful. 

(11) Preliminary work was begun on analysis systems for signal 
assets and engineer assets in XX CTZ, as well as Army aviation guns hip 
ordnance expenditures. Preliminary work was started on a system to 
extract key data from the Revised Hamlet Evacuation System. 

(12) CAP was assigned responsibility for assembling and publishing 
a HQ X FFORCEV organization and functions manual. Inputs from the I 
FFORCEV staff and operating agencies were received and are currently 
being edited for publication. 

(13) CAP provided varying degrees of assistance for the various 
X FFORCEV staff sections and operating agencies in the three areas of 
management information: collection of data, analysis of data and pre- 
sentation of data. 
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2. SECTION II - LESSONS I£ARNED: COMMANDER'S OBSERVATIONS, EVALUA- 
TIONS AND RECCHKENDATIONS: The majority of lessons learned by BQ, 
I FFORCEV during the quarter were submitted monthly by staff sections 
to a Tactical Analysis Board which, after evaluation, developed them 
into lessons learned directed specifically to units in the II CTZ. 
These lessons learned along with ones submitted by units are published 
monthly as "Tactical Notes" (Incl 5, 6 and 7) and are widely dissemina- 
ted throughout the II CTZ. The majority of these lessons learned, 
although oriented toward operations in th* II CTZ, would be applicable 
to operations throughout Vietnam. 

a. (U) PERSONNEL; None 

b. (C-NOFORN) OPERATIONS; 

(1) Cordon and Search Operations. 

(a) OBSERVATION: Analysis of cordon and search operations radic- 
ate specific reasons for success and failure. 

(b) EVALUATION: 

I« Successful cordon and search operations have been a direct 
result of: 

a. Emphasis on the need for close and continuous liaison by US 
units with area officials, Province Intelligence Operations Coordin- 
ation Centers (PIOCCs) and District Intelligence Operations Coordin- 
ation Centers (DIOCCs), National Police and village/hamlet chiefs in 
order to gain and insure cooperation. This requirement has been 
stressed by successful unit commanders, staffs and advisory personnel. 

b. Availability of current, complete information (black list) on 
the Viet Cong Infrastructure (VCI). 

c. Silent positioning of cordon elements prior to daylight. 

d. In addition i,o (a) - (c) above, the simultaneous employment 
of Armed Propaganda Teams (APT), National Police and Medcap Team 
elements reassures the populace that an effort is being made to help 
them. 

2. Unsuccessful cordon and search operations have be*.., a direct 
result of: 

a. Inadequate communications for Regional Force/Popular Force 
(RF/PF). 

b. Inadequate security and "leakage" which may result from prior 
coordination with local forces. 

c. Failure of local officials to visit villages to indicate a 
government interest. 

d. Poorly trained search and interrogation personnel. 

(c) RECOMXENDATIOit That unit commanders, staffs and advisory 
personnel review methods and techniques for conducting cordon and 
search operations in light of the above evaluation. 
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(2) AC47 (Spooky) Interdiction Program. 

(a) OBSERVATION;    AC47 gunships (Spooky) based at Phan Rang, 
Nha Trang and Phu Cat fly night Combat Air Patrol (CAP) in vicinity of 
their home base,   Shuvld their ?our hour CAP mission expire without ex- 
pending in support of tioops in contact (TIC), the aircraft commander 
habitually desires to fire an interdiction mission to maintain crew 
proficiency.   In the past, the aircraft commander would accept a call 
for interdiction from II Corps elements and forward their target to 
Direct Air Support Coordinator (DASC) Alpha for clearance.    In many 
cases, these targets of questionable validity could not be cleared due 
to proximity of friendly troops.    This time delay often resulted in air- 
craft returning to base without firing. 

(b) EVALUATION:    K    To minimixe problems such as the above and to 
provide the most lucrative target available, an interdiction program 
was established with three specific objectives. 

(a) To provide crewmen an opportunity to maintain weapons system 
proficiency. 

(b) To engage the most lucrative targets available based on 
current intelligence. 

(cj    To have interdiction targets pre-clcared to expedite engage- 
ment as the gunships depart CAP. 

2.   G3 Air Division, I FFORCEV, daily solicits lucrative interdic- 
tion targets from each US/FVsiAP element   along the coast.   Coastal units 
are used solely due to the CAP locations flown.   Units may submit mul- 
tiple targets;    however, each is required to provide at least one.    These 
targets are listed with other targets furnished by the I FFORCEV, FSCK 
and in accordance with current intelligence and latest Intelligence Re- 
ports, target priorities are established for each aircraft. 

2»    Approximately 30 minutes to on» hour prior to departing CAP, the 
aircraft commander requests an interdiction target.   A target is selected 
from the priority list in close proximity to the CAP area and authority 
to expend is passed to the Spooky gunship via the DASC.    The aircraft is 
cleared on and off the target by DASC. 

f/jt   The above outlined program has minimised clearance problems and 
has provided the best available targeting for the expenditure of ordnance. 

c.   RBCCtOteMDATION:    That the above described interdiction program 
be porused with a ?iew toward adoption of it or a variation thereof for 
use in other corps areas. 

(3) (C-M0FORM) ABC Light Clearance Procedures. 

(a) OBSERVATION:    Indications are that a major threat to US/hMAF 
ARC Light security is created by releasing target information to GVN/ 
ARVM agencies in order to obtain political and tactical clearance. 
Prisoners of Mar and Hoi Chanh reports indicate that this clearance pro- 
cedure is a significant source of VC/NVA ABC Light intelligence. 

(b) SVALUATIQM:   In an effort to reduce the compromise potential 
of ARC Light targets throughout the II Corps Tactical Zone (CTZ.), a new 
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technique in clearing procedure» was instituted in November 1968. This 
procedure was initially established to expedite clearance between the 
4th Inf Div and II Corps; however, it proved so satisfactory that it 
was implemented throughout the II CTZ. 

J_, To institute this procedure, various sections of the II CTZ 
were~designated by CG, II Corps and precleared by GVN/ARVK agencies. 
These areas are called ARVN Politically and Tactically Cleared Areas 
(APTCA) and ARVN Politically Cleared Areas (APCA). 

a. APTCA: An area in which all GVN/ARVN clearances, political 
and tactical, have been granted. It is necessary to obtain only US/ 
FWHAF approval prior to making any type of strike in this area« 

b. APCA: An area in which ail GVN political clearance has been 
granted and only tactical clearance from US/FWMAF/ARVN is required 
prior to a strike. 

2. By establishing these areas in II CTZ (approximately 55,COO sq 
kms äs APTCA and an additional 50,000 sq kms as APCA) there has been a 
marked reduction of ARC Light information placed in GVN/ARVN channels. 
Should targets fall outside of an APTCA and either political or tactic- 
al clearance or both are required, the target data is transmitted via 
US secure means to the II Corps G3 Air Advisor. The G3 Air Advisor plots 
this data on a secure map and reveals the exact location of the target 
to the G3, Chief of Staff or CG, II Corpi only. If the target is in 
such a location that one of these individuals cannot grant the nec- 
essary clearances, a large box (some 10 x 10 kms or as close as restric- 
tions permit) is established. This box is passed below Corps level 
and clearance is obtained for the entire area. Once this is accom- 
plished, clearance is transmitted to the US/FNMAF via secure line. 
This technique precludes the target location, designation or intelli- 
gence from being released below corps level. Targets generated by 
ARVN forces are not passed below divioion level, and should a target 
be generated at the Corps level it is cleared in the same manner as US/ 
FVMAF strikes. 

2* Times on target (TOT) of primary ARC Light strikes are passed to 
II Corps via secure voice and to all units concerned via secure means. 
The G3 Air Advisor passes this information to the G3, Chief of Staff or 
the CG, II Corps only. The TOT message is not transmitted to II Corps 
until approximately two hours prior to the strike. Secondary target 
TOTs are received in the clear and transmitted via telephone to the 
appropriate unit. Times are rarely received more than 30 minutes 
prior to the strike. 

j±.    It is believed that this technique of clearing targets has sig- 
nificantly degraded the VC/NVA ARC Light intelligence gathering effort. 

c. RECOMMENDATION: That the above outlined technique of clearing 
ARC Light targets be studied with a view towards implementing it or a 
variation thereof in other Corps Zones as a step to reduce compromise 
potential of ARC Light strikes. 

(4) Fire Support Clearances 

*» OBSERVATION: Clearance to employ firm support means is nor- 
mally granted for specific locations which are identified by grid co- 
ordinates, generally expressed to the nearest 100 meters. Often neither 
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clearing agencies nor requesting units specify the area around the 
requested location which is cleared for fire. 

(b) EVALUATION: There are inherent delivery errors associated with 
the employment of artillery, mortars, Naval gunfire, Amy aviation and 
tactical air strikes. Also, after observed fires are Initially directed 
on the cleared grid coordinates, there is often a requirement to shift 
or adjust fires. These two factors necessitate the establishment of a 
larger area around the initial target coordinates which must be verified 
for clearance. Experience in II CTZ has shown that a rule of thumb 
clearance of one square kilometer or 1000 meter radius around a target 
provides the necessary flexibility for shifting and adjusting fires. 

(c) RECOMMENDATION: That tactical commands establish standard 
procedures for clearance of fires so that an appropriate area around 
the target grid coordinates is cleared for fires. 

c. (U) TRAININS. 

(1) Training of Interrogators: 

(a) OBSERVATION: An interrogator must possess an in-depth 
knowledge of the enemy to fully exploit FWs and Hoi Chanhs. 

(b) EVALUATION: Interrogators frequently skim the surface of a 
source's knowledge. Greater familiarity on the part of the interrogator 
with enemy organisation and functions will permit a deeper penetration 
of knowledgeable sources and will increase the output from so-called 
low-level or valueless sources. This is also true in the fields of 
tactics, political organisation and weaponry. Knowledge of VC political 
structure is an essential prerequisite for production of VCI intel- 
ligence. Again, knowledge of VC weaponry will assist the interrogator 
in identifying new weapon» and alterations in old ones. 

(c) RECOMMENDATION: That in-depth instruction on the enemy be 
giv « to interrogators by appropriate intelligence personnel at division/ 
separate brigade level to include tactics, political structure end weaponry. 

d. (U)   IÜROIGENCE 

(1)   Use of interpreters as a Source of Local Intelligence Collection: 

(a) OBSERVATION:   Vietnamese interpreters and other Vietnamese perso- 
nnel   working with American units live in local communities and thus are 
a potential source of intelligence. 

(b) EVALUATION:    There has been an increasing emphasis on gathering 
intelligence from the local inhabitants concerning VC taxes, infiltration, 
prior warning of attacks, VCI meetings, planned enemy actions, etc.   Many 
of the Vietnamese interpreters assigned to I FFOBCKV are local inhabi- 
tants and live in the city with their families.   Since they are intel- 
ligence-tiained personnel, they are easily briefed on the situation and 
used as low-level agents to gather intelligence information from their 
friends and neighbors.   Even without extensive training, they have been 
found to be knowledgeable in areas of intelligence interest. 

(c) RECOMMENDATION;   That exploitation of Vietnamese interpreters and 
other personnel working with American unite as sources of intelligence from 
the community be expanded and formalised to provide a regular and reliable 
source of Information. 

4wi*.*-.«»*•••<•> . SPECIAL HAMOUNC REQUIRED 
CONFIDENT I AL     NOT RELEASABLE TO FOREIGN 
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(2) Pee of Translators for Liaison Between Intelligence Agencies. 

(a) OBSERVATION»    The large volume of intelligence generated within 
II Corps makes the utilisation of liaison personnel necessary between 
Allied headquarters and intelligence agencies. 

(b) EVALUATION»   During the past quarter the flow of information 
between the G2, I FFORCEV, the G2, ROK Field Force and ROK Military 
Intelligence Group (MIG) has increased significantly.    In order to keep 
current and abreast with the expanded ROK operations and the derivative 
intelligence information, a more timely exchange was needed than that pro- 
vided by the forwarding of translated hard copy documents and reports.   A 
Korean civilian, employed as a translator by DA and assigned to the 55th 
MID (Interrogation of Prisoners of War Section) was given the mission of 
acting as a liaison representative to the ROK MIG«   His duties include 
checking daily with the MIG to obtain photocopies or hand-written copies 
of current and significant intelligence Information coming from ROK units 
in the field«   This procedure obviates tedious and time-consuming pro- 
cesses of translating, staffing and analysis through the ROK Field Force 
which would be necessary without a liaison representative«   It is espec- 
ially important to establish this liaison between FWMAF MI elements and 
US G2/S2'* in order to enable the speedy transfer of intelligence between 
PWMAF field units and US headquarters.    The establishment of such a pro- 
gram is of great mutual benefit« 

(e)   RSCOtfSNDaTICRi    That personnel with appropriate linguistic 
skills be assigned from neighboring FWHAF units to US units in order to 
serve in a liaison role at all levels« 

(3) Acquisition and Dissemination of Information. 

(a) OBSERVATION!   Positive coordination, cooperation and liaison 
among all combat units and agencies operating in support of the GVN in 
the provinces and distriots are essential to the efficient accomplish- 
ment of the goals set forth in the Combined Campaign Plan and the GVN 
Pacification Plan. 

(b) EVALUATIONS   Current operational and intelligence Information 
is required by all regular military forces (RVNAF, US and FV/MAF) 1 CORDS 
field and advisory agencies (District and Province Headquarters, Public 
Safety, Civil Affairs, New Life Development, Psychological Operations, 
Chieu Hoi and Phoenix) \ and Teriitorlal Forces (RF/PF, Province Recon- 
naissance units and Revolutionary Development Cadre).    Coordination of 
all these units and agencies operating within a province will emsure 
greater success of the many combined programs.    Tfa^ acquisition and 
dissemination of complete Information is a function of the Province 
and District Taetieal Operations Centers (TOC).    However, it is the 
responsibility of the various combat units and action agencies to ac- 
complish   the positive coordination, communications and liaison re- 
quired to maintain a continuous flow of information«    AH significant 
Incidents involving a combat unit or aetioa agency operating within a 
district must be reported to the District TOC.   At that level, the infor- 
mation Is made available to all other units and agencies operating within 
the district end 1« reported through ARVR (District Chief) and US (Dis- 
trict Senior Advisor) channels to the Province Chief and Province Senior 
Adrisor«   Again, the focal point for this Information is the Province 
TOC where the seme procedure Is followed at the province level«   The 
mutual exchange of information should enable all combat units end oper- 
ating agencies to react to the Information in a timely man&ar. 
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(c) RECOMMENDATION: 

U   That all Province and District Senior Advisors establish control 
procedures to ensure that operational and intelligence information is 
rapidly reported to the Proviace/District TOCs. 

2. That Province/District TOCs ensure that operational and intelli- 
gence information is made available to all units and agencies operating 
in the province/district. Additionally, spot report information must be 
forwarded to higher headquarters through operational channels« See 
Inclosure 19. 

2* That units and agencies operating within a province/district estab- 
lish liaison with province/district TOCs in order to exchange operational 
and intelligence information. 

(4) Increasing RF Intelligence Gathering Capability. 

(a) OBSERVATION: During 1966, the FVKAP, with concurrence of II 
Corps Headquarters, initiated a Regional Force (RF) Medium Range Patrol 
(MRP) Training progrsji. Reports indicate that employment of the MRPs 
has significantly improved the BF combat infonaation/intelligence 
gathering capability. 

(b) EVALUATION: The MRP training program includes all phases of 
combat reconnaissance and information gathering procedures training 
except heliborne operations» Initially, four US instructor teams pre- 
sented the instruction to RF cadre personnel. These cadre psrao»:nel 
subsequently took over control of the training. Current plans call 
for the training of two Rf MRP teams per RF/PP Group Headquarter», one 
RF MRP team per RF company and all RF intelligence platoons throughout 
the II C1Z. In all, 2240 RF MRP students will be trained by Oct 69. 

(c) RECOMMENDATION: That RF MRP training be conducted in the 
other CTZ's to increase the intelligence capability of hT units 
through Ait Vietnam and ihat commanders be encouraged to utilise these 
MRP personnel once they are trained for the gatheriru» of intelligence. 

0. (U) LOGISTICS: 

(1)   Deployment of Air Cavalry Troop»t 

(a) OBSERVATION:    Some Air Cavalry Troops have been deployed minus the 
authorised KD (aircraft maintenance) and Signal (avionics) Detachments. 

(b) EVALUATION:    the organic maintenance capability of the Air Cavalry 
Troop is burdened by the requirement to maintain three or four types of 
helicopter (0Ü-6A, UH-IH, Uh-tC and/or AH-1G).    The burden is intensified 
when the troop is deployed minus the KD and Signal Detachments.    These 
detachments are composed of train*:! personnel and related tools and test 
items which enable them to accomplish limited direct support (DS) main- 
tenance.   Applicable TQE/talTk, and number of personnel are as follows: 

U   KD Detachment TQ1 55-500& 56 rersomel 

2.   Signal Detachment MTOfc 11-5000 6 Personnel 

Experience has proven that an Air Cavalry Troop which is deployed minus 
the KD and Signal Detachments cannot be supported adequately by a DS 
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Traneportaion Company unless they are collocated. Further study has 
shown that the fragmentation of a DS Transportation Company to provide 
a distant on-site maintenance detachment is not feasible due to the 
limited number of personnel, special tools and test items available. 
The resulting availability fluctuates between forty-five and seventy 
percent. During periods of heavy or extended operations, availability 
can be expected to drop below fifty percent. Separate action is being 
taken to recommend incorporation of the KD and Signal Detachments as 
organic assets of each troop. 

(c) RECOMMENDATION: That a KD (aircraft maintenance) Detachment and 
a Signal (avionics) Detachment habitually accompany each Air Cavalry Troop 
when it is deployed. 

(2) Supply and Maintenance Support of Detached Units. 

(a) OBSERVATION: Units detached from divisions or separate brigades 
and placed under the operational control of a tactical headquarters that 
does not have a combat service support capability should be supported by 
the nearest non-divisional direct support unit when the distance separating 
the detached units from the parent division/brigade is such as to render 
support by the parent unit impractical. 

(b) EVALUATION: Tactical situations frequently necessitate the 
forming of a composite battalion or larger size task force or similar 
type mission-oriented organization that deploys beyond the normal support- 
ing distance of the respective parent unit(s). Although placing a unit 
OPCON to another headquarters normally leaves the administrative and lo- 
gistics responsibility with the parent unit, the results are frequently 
unsatisfactory. Once OPCON is lost by the parent unit for any protracted 
period, the support interest wanes and the system is not responsive to the 
needs of the task force units. 

(c) RECOMMENDATION: 

U    That paragraph 4 of operations order, administrative order, 
administrative annex or frag orders specify the non-divisional direct 
support units which will support divisional/separate brigade units/task 
forces when placed under the operational control of a strictly tactical 
headquarters and separated from the parent organization by such a dis- 
tance as to make normal support procedures impractical. 

2. That the parent unit be responsible for insuring proper support 
to its detached unit coordinating with the area logistics activity. 

2« That paragraph 4 of the parent unit's order specify the support 
responsibilities which will be retained and that which Bust be accom- 
plished by the area support activity. 

f.  ,U) ORGANIZATION. 

(1) Comnand and Staff Relationships. 

(a) OBSERVATION: Command and Staff relationships at Pield Force 
level in Vietnam need to be clarified. 

(b) EVALUATION: CG, I FTOFCEV, has a general staff and two operating 
agencies (COftDS and US Army Advisory Croup for U Corp») as well as 
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assigned, attached and OPCON units to execute his three-fold military/ 
advisory/civil mission in II CTZ.. Command and staff relationships and 
the interfaces among the general and special staff, the CORDS staff, 
and the DSA II Corps staff in this unique organization were not clearly 
understood nor was there sufficient guidance in FM 101-5. The Special 
Assistant for Command Analysis and Programs made an extensive study of 
this problem and on 17 December I960, HQ I FFORCEV published a letter 
addressing these command and staff relationships (Inclosure 20). This 
letter spells out the responsibilities of the I FRDRCEV Staff, CORDS 
and DSA II Corps and sets forth primary points of interface among the 
staffs. This is resulting in more efficient control and direction for 
the sprawling and diversified military, advisory and civil complex in 
II CTZ and better adherence to the "One War Concept." 

(c) RECOMMENDATION: Explicit guidance must be provided to clarify 
command and staff relationships in the unique organization of a Field 
Force in Vietnam. 

g. (C) OTHER. 

(1) Multi-Improvement Plan. 

(a) OBSERVATION: A workable and responsive management tool was 
needed to allow the CG, I FFORCEV, to systematically provide direction, 
measure progress and insure continuity of I FFORCEV programs in areas 
of command interest. 

(b) EVALUATION: There are many significant icprovement projects 
which are to be accomplished in furtherance of the military/civil/advisory 
mission of the CG, I FFORCEV. The I FFORChV Hulti-Luprovcmcnt Plan was 
developed and formalized by 1 FFORCLV Regulation 11-1 (Inclosure 21) to 
lend direction to these many diverse programs and focus attention on the 
entire scope of the II CTZ improvement effort. Significant projects are 
identified and broken down into specific goals, included tasks and re- 
quired actions. The required actions are assigned specific time phasing, 
and the programs are assigned to specific staff sections for supervision 
and management. Action offices and interested agencies are identified. 
The Special Assistant to the Chief of Staff for Command Analysis and 
Programs monitors the plan and insures that items of significant interest 
are brought to the attention of the CG when the plan is updated monthly 
for the CG' review and comments. 

(c) RECOMMi'-NDATION: That similar multi-improvement plans be consid- 
ered for use at Field Force level to provide commanders with a systematic 
means of managing the various programs in areas of command interest. 

(2) Senior Commanders' Conferences. 

(a) OBSERVATION: The monthly Senior Commanders' Conference held by 
the commanders of the three national forces in II Corps is an effective 
means of furthering mutual coordination and cooperation and attainment of 
the objectives of defeating the VC/fcVA and strengthening the GVN. 

(b) EVALUATION: Initiated in March 1968, the Senior Commanders' 
Conference provides the Commanding General, II Corps, the Deputy Commanding 
General, ROKFV-FC, the Commanding General, I FFORCEV and their senior 
staff officers an opportunity to meet at the conference table to discuss 
future operations, plant, concepts, problem areas and topics of mutual 
concern. Topics included on the agenda are subjects which require command 
emphasis and discussion at the highest level within the CTZ. The conferences 
have given rise to the "Pair Off" concept, discussed in previous ORLLs, 
whicih has proved to be an effective moans of improving combat operations 
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and RVNAF effectiveness. They have provided effective measures for 
increased control of combat support asaets, the employment of minefields 
and the establishment of priorities for herbicide operations. Programs 
have been developed to increase the security of highways, railroads 
and urban areas; enhance the overall intelligence collection and recon- 
naissance efforts; coordinate RF/PF training programs; and focus 
attention on the continuing pacification effort as a common responsib- 
ility of all commanders in II CTZ. The harmony and cooperation eman- 
ating fron these conferences have insured a unit of effort at every 
echelon in II CTZ and underscore the fact that there is only "One War". 

(c) RECOMMENDATION: That the program of Senior Commanders» Con- 
ferences be considered for implementation in other corps areas as 
applicable. 

(3) Use of Automatic Data Processing Equipment. 

(a) OBSERVATION: When automatic data processing is initiated, 
maximum effort should be made to use existing computer systems instead 
of leasing additional computers. 

(b) EVALUATION: This headquarters decided to automate selected 
analysis systems. Although sufficient applications could have been auto- 
mated .o justify procurement of a small computer, this would have been 
in essence "buying a computer, then figuring out what to do with it". 
A USAF computer is located near Headquarters, I FFORCEV at Nha Trang AB. 
Coordination revealed that sufficient time was available on this computer 
to meet I FFORCEV requirements and it could be used by the Army on a 
reimbursable basis. This arrangement has the additional benefit of having 
direct access to a computer but not having administrative or maintenance 
responsibilities for the facilities. 

(c) RECOMMENDATION: When automating new applications, an inves- 
tigation should be made to determine if there are computers and aux- 
iliary equipment already available to accomplish the automatic data 
processing. 

(4) Hamlet Evaluation System. 

(a) OBSERVATION: A method of rapidly measuring the progress toward 
Accelerated Pacification Campaign (APC) goals was needed. 

(b) EVALUATION: The Hamlet Evaluation System (HES) is the basic 
scorekeeper for the entire hamlet pacification effort. Data on hamlets 
in II CTZ is submitted by District Advisors through PSA's to CORDS, 
where Jt is consolidated and forwarded to MAC CORDS for machine processing 
on central computer facilities* However, the turnaround time from data 
input by the District Advisor to receipt of the processed data from 
MAC CORDS is too long (15-25 days) to permit timely indication of progress 
towards APC goals and identification of problem areas that require manage- 
ment emphasis. The Special Assistant for Command Analysis and Programs, 
working with CORDS, developed a simple method of manually extracting key 
data from the HES input reports as they are passed to Saigon. This in- 
formation is assembled quickly after the end of the reporting period and 
displayed for three levels of management, i.e. , the CO, DSPCORDS and PSA. 
This permits timely and effective direction for the APC. 

(c) RECOMMEKDATIOM: Whenever long data processing times are in- 
volved for obtaining important information, key data should be extracted 
and displayed to jive commanders a rapid indication of trends and progress. 
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(5) Water Problem in Wave Guide of AH/TRC-97B. 

(a) OBSERVATIONS During the recent typhoon, the dish antennas and 
wave guides of the AN/TRC-97B were taken down as a precautionary Measure 
and stored until the typhoon had passed« This was accomplished while 
it was still raining. After relnsteUetlon, the system was degraded 
beyond use« 

(b) EVALUATION! After a complete checVout of the system it was 
discovered that there was water in the wave guides. This water attenu- 
ated the signal to such a degree that the system wa* not useable« This 
problem can be prevented by covering the open ends of the wave guides 
with waterproof material until they are connected. If moisture still 
collects, it may be necessary to accept downtime after the rain has 
stopped to clear the water from the wave guides« 

(c) RECCHMBiDATIGNi That if it is necessary to Install a iropo- 
»catter or microwave system during inclement weather, precaution should 
bo taken to keep water from collecting inside the wave guide. 

(6) Combat Assistance Team (CAT) Concept. 

(a) OBSERVATIONt The Combat Assistance Teem (CAT) concept was 
designed to reduce the US advisory effort for US units« The ultimate 
objective of the CAT is to have ARVN assume total responsibility for plan- 
ning, coordinating and executing combat operations with mini mum US ad- 
visory effort, comparable to liaison officers currently with ROKA units« 
A test was subsequently set up to evaluate the conversion of the US ad- 
visory effort in an ARVN division to the CAT concept within II CTZ. 

(b) EVALUATION 1 The evaluation of the 22d ARVB Infantry Division 
resulted in the CAT concept being well received by both ARVN and US ad- 
visory personnel« Both groups prepared to make the test work well and 
did so« The conclusions of the evaluation of the CAT concept in the 
22d ARVN Division werei 

1. During the test period, all regiments oc:<duoted operations raid- 
ing up to four battalions in else and 28 days in duration. 

2« There was no decrease In the use of US combat support« 

2*   The quality of combat leadership in the division did not deterio- 
rate« There was an aura of pride in being able to operate independently. 
Under the advisory concept, the tendency is for an advisor to seek cut 
his counterpart to conduct business, wbsreas, under the CAT concept, the 
ARVN commander or staff officer either seeks out the CAT members or takes 
action on his own initiative« 

£, There was no decrease in mission performance by division-level 
commanders and staff officers who no longer had advisors« They maintained 
a high level of performance lnt Artillery, communications, engineers, 
ordnance, health and sanitation, equipment melntensnee, personnel manage- 
ment, Intelligence, operations, logistics sad political warfare« 

£« The division reliance en and use of Its own supply system (less) 
helicopter) increased considerably. 
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6. As a result of the GAT concept, advisor spaces in the division 
have~been reduced from 166 to 67 spaces. Other regiments within II 
Corps are being converted to the CAT program. Eventually, all advisory 
teams within II Corps will be converted to the CAT concept. 

2, Notwithstanding the advantages listed above, the CAT concept can 
introduce problem areas unless there is an alert and well coordinated 
division advisory team« It is especially Important that advisors con- 
tinue to place emphasis on the production and distribution of intelli- 
gence, use of intelligence gathering means and planning and use of 
tactical air. 

(c) RECOMMENDATION: That consideration be given to converting other 
advisory elements within SVN to CAT. This conversion to CAT will allow 
for US advisory resourct« to be re-allocated. 

(7) I FFORCEV Analysis Systems. 

(a) OBSERVATION: An effective management tool was needed to thorough- 
ly analyze the expenditure of combat and support resources in II CTZ, to 
help improve their battlefield application. 

(b) EVALUATION: The CG, I FFORCEV has available many varied assets 
to aid him in the accomplishment of his mission. Included are fire sup- 
port, Army aviation, engineer and signal assets. Several automated 
analysis systems were developed in I FFORCEV to provide greater visibility 
about the utilization of these resources, thereby allowing better manage- 
ment of these resources and improvement in their battlefield application. 
Examples are the Artillery Ammunition Expenditures Analysis System and 
the Tactical Air Expenditures Analysis System. Currently under develop- 
ment or consideration are systems to analyze the use of Army aviation, 
signal and engineer assets. Some comnents on I FFORCEV analysis systems 
are given in Inclosure 22, 

(c) RECOMMENDATION: That analysis systems such as those discussed 
above be developed and used at Field Force level to give the commander 
and subordinate commanders an increased capability to more effectively 
manage the resources available to them. 

(8) Bridge Security. 

(a) OBSERVATION: To complement the major ARVN/US Engineer effort to 
restore major LOC's during 1968 and to counter enemy efforts to interdict 
the LOC's, it became apparent that a need existed for a program to eval- 
uate and increase the security of critical bridges. 

(b) EVALUATION: The first requirement was to establish the criteria* 
for a critical bridge. The I FFORCEV Engineer determined that a critical 
highway bridge is one which bridges a gap of 38.6 feet or more and has a. 
difficult bypass. (Any bridge that is 38.6 feet or longer cannot be 
easily replaced by M4T6 *)ry Span Bridging.) A letter was then prepared 
to Province Senior Advisors (PSA's) and to commanders of major ARVN/ROK/ 
US forces to initiate a program of surveying and evaluating the security 
provided each critical bridge. / parallel program was published to pro- 
vince chiefs by the CC, II Corpt. Surveys were conducted at each criti- 
cal bridge by GVN and US personnel and adjustments in territorial forces 
disposition were made to provide a maximum defense capability within 
available assets. Additional protective fortifications were constructed 
and other measures taken to improve overall security. Action is presently 
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underway to encourage the CG, II Corps to expand the ARVN program to 
include critical bypasses and railroad bridges and, ultimately, to 
replace the original US program. 

(c) RECOMMENDATION: That similar bridge security programs be con- 
sidered to improve LOG security in the other CTZ»s in SVN. 

(9) Utilization of Truong Son Cadre Groups (I3RD). 

(a) OBSERVATION: Truong Son Revolutionary Development (TSRD) Cadre 
Groups assignment to resettlement and refugee hamlets has been success- 
ful in dealing with the Montagnard ethnic groups. 

(b) EVALUATION: During the quarter many TSRD Cadre Groups were 
utilized in the formation of Montagnard resettlement hamlets. Large 
groups of Montagnard people were moved from VC to GVN controlled areas. 
GVN Service representatives provided the cadre with needed guidance 
while the cadre provided the workers needed to complete the job. The 
groups made extraordinary contributions in these Montagnard resettle- 
ment and refugee hamlets because of the cooperative efforts of the 
services. Two examples of such successes are Buon Ho Cu in Darlac Pro- 
vince and Plei la Lou in Pleiku Province. 

(c) RECOMMENDATION: That TSRD Cadre Groups be used in Montagnard 
resettlement and refugee work whenever possible and that similar-type 
groups be formed and utilised to aid in resettlement and refugee work 
for each particular ethnic group. 

(10) Development of louth in Rural Areas. 

(a) OBSERVATION: Rural youth lack opportunities to develop fully 
their mental, physical and social capabilities. With the exception of 
a few 4-T Clubs, there are no permanent, constructive organised youth 
groups in the countryside. 

(b) EVALUATION: Existing youth groups are not now able to extend 
their services into all rural areas. Several provinces in II CT&, using 
Revolutionary Development cadre and other motivated agents, have initi- 
ated highly successful hamlet-based youth groups. 

(c) RECOMMENDATION: That the following guidelines, learned from 
these existing groups, be studied for implementation in other areas: 

£• Organisational Aspect: The hamlet must be the main source of 
leadership, support and continuity. The cadre is mainly involved in 
introducing new ideas, guiding the initial Organisation and coordinating 
what material or training is needed from outside agencies. He must 
immediately begin preparing leaders among both hamlet adulte and youth. 
First, the cadre enlists the support of the hamlet council and people ard 
helps them form a louth Advisory Council. At a general meeting, the hamlet 
youth decide if they went a group, then elect their own Ruling Council and 
sub-team leaders and define their objectives. Meetings are held at least 
once a week. Membership is open to all youth between the ages of 10 to Id. 
The youth choose a simple uniform of their own design. 1 shirt is suffi- 
cient, but neckerchiefs and hats are also favored. Groups in neighboring 
areas can get together for sports competitions and joint work projects. 

2. Recreational Aapect: The meetings of the group must be fuu to 
gain the interest and allegiance of the youth. Club eonge, drill formations, 
playground games, drama, team sports, arts and crafts, puppets and camping 
are popular with youth all over the world. The osdre (or other adults) may 
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have to provide the organization and skills to get these activities going, 
but the leadership must be turned over to the youth as soon as they have 
mastered the necessary technique, 

2»   Vocational Training Aspects Vegetable gardens, demonstration 
plots of IR-8 and poultry, pig and rabbit raising have all been tried 
with good results« Agricultural competitions can be organized. Other 
possibilities! carpentry, home economics, weaving, wood carving, bar- 
baring, mechanics, bicycle repair, etc. Literacy olasses can also be 
formed. The Hamlet Council should be asked to turn over a plot of land 
to the youth for agricultural projects. A classroom or hamlet offioe 
can be used for meetings, storage, training and literaoy olasses. If 
the hamlet cannot provide all the necessary training materials, GVN 
agencies should be approached at the village, distriot and province 
level, e.g., Agricultural and Animal Husbandry Services, Refugee and 
Social Welfare Office, RD Council and Touth Service. Suoh outside 
agenoles as churches, voluntary groups and CORDS can also be helpful, 

ff. Community Responsibility Aspeoti The Advisory Counoil should 
encourage the youth to become involved in attainable community work 
projects (hamlet clean-up, aid to poor families, upkeep of sohool and 
athletic facilities, small self-help projects, etc). As with recrea- 
tional and vocational activities, the club members themselves choose 
the vork projects, form the plans and estimate tins and material needed, 
The Cadre or Youth Advisory Counoil will review the project for coordin- 
ation of support« It is best to start with small projeots where the youth 
can realise immediate and visible results« In general, projeots should 
not desaand muoh money or material* These ein tooestonally be oorabined with 
oampouts. On national holidays the youth oan be the focal point of ham- 
let celebrations1 deoorations, sports competitions, award ceremonies, 
cultural performances, parades, etc. 

(11) PSyOP frjiftod ffedfr fr HfflrH^ WtJMf» 

(4.) OBSKRV'iTICUi National and locally produced printed media pre- 
pared in the Vietnamese language has little, if any value, uhen tar« 
geted on Montagnard people, 

(b) EVALUATION* Although Montagnard people art represented gen- 
erally throughout II Corps, their numbers become especially Inpor- 
tant in the highland provinces where they represent a siseable 
proportion of the total population of these province1. A very small 
peroentage of the total media produced at the Saigon level and out of 
country is prepared in Montagnard dialect. furthermore, the 8th WICP 
m has no organic capability to prepare media in Montagnard dialects, 
Stepc have been taken to obtain ethnio personnel capable of produolng 
such media to fill local requirements. In addition, a project involving 
the joint Offerte of the Military FSTO» Division of COR» and the 
Summer Institute of Languages in lha Trang if currently underway to fur- 
ther improve the ability of the 3th P3T0P En to satisfy XX CTZ local re- 
qulrements for media in the Montagnard languages, A« an inteiim 
measure, media produced in cartoon strip fashion, with little or no 
written material on it, has been found to be a satisfactory method 
of communicating ideas to the Montagnard people, Example at Xnolosuro 11« 

(0) XICCMMEXDATIOIt That the cartoon strip method of preparing 
printed media be used in those oasee where the target audience literacy 
rate le low. That more material bo produced in Montagnard dialects at 
the national level depicting general themes for dissemination in II CTZ. 
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SUBJECT: I FFORCEV Tactical Nctes (U) 
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1. Forwarded are I FFORCEV Tactical Notes #7o 
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tactical notes by the 15th of each month«, 
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ARTILLERY 

1. (C) Combined Air Cavalry and Artillery Raid« The VC normally 
establish their headquarters and base areas outside the range of artil- 
lery. To locate and attack VC headquarters positioned outside of ar- 
tillery range, two 175mm guns were moved to cover the suspected area 
and an air cavalry troop was given the mission of finding and engagiixg 
the enemy. The flexibility and responsiveness of the air cavalry was 
complemented by the shock action and surprise of heavy artillery. 
The big guns fired or bunkers and positions located by the cavalry 
usiiig an attached forward observer to adjust the artillery, (TF South) 

2. (FOUO) Counterbattery Programs.  Recent enemy activity has shown 
an increase in stand-off attacks. In order to counter these attacks, 
counterbattery programs must be thoroughly planned and frequently 
practiced during periods of reduced enemy activity. In addition to 
other available fire support means, artillery must be allocated sec- 
tors of responsibility, firing data prepared for all targets and ar- 
tillery pieces laid on primary targets when not engaged in other mis- 
sions, ArAiunitiöii should be prepared depending on the actual or 
contemplated disposition of the enemy« The conduct of immediate re- 
action drills to include target acquisition and engagement will ensure 
responsiveness of the fire direction personnel and gun crews. The 
end result is to achieve effective counterfires immediately upon the 
initiation of an attack. (IFFGRCEV Arty) 

3. (FOUO) Countermortar Radar (CMR) Target Acquisition. Although 
the sectors of scan for the CMR are based on a daily analysis of the 
endmy's stand-off attack capabilities, the CMR is not always scanning 
the area from which the attack is initiated« Also, if incoming rounds 
do not impact relatively close to the CMR, the crew will probably 
not know that an attack has been initiated due to generator noise 
and sound/distance factors. To insure that the CMR is properly em- 
ployed immediately upon the initiation of an attack, the position 
fire direction center (FDC) must notify the CMR crew. If possible, 
the FDC should also give the CMR the azimuth to the suspected enemy 
firing position so the crew can refine the sector of scan, pickup 
the incoming rounds and determine the grid of the firing position. 
Direct land line communications is a practical method for expeditious 
relay of this information between the FDC and the CMR, (IFFGRCEV Arty) 

CHEMICAL 

4« (U) Evaluation of the XM-28 CS Dispenser, Of the twenty XM-2o 
CS Dispensers received by the 4th Infantry Division for evaluation, 
12 have been employed. Although 20 drums contain 1600 pounds of 
CS-1 as compared to 750 pounds of CS-2 in the XM-28, the latter 
system is believed to produce more ground contamination. A signi- 
ficant amount of agent from the drums is lost due to flash, and some 
agent is lost in the air as drums burst approximately 50 meters 
above ground. None of the CS-2 of the XM-28 is lost for either 
of the above reasons as there is no explosive element involved and 

ÜUnlFlütüTlAL GROUP 4 
qA DOWNGRADED AT 3 SS*fi INTERVALS 
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the bags containing the agent break on the ground. Additionally, 
the C3-2 is nearly twice as persistent as CS-1. In summary, the *K- 
28 has been found to be much superior to drums* The adaptability 
and ease of preparation and delivery make it an excellent and respon- 
sive munition for aerial delivered CG, (4th Inf Div) 

COUPS 

5. (U) Psychological Exploitation of Hoi Chanhs, The action of 
taking a new Hoi Chanh into a village and buying him an inexpensive 
suit of clothes, a few toilet arbicieö and a meal presents a situa- 
tion that is completely opposite to what the Hoi Chanh!s political 
officer has told him to expect concerning the üS/GVW harsh treatment. 
The action also reinforces the Hoi Chanh{s belief that he has made 
the right decision. The demonstration of good faith, friendship and 
a concrete example of US/GVN interest in his welfare create an at- 
mosphere of sincerity, confidence and a willing desire by the Hoi 
Chanh to participate completely in subsequent psychological opera- 
tions exploitation. Also, when a Hoi Chanh is taken to a village, 
he has the opportunity to relate his experiences with the VC/^IVA 
and tell why he rallied to the just cause, thereby improving the 
GVN image, (4ch Inf Div) 

OPERATIONS 

6. (C) Detection of Booby Traps.  Booby traps account for a high 
percentage of casualties. The following techniques to lessen the 
effect of booby traps should be considered: 

a. Even in dense terrain the point man should operate a minimum 
of ten meters in front of the nearest troops* The point man must be 
prepared to take cover immediately if a booby trap is tripped. 

b. A thin flexible branch, three or four feet long, can often 
be used to detect trip wires. The point man should carry it loosely 
with the tip close to the ground. Y/hen the branch contacts a trip 
wire it will bend without dislocating the wires. 

c. Personnel should be dispersed throughout the formation to 
insure minimum casualties should a booby trap be activated. 

(1st Cav Div CELL) 

7. (C) Movement of a Long Range Patrol. VJhen patrolling in rela- 
tively open or high single canopy terrain, a If se diamond formation 
is usually more effective than a file formation. The loose diamond 
formation with four to six meters between personnel has been found 
to be the best formation for immediate reaction to enemy contact. 
More fire power can be achieved to the front without sacrificing 
fire power to the flanks through the use of this formation. In Jun- 
gle or heavy vegetation a file formation has proven to be more desir- 
able for maintaining control and leaving little sign of movement 
through the area. (4th Inf Div ORIL) 
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8. (C) Friendly Losses Due to the Establishment of a Fixed Routine, 
flhile playing volleyball in a hamlet, a PF platoon was engaged by a force 
of 9-10 VC and suffered heavy losses of personnel and equipment. The VC, 
wearing RF uniforms, infiltrated the hamlet in groups of threes and fours. 
This PF platoon was considered first rate by both the province and dis- 
trict senior advisors. The platoon had established a well known routine 
for playing volleyball and stacking its weapons at a distance from the 
volleyball court every afternoon. This enabled the enemy to get between 
the PF platoon and their weapons. The following were lessons learned: 

a. Sven the best trained and motivated units can become complacent 
and/or develop routines. 

b. Daily routines must be avoided to prevent the enemy from detect- 
ing and taking advantage of an established pattern. 

c. Security must be maintained at all times. Communication facili- 
ties must be secured and alternate communication plans developed so that 
important information can be transmitted to higher headquarters as soon 
as possible. 

d. PopuLatioj* control within populated areas must exist to the extent 
that a.U incoming personnel must be identified and known to the hamlet 
defensiv© forces. 

e. It should be expected that the enemy will attempt to achieve sur- 
prise by wearing friendly uniforms or the clothes of local civilians, (CORDS) 

9*    (C) The Importance of Compound Security. A district compound within 
II Corps was recently subjected to a two-company VC attack. The defending 
force suffered severe casualties. The outer defense consisted of four, 
double apron barbed wire fences which extended to a distance of 50 meters, 
A minefield of unknown type and age was reported to be around the com- 
pound. The basic defense consisted of six, five-man bunkers with individ- 
ual fighting positions between the bunkers. The bunkers were the only 
positions physically occupied during the battle. In addition, the com- 
pound had an indirect fire capability of one 60nm nortar and one 4»2 inch 
mortar. Although there were 105mm and I55~ro howitzers witldn supporting 
range, no defensive concentration« hau hem  uic-olannoo. iji« compound's 
communication capability consisted of tv:o PRC-25 radios. There were no 
communication system* utilized for  internal. com«nd and control. Hie 
following were lessons learned: 

a. There should be plans for occupying individual fighting positions 
when under attack, 

b. Defensive concentrations should be pre-planned, 

c. Communication facilities should be available to control the battle, 

d. Fields of fire should be cleared. 
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e« Defensive ditches, fougasse mines, tanglefoot wire entangle- 
ments and other proven passive defense measures should be used. (CORDS) 

10* (C) Importance of Coordination. On 9 September 1968 a CIDG com- 
pany accompanied by two USASF advisors was moving along Highway 19« 
At 0940 they were ambushed by two US I£P teams. A brief fire fight 
followed during which two CIDG troops were wounded; one seriously* 
As the contact broke, it was determined that the US IRP team had 
been inserted into the CIDG TAOR on foot along a route which passed 
through a CIDG operational area within the CIDG TAOR* While the US 
IRP team AO had been properly coordinated with the USASF Advisor, their 
route of entry was not. Responsibility for coordination of operations 
is mutual, but the US commander concerned must insure that this coor- 
dination is complete. (G3) 

11. (C) NVA ggg of AA Positions. Recent documents captured by ele- 
ments of the 4th Infantry Division, FAC observation and analysis of 
recent enemy activity revealed that enemy forces encircle their rocket 
and mortar positions with AA guns when firing upon friendly units. The 
primary mission of the AA weapons is to provide security for the heavy 
weapons, and primary targets are 0-1*3, FAC aircraft and helicopters« 
The AA positions are dug-iii to protect against aircraft and artillery 
fire. Upon completion of a firing mission the enemy will usually at- 
tempt to displace the heavy weapons using the protection of the AA guns 
which fire upon reconnaissance planes and helicopters. When planning 
supporting fires or reacting to enemy stand off attacks these enemy 
tactics should be considered. (4th Inf Div) 

12. (U) Tunnel and Bunker Destruction. Several personnel clearing 
bunkers and tunnels with grenades have been wounded by delayed second- 
ary explosions when they rushed in too soon to inspect the results. 
When clearing bunkers or tunnels with the use of explosives, personnel 
should wait 2-3 minutes before entering to preclude the effects of a 
possible secondary explosion. (4th Inf Div) 

13* (U) Clearing Caves with Chemical Munitions. When cave complexes 
are encountered that house VC/foVA, it is essential that they be cleared 
with minimum casualties. An effective way to accomplish clearing is by 
the use of an E-8 Chemical Dispenser. On one mission 24 H-79 rounds 
were expended in a cave and fire was still received. The £-8 Chemical 
Dispenser was then used, and by lowering it through an air vent in the 
cave and then discharging the dispenser, enough dispersion was provided 
for the CS to enter the various cave complexes and cause the enemy to 
displace. (173d Abn Bde) 

14. (U) Firebreaks. Grass and thin vegetation in Vietnam burn easi- 
ly, even during a moderately wet period. Around a fire base or any 
permanent type installation a grass fire can create a serious hazard, 
especially if POL is bein& stored nearby. Tracer rounds from a .50 
caliber machine gun are capable of starting a fire which can quickly 
turn into a large blaze. A fire break should be given a high priority 
when a fire base is established unless the surrounding vegetation is 
proven not capable of burning U73d Abn Bde) 
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15« (U) Collocating ARVM/US Command Post, Communication problems 
invariably exist when ARVN and US forces conduct joint operations. 
It has been found that by collocating ARVN and US command posts, 
communication difficulties can be significantly decreased. Colloca- 
ting command posts has proven beneficial to all units involved in 
joint operations. Coordination of areas of operation, movements, 
supporting fires and other support is made easierc Changes in opera- 
tions due to the tactical situation can be coordinated more quickly. 
When operating with the command posts collocated, the individuals 
in each section can coordinate directly with his counterpart. The 
use of collocated command posts has decreased reaction times and in- 
creased the effectiveness of combined operations,    (173d Abn Bde) 

16. (FOUO) Coordination of Might Locations«, The coordination of 
night locations between supporting artillery units and the short 
range patrols (SRP) is essential to preclude undue danger to friendly 
personnel while maximizing the artillery support available. A method 
recently used for establishing accurate ^ixP locations is to utilize 
pre-planned illumination rounds which can be observed by units in 
night locations. The illumination is fired with a medium height 
of burst at several different grids. The ground units report azi- 
muth to each round which is used to resect the unit's location. At 
least two good azimuth readings should be utilized in determining 
a location. The location thus determined should be compared with the 
previously reported or planned location of the SRP. Coordination and 
training are the key factors in utilizing this method of determining 
friendly locations. (I FPORCEV Arty) 

17. (U) Enemy Wire Breaching Attempts.  Several fltfs have reported 
how easy they felt it was to breach out ?r perimeter wire, thus crea- 
ting an opening through which ground troops could follow in their 
assault. While hasty emplacement of wire is necessary during the ini- 
tr.al stage of establishing night defensive positions, immediate and 
continuing construction of tanglefoot patterns, interlaced with 
riares, mines and other denial material will forestall enemy attack 
plans. Additionally, enemy sappers will have great difficulty in push- 
ing bangalore torpedoes of sufficient length through both tanglefoot 
and perimeter wire for a single blowing, and, if carefully booby- 
trapped, enemy attempts to breach the perimeter will be detected. (G2) 

IS* (U) Enemy. Employment of Booby Trapped Items. The enemy has been 
stepping up acts of terrorism by taking advantage of the American sol- 
dier's innate curiosity about unusual items. Booby traps have always 
been a favorite method of inflicting casualties on US troops and the 
enemy has begun to make his weapons more sophisticated and effective. 
A commonly used method is to booby trap seemingly safe household items 
(cooking utensils, canned and packaged goods, and furniture) and position 
these items where they will be moved or examined by a soldier. Casual- 
ties have been inflicted because soldiers1 curiosity overcame their 
training and good judgement. Troops should be cautioned that when 
examining a hut or bunker nothing should be moved that has not been care- 
fully examined for possible booby traps. If objects must be moved, it is 
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desirable to utilize a member of the household for the task or to use 
some mechanical means (stick, wire or string) to disturb the item 
from a safe distance and location« The enemy's imagination and inven- 
tiveness should never be underestimated, (G2) 

19. (C) The use of AN/E153 and AM/JPRS-lt Mine Detectors. 

a« The AN/^153 should be used at the high sensitivity setting 
in all areas except high ferrous content soil areas such as Plelku, 
where the low sensitivity setting should be used. The AN/^153 
should be used at a forward sweep velocity of less than 26 steps 
per minute if the maximum area is to be most effectively swept. 
The AN/P153 will detect high metallic content mines at depths less 
than twelve inches* It will detect less than 50 percent of the low 
metallic content mines if these mines are buried deeper than six 
inches. However, in an area of high ferrous content soil, the AN/ 
P153 is ineffective in detecting low metallic content mines. The 
major factors influencing the effectiveness of sweeping operations 
using this mine detector are the amount of time allotted for the 
sweep operation and the amount of metallic debris encountered in the 
road. 

b. The AN/PBS-4 is capable of detecting both metallic and non- 
metallic mines to depths of twelve inches. When operated under ty- 
pical field conditions, the AN/PRS-4 averages ten to seventeen false 
signals per 100 feet. Due to these false signals, which must be in- 
vestigated as if they were mines, this detector can only be operated 
effectively by a slow and deliberate search. (üfegineer) 

20. (C) H Selection by Air Just Prior to Assault. Commanders are 
frequently concerned with the problem of establishing operational 
patterns which preempt or compromise their combat assaults, i.e., 
prior reconnaissance by helicopter to select VL s near or ya enemy 
objectives. To increase operational flexibility and deceive the enemy, 
commanders should select 12s by map, and past knowledge of the area. 
Reconnaissance by air should be limited or eliminated. Use of air 
cavalry in this reconnaissance role Just prior to assault is an alter- 
native. Movement of sir cavalry and air assault units should be 
separated by time and distance. While cavalry screens the area and con- 
ducts reconnaissance, they also select primary and alternate XZs. De- 
ception tactics are also in order to catch the enemy off balance. As- 
sault elements are notified and selected XZs marked and propped by the 
air cavalry. The assault can then be initiated with surprise, speed 
and suppress!ve fires employed by accompanying ginships. (TF South) 
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